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month’s How to. Page 82
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the Square 
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Array’s 
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South Africa, as Sandra 
reports. Page 69
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Paul delivers 
our exclusive 
review of the 
Celestron 
Evolution 

NexStar 8 – a much-
awaited scope packed 
with innovations. Page 90
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March 
2015’s total 
solar eclipse 
will be best 
seen from 

the Faroe Islands; Jamie 
took a trip there for our 
preview. Page 75
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PS Next issue goes on sale 18 September.

Chris Bramley Editor

Everything you need to prepare for the new season

BECOME AN INSIDER
We want to know your opinion of BBC Sky 
at Night Magazine. After all, the more we 

know about what you like, the better placed 

we are to bring you the best magazine 

possible. So we would like to invite you to 

join our online reader panel ‘Insiders’.

Just log on to www.immediateinsiders.

com/register to fill out the short registration 

survey and we’ll be in touch from time-to-

time to ask for your opinions 

on the magazine and other 

relevant issues.

 We look forward to 

hearing from you soon. 

Sky at Night  LOTS OF WAYS TO ENJOY THE NIGHT SKY...

PODCAST 

The BBC Sky at Night 
Magazine team discuss 
the latest astro news in 
our monthly podcast

TWITTER 

Follow @skyatnightmag 
to keep up with the 
latest space stories and 
tell us what you think

ONLINE 

Visit our website for 
reviews, competitions, 
astrophotos, observing 
guides and our forum

TELEVISION 
Find out what The Sky 
at Night team will be 
exploring in this month’s 
episode on page 17

iPAD 

Get each month’s  
issue on your iPad, 
now with bonus video 
and extra images

FACEBOOK 

All the details of our 
latest issue, plus news 
from the magazine and 
updates to our website

We astronomers are  

a contrary bunch:  

we don’t mourn  

the drawing in of 

evenings, we delight 

as the time between 

astronomical dusk 

and dawn grows 

longer. And this time 

of year is when we 

start seeing true darkness increase more 

rapidly after its complete absence over the 

summer: from a modest five hours in 

mid-August, by mid-September we can bask 

in a very acceptable eight hours of darkness 

properly suited to astronomical observation. 

With this in mind, on page 32 we’ve put 

together our recommendations for the best 

– and most often overlooked – deep-sky 

objects to track down during these extended 

observing hours. And on page 39, there’s a 

revealing look at the benefits that investing in 

space provides. In our 21st-century lives, the 

number of services provided from Earth orbit 

– some of which we’ve perhaps come to take 

for granted – is worth remembering. 

Enjoy the issue!
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Mind-blowing

Vast regions of gas crowd together in the pocket  

of space surrounding star-forming region Gum 15

bubbles

EUROPEAN SOUTHERN OBSERVATORY, 2 JULY 2014

The range of astronomical objects in this image  
makes it appear, at first glance, that we are looking  
at a montage. In fact, this wide-field vista captures  
a single region of space, the remarkable celestial 
neighbourhood near star-forming region Gum 15,  
which sits at the centre. 

This composition was created using images from ESO’s 
Digitized Sky Survey 2. Open cluster NGC 2671 can be 
spotted below and left of the centre, while the blue tendrils 
of the Vela Supernova Remnant can be seen creeping 
into view at the bottom right of the frame. At the bottom 
left sits a vast emission nebula, designated Gum 17. 
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W  Sand 
sculpture 

MARS EXPRESS  
4 JUNE 2014
This false-colour 
image shows a 
number of different 
sandy landforms 
shaped by harsh 
Martian winds.  
The distance  
between crests is  
used to classify the 
formations. In this 
image there are 
ripples, transverse 
ridges, dunes, and 
draas, or mega-
dunes. It is one of 
these, hundreds  
of metres tall, that 
separates the blue 
areas from the red  
in this shot. 

S  Our explosive Sun 

SOLAR DYNAMICS OBSERVATORY, 19-21 APRIL 2014
It’s been an unconventionally quiet solar maximum, but this image from 
NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory reminds us how violent our star can 
be. Taken over a period of 2.5 days, it shows vast jets of ionised helium 
erupting from the surface of a particularly energetic active region.   
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T  In the shadow of a giant 

CASSINI SPACECRAFT, 30 JUNE 2014
Saturn dwarfs the tiny moon Mimas in this serene image from Cassini.  
A true-colour capture of the gas giant’s northern latitudes, it shows 
Saturn’s atmosphere to be an azure blue. The dark shadows streaking 
across the visible surface are cast by the planet’s rings.  
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The latest astronomy and space  

news written by Hazel Muir

Our experts examine the hottest 
new astronomy research papers
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15 LEWIS DARTNELL

10

COMMENT  

by Chris Lintott

For millennia the Solar 
System was a symbol of 
calm stability, with planets 
moving regular as clockwork 
in their orbits. It’s now 
obvious that this quiet 
existence was the result  
of a deeply dramatic and 
chaotic period of planet 
formation, and collisions 
between Mercury and a 
proto-Earth or proto-Venus 
were only the beginning.

If this picture is true, we 
must think of Mars and 
Mercury as the last survivors 
of maybe 20 worlds of 
similar size. Mars, on the 
edge of the inner Solar 
System, survived by being 
something of a loner and 
avoiding collisions, 
whereas Mercury got by 
with a brief encounter or 
three. The others ended  
up providing most of the 
material for Venus and Earth.

As we find more planets 
around other stars, we 
should be able to test these 
ideas; the mix of Mercury- 
and Earth-sized worlds 
should tell us something 
about the collisions that 
took place while these 
planetary systems were 
forming – and thus about 
our own home’s history.

CHRIS LINTOTT co-presents 
The Sky at Night 
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VIOLENT COLLISIONS IN the early Solar System 

shaped Mercury, a new study suggests. The planet’s 

curiously metal-rich composition, which has 

been a long-standing puzzle, hints that glancing 

blows from large bodies like the young Earth  

and Venus stole its outer layers.

Mercury’s composition is completely unlike 

that of the other terrestrial planets and the Moon. 

Its iron core makes up about 65 per cent of its total 

mass; a comparative figure for Earth is 32 per cent. 

Yet Mercury also has a higher fraction of volatile 

compounds, such as water, than the Moon.

Now Erik Asphaug from Arizona State 

University and Andreas Reufer from the 

University of Bern in Switzerland have  

explained this. Their statistical analysis shows  

that Mercury’s composition makes sense if the 

young planet lost about half its mantle in  

grazing blows with a larger planet – probably 

Venus or the Earth.

One or more glancing blows could have 

stripped away the young Mercury’s mantle 

without any intense shock, leaving behind a 

mostly iron body without stripping away volatile 

compounds. “One or two of these hit-and-run 

collisions can explain Mercury’s massive metallic 

core and very thin rocky mantle,” says Asphaug.

The grazing blows would have meant that 

Mercury did not take on much matter from the 

body it collided with; the ‘missing mantle’ of 

Mercury could have instead ended up on Venus 

or Earth. “Giant collisions put the final touches 

on our planets,” says Reufer. “Only recently have 

we started to understand how profound and deep 

those final touches can be.”

> See Comment, right

Grazing impacts explain the planet’s odd composition

hit-and-run

collisions

Glancing impacts  
could have robbed  
Mercury of its mantle

Mercury

suffered
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MYSTERY OF SHORT-LIVED RADIO BURSTS DEEPENS
A MYSTERIOUS SPLIT-SECOND burst of radio 

waves that seems to come from far beyond our 

Galaxy has been detected by the Arecibo telescope 

in Puerto Rico. The find backs earlier evidence for 

mysterious cosmic ‘fast radio bursts’ – lasting just  

a few thousandths of a second – recorded by the 

Parkes Observatory in Australia.

Parkes recorded a handful of such events, but 

other observatories failed to see them. That led to 

speculation that the Australian telescope may have 

registered signals from sources on or near the Earth.

But now analysis of a fast radio burst detected at 

Arecibo in November 2012 suggests it was very 

distant. “Our result eliminates any doubt that these 

radio bursts are truly of cosmic origin,” says 

Victoria Kaspi from McGill University in Montreal, 

whose team detected the Arecibo signal. Although 

few such bursts have been detected, statistical 

Tightest trio of black holes spotted

USING A NETWORK of radio telescopes across 

four continents, astronomers have discovered 

three closely orbiting supermassive black holes in 

a galaxy more than four billion lightyears away. 

This is the tightest trio of giant black holes known 

to date and is unusual because most galaxies have 

just one supermassive black hole at their centre.

These black holes are typically millions or  

billions of times as massive as the Sun. The new 

triple system was discovered by a team led by 

Roger Deane from the University of Cape Town  

in South Africa. 

“The black holes are orbiting one another at  

300 times the speed of sound on Earth,” says 

Deane. Further studies of them could help  

explain what influence the massive objects have 

on galactic evolution and how often they merge.

www.evlbi.org

YOUR CHANCE  
TO DESIGN TIM 
PEAKE’S ISS PATCH 
Blue Peter, the world’s 
longest-running children’s 
TV show, is holding a 
competition to design 
ESA astronaut Tim Peake’s 
mission patch for the 
forthcoming Principia 
Mission to the ISS in 2015.

Anyone aged 
between six and 15 will 
be able to submit designs 
inspired by British 
astronaut Tim Peake, his 
mission and space 
exploration – and one 
lucky viewer will see 
their design in space.  

The Tim Peake Mission 
Patch competition launches 
on Blue Peter on 
Thursday 4 September 
at 5.30pm on CBBC. 
Tune in to find out more. 

ROSETTA’S COMET 
DOUBLES UP
ESA’s Rosetta spacecraft 
has confirmed that its 
target comet, 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko, 
has a curious structure  
– its nucleus consists of 
two separate parts.

“This is unlike any  
other comet we have  
ever seen before,” says 
Rosetta scientist Carsten 
Güttler from the Max 
Planck Institute for Solar 
System Research in 
Germany. “The images 
faintly remind me of  
a rubber ducky with  
a body and a head.” 

Once Rosetta closes  
in on the comet, the team 
hopes to find out whether 
the two parts were 
formerly separate bodies.

NEWS IN

BRIEF The supermassive monsters could help explain galactic evolution

estimates suggest they occur roughly 10,000 times a 

day over the whole sky. They’re as yet unexplained, 

but might be linked to exotic sources like 

evaporating black holes or mergers of neutron stars.

www.naic.edu

Þ The burst emanated from the region of space between 
supernova remnant S147 and star forming region IC 410

S147

IC 410

Þ The proximity of two of the black holes causes them to emit helical jets; the third black hole is shown in red
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A gamma-ray burst has clarified how the earliest stars died

LONG GAMMA-RAY bursts found by ESA’s 

XMM-Newton observatory could be evidence 

that the first stars of the Universe were 

supergiants that ended their lives in 

catastrophic explosions.

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most 

powerful explosions in the Universe; many are 

thought to be the result of enormous stars 

exploding at the end of their lives. In September 

2013, NASA’s Swift spacecraft detected a bright 

GRB, now called GRB130925A, in a galaxy  

5.6 billion lightyears away.

Follow-up observations by XMM-Newton  

and other observatories have shown that the 

source of the burst was a blue supergiant star. 

Intriguingly, these huge stars, which typically 

have luminosities up to a million times that of 

the Sun, are quite rare in the relatively nearby 

Universe where GRB130925A occurred. But they 

are thought to have been very common when the 

cosmos was young, with almost all of the first 

stars evolving into them over their short lives.

The observations suggest the blue supergiant 

that exploded contained very few elements 

heavier than hydrogen and helium. That makes 

GRB130925A remarkably similar to the stellar 

explosions thought to have occurred just a few 

hundred million years after the Big Bang.

The burst also had an unusually long duration, 

lasting more than five and a half hours. That fits 

with theories suggesting primordial stars were 

very large – perhaps several hundred times the 

mass of the Sun – and their vast bulk triggered 

GRBs lasting hundreds of times longer than the 

typical ones witnessed today.

“There have been several theoretical studies 

predicting what a gamma-ray burst produced by 

a primordial star would look like,” says Luigi Piro 

from the Institute for Space Astrophysics and 

Planetology in Rome, Italy, whose team analysed 

the burst. “With our discovery, we’ve shown 

that these predictions are likely to be correct.”

Piro concludes that the blue supergiant that 

exploded formed out of a pocket of primordial 

gas that somehow survived unaltered for 

billions of years. It somehow failed to become 

‘polluted’ by the heavy elements that formed 

during nuclear reactions in stars before being 

dispersed into space.

http://sci.esa.int/xmm-newton
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NAME AN 
EXOPLANET 
CONTEST
The International 

Astronomical Union 

(IAU) has invited 

astronomy clubs and 

non-profit organisations 

to register their interest 

in naming planets 

circling stars beyond the 

Sun. After registering at 

http://directory.iau.org, 

the organisations can 

later suggest names for 

20 to 30 exoplanets on 

a list of more than 300 

provided by the IAU, 

with a supporting 

argument for their choice.  

DEAD SEA  
ON TITAN?
NASA’s Cassini 

spacecraft has revealed 

that the subsurface ocean 

on Titan, Saturn’s largest 

moon, might be as salty 

as the Earth’s Dead Sea.

Gravity measurements 

of Titan collected by 

Cassini over 10 years 

allowed scientists to 

estimate the ocean’s 

density. They conclude 

that it is probably a  

dense brine of water 

mixed with dissolved  

salts composed of sulphur, 

sodium and potassium.

“This is an extremely 

salty ocean by Earth 

standards,” says team 

leader Giuseppe Mitri 

from the University of 

Nantes in France. 

“Knowing this may 

change the way we  

view this ocean as a 

possible abode for 

present-day life.”

NEWS IN

BRIEF 

Blast mimcs
ancient stars

Could a gamma-ray burst  
be evidence of the fate of  
blue supergiant stars?
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hink of a galaxy: what comes into your 
mind? A majestic spiral perhaps, with arms 
glittering with the products of recent star 
formation? A giant elliptical lurking at the 

heart of an enormous galaxy cluster? Few people would 
immediately imagine a scraggly and scrawny dwarf 
galaxy, yet it is these systems that hold the key to 
understanding how matter behaves in the Universe.

For a couple of decades now, the prevailing theory 
has been that the majority of mass in the Universe is 
in the form of what’s called ‘cold dark matter’. Dark, 
because whatever form it is in it doesn’t interact 
with light and cold because it must be slow moving 
(scientific temperature is a measure of the speed  
with which particles move). Why must it be slow 
moving? Larger systems have enough gravitational 
pull to hang on to even fast moving particles, but 
unless dark matter was slow it would escape from  
the shallow gravitational wells of dwarf galaxies, 
causing them to evaporate.

Studying the details of how dark matter  
behaves in dwarf galaxies is a powerful way of 
understanding what it is. But it isn’t easy. Dark 
matter can interact with normal, or baryonic,  
matter through gravity. And if you add baryonic 
matter into the mix, you have to worry about the  
rest of physics, as gas cools and stars form and  
then explode. Disentangling what’s going on  
requires careful thought and a lot of computing 
power, both of which are brought to bear in a  
recent paper by Alyson Brooks and Adi Zolotov. 

It’s long been known that the distribution  
of dwarf galaxies around the Milky Way and around 
the Andromeda Galaxy is odd – there  
don’t seem to be enough of them, but it’s never  
been clear whether it’s the dark or the ordinary 
matter that’s misbehaving. According to this  
new paper, it might be both. 

Form enough stars and supernovae will 
undoubtedly follow. Have enough supernovae,  
and their combined power will heat and expel  
gas from the centre of the galaxy. Expel enough  
gas and you fiddle with the gravitational  
potential enough to have the dark matter respond. 
Some dwarf galaxies can even be ripped apart 
entirely, and these new results take this into  
account, as well as adding in the effect of stripping 
off gas due to the presence of large ‘parent’ galaxies  
like the Milky Way. 

With those two effects included, for the first time 
scientists are able to explain the way some of  
the Milky Way’s largest dwarfs behave. One of  
the key results is that, once the effect of stars is 
included, fewer galaxies survive. It seems we’ve 
reached the point where we can explain the dwarf 
galaxies we see about us, and progress will be  
made by peering deeper into the Universe to see 
whether galaxies beyond the Local Group  
suggest similar solutions.

CHRIS LINTOTT is an 
astrophysicist and  
co-presenter of The Sky  

at Night on BBC TV.  
He is also the director  
of the Zooniverse project.

CHRIS LINTOTT was reading… Why baryons matter: the 

kinematics of dwarf spheroidal satellites by Alyson 
Brooks and Adi Zolotov
Read it online at http://arxiv.org/abs/1207.2468

Our experts examine the 
hottest new research

Why ‘matter’ matters

Interactions between light and dark matter may 
explain the dwarf companions of the Milky Way 

CUTTING

EDGE

“It seems we’ve 

reached the point 

where we can 

explain the dwarf 

galaxies about us”

Dwarf galaxies are not  
small by any means: this  
one, NGC 5474 in Ursa Major,  
still contains billions of stars



Earth’s orbit is 
peppered with  

space debris

skyatnightmagazine.com 2014

September 1962
On 10 September 1962, The  
Sky at Night broadcast discussed 
future problems of space debris. 
Despite the fact that the space  
age was then just five years old, 
there were already concerns  
that defunct satellites could  
become a nuisance.

In orbit, derelict spacecraft, 
launch vehicles and even small 
fragments of metal pose a danger to 
operating satellites because they 
can collide at great speed. Today, 

Star spills its dusty secrets

OUR GALAXY’S MOST DISTANT STARS

Astronomers discover that stardust still forms years after a supernova

ASTRONOMERS HAVE IDENTIFIED the  
most distant known stars in the Milky Way – two 
cool red giants, which are 775,000 and 900,000 
lightyears away. They sit within our Galaxy’s 
outer halo, which surrounds the main disc.

“The distances to these two stars are almost too 
large to comprehend,” says John Bochanski from 
Haverford College in Pennsylvania, who adds that 
when light left the stars “our early human ancestors 
were just starting to make fires here on Earth”. 
The stars were discovered using the Sloan Digital 
Sky Survey in New Mexico and other scopes. The 
team hopes these distant stars could provide clues 
about the formation and evolution of our Galaxy.
www.sdss.org

The stardust left behind after a star explodes is 
created in a two-stage process, scientists have found. 
Observations made using the Very Large Telescope in 
Chile have shown that dust grains begin to form soon 
after a supernova in the dense material near to the 
star, but this continues for years – in a second stage, 
occurring after several hundred days, fast dust 
formation was seen in ejected material. 

Christa Gall from Aarhus University, Denmark, 
and colleagues made the discovery after monitoring 
debris from supernova SN 2010jl as it faded. “This 
allowed us to find out more about the dust than  
had been possible before,” says Gall. If this  
process continues as observed, in 25 years time  
the explosion will have produced dust equivalent  
to half the mass of the Sun. 
www.eso.org/paranal

Looking back
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The Milky Way’s disc would appear tiny from  
the nearer of the red giants, ULAS JO744+25  

there are more than 21,000  
pieces of orbital debris larger than  
10cm. Around once a year, the 
International Space Station has  
to dodge an impending collision.

However, spacefaring nations 
have agreed on many guidelines 
that are starting to minimise the 
hazard of debris generation through 
careful spacecraft design and 
operations. But measures to actively 
clean up space are proving a  
huge technical challenge.

EARTH-SIZED 
‘DIAMOND’ 
DISCOVERED
Astronomers have 
identified a star that is 
possibly the coldest, 
faintest white dwarf ever 
seen. It may be so cool 
that the carbon inside  
it has crystallised, which 
would effectively turn  
it into an Earth-sized 
diamond in space.  
White dwarfs form when 
Sun-like stars run out  
of fuel then shrink  
and slowly cool.

“It’s a really remarkable 
object,” says David 
Kaplan from the University 
of Wisconsin, whose team 
discovered the cool  
white dwarf. “These 
things should be out  
there, but because they 
are so dim they are  
very hard to find.”

NEWS IN

BRIEF 

ESA GREENLIGHTS 
ATHENA MISSION
ESA has selected  
X-ray observatory  
Athena as a ‘large- 
class’ spacecraft  
mission for launch in 
2028. It would aim  
to answer questions  
about how matter 
congregates in galaxies 
and galaxy clusters,  
and investigate how  
black holes grow.

Dust can form in ejected 
material as well as the 
vicinity of the explosion
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O
ne of the gravest long-term dangers  

of human space exploration is  

the radiation environment. Beyond  

the protective cocoon of Earth’s  

thick atmosphere and magnetic field, the cosmos  

is awash with subatomic particles travelling  

at high energies. 

Of particular concern are the intense bursts  

of particle radiation spat out occasionally by  

the Sun. For instance, the Apollo 17 mission  

was very lucky to have missed what would have 

almost certainly been a lethal solar particle event  

by a matter of months. But for interplanetary 

missions of a longer duration, such as an  

expedition to Mars, you simply can’t rely on  

blind luck. When we send humans to explore  

space, we will load up their vessels with air,  

water and food to keep them alive. So why not  

also send them with a magnetic field like Earth’s  

to protect them from cosmic radiation – an 

artificial mini-magnetosphere?  

This is the proposal being put forward in a  

paper by Ruth Bamford from the Rutherford 

Appleton Laboratory near Oxford and her 

colleagues. The notion of protecting a spacecraft  

by generating an active radiation shield with a 

superconducting electromagnet that deflects 

incoming charged particles is not new. But the 

problem is that to safely deflect an energetic 

radiation particle you need a pretty powerful 

electromagnet, and the strength of a magnetic  

field declines sharply with distance away. As such, 

this requires massive electromagnetic coils that 

demand a lot of electrical power. Unfortunately, 

mass and power are two of the most critical 

constraints for launching any space mission.

What Bamford is arguing for is to instead use an 

electromagnet to trap a bubble of plasma – itself a 

very diffuse cloud of charged particles – around the 

spacecraft. This charged plasma shell would create a 

magnetic field of its own, like a barrier surrounding 

the hull. The solar wind could be used to fill up this 

plasma barrier or, if you needed to temporarily 

boost the intensity of the shield during a solar storm, 

you could inject easily ionised gas such as argon or 

xenon into it from a reserve tank. In the near future 

you may very well hear the captain of a spaceship 

ordering his engineer to ‘raise shields’! 

So in this scheme, the role of the magnetic field  

is primarily to confine and control the shielding 

plasma, not to provide the shielding itself. This 

trapped shell of plasma greatly enhances the strength 

of the magnetic field around the spacecraft, making 

for a much more efficient radiation shield and thus 

greatly lowering the power demands. And as 

Bamford points out, you don’t need to completely 

stop a high-energy radiation particle, only refract it 

sufficiently so that it misses a central cavity – the 

safe zone for the crew. This is just like in a game of 

rugby, she says, when rather than trying to stop an 

opponent charging for your try line you simply 

knock him sideways into touch – and so out of play.

LEWIS DARTNELL is an 
astrobiology research 
fellow at the University of 
Leicester. His latest book, 
The Knowledge, was 
published in April.

LEWIS DARTNELL was reading… An exploration of the 

effectiveness of artificial mini-magnetospheres as a 

potential Solar Storm shelter for long term human space 

missions by Ruth Bamford et al. 
Read it online at http://arxiv.org/abs/1406.1159

Our experts examine the 
hottest new research

� A mini-magnetosphere 
would bend cosmic rays 
around a ship – leaving a 
safe zone in the centre

Sheltering from the storm
We’d send astronauts to Mars with food and water,  
so why not give them a miniature magnetosphere? 

CUTTING

EDGE

“In the near future 
you may well hear  
a captain ordering 
his engineer to 
‘raise shields’!”



Forthcoming Events:-
6DWXUGD\�$XJXVW��WK�� Widescreen 
is in Devon for the SW Astronomy 
Fair at Norman Lockyer Observato-
ry in Sidmouth (EX10 0NY for your 
SatNav) Come along for a great 
day out! See our App for details.
6HSWHPEHU������WK�� Star Party, 
Kelling Heath in Norfolk. Book 
ahead for some of the UK’s best 

skies & a great event. NR25 7HW

The Widescreen Centre
since 1971

London’s Coolest  Astro Society

Kelling Heath Star Party, Norfolk
Weekend of September 26-29th

In Store. On the App Store. At exhibitions.
At Star Parties. In the Park. On site.

Online. By phone. By email.
Relentlessly bringing you the latest,

the greatest, and the best value
Astronomy products on the market.

We’re always happy to talk Astronomy.
Now on the App store & Google Play.

www.bakerstreetastro.org.uk

or download Widescreen’s App!

Widescreen Telescopes Centre
Our new App is a FREE download 
from the Apple Store and Google 
Play. Keep in touch for the latest 
product news, Special Offers, Cus-
tomer Loyalty, Events and Monthly 
Sky Guide. The App integrates 
with both BSIA’s and Widescreen’s 

FaceBook & Twitter. 

Norman Lockyer Observatory hosts the SW Astronomy Fair - Join us on Saturday August 9th Download our FREE App

The best just got better. 

V7.0  from Simulation Curriculum

Lunar photo by Widescreen customer Richard Maun. Main BSIA image by Tom Kerss

Celestron Visits Widescreen

Dave Anderson, CEO of Celestron in 
the US, visited Widescreen in June 
and updated us on all the new and 
exciting developments coming our way 
in the second half of 2014. Stay tuned! 

Dave Anderson of Celestron, Simon & Nick 

** Widescreen’s Sky-Watcher Summer Promotion runs until Bank Holiday Monday, August 25th **

Summer Promotion

Widescreen supports The Baker Street Irregular Astronomers - London’s coolest Astronomical Society - meeting monthly in Regent’s Park. Chance to
Check out our products after dark and learn in a fun, friendly environment about this great hobby. See www.bakerstreetastro.org.uk for more details.

NEW Sky-Watcher 
Star Adventurer 

Multi-purpose 
mount. Stunning 

value from £219.00
(Shown here with 

Equinox 80ED)

NEW Daystar 
Quark 

‘Hydrogen 
Alpha 

Eyepiece’

In stock from 
£799.00

Great News

Widescreen’s 

Summer Promotion 

Runs until August 

25th!



The 2014 exhibition will 
once again be held at Royal 
Observatory Greenwich

WHAT’S ON SEPTEMBER 17
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Our pick of the best events from around the UK

What’s on

Astronomy Photographer 

of the Year 2014 Exhibition 

Royal Observatory Greenwich, London, from 18 September

The Astronomy Photographer of the Year 
2014 exhibition opens to the public on 
18 September, the day after this year’s 
winning and runner-up images are 
announced. Inside you’ll find the best 
astrophotos from all this year’s 
categories, which include Earth and 
Space, Our Solar System, Deep Space, 
Young Astronomy Photographer of the 
Year, People and Space, The Sir Patrick 
Moore Prize for Best Newcomer and 
Robotic Scope Image Of The Year. 

To see all of these stunning images  
on a larger scale, visit the Peter Harrison 
Planetarium – next door to the exhibition 
– from 1 October to watch Captured 
Starlight, a show that offers a unique 
perspective of all the winning images  
on the planetarium’s domed roof.  

Tickets for the planetarium show can 
be booked via the Royal Observatory’s 
website; no booking is required for the 
free exhibition. 
www.rmg.co.uk

EXOPLANETS
The Sky at Night looks beyond the 

Solar System to explore some of  

the nearly 2,000 planets orbiting 

other stars. From hot Jupiter-like 

worlds to those that could pass  

as a double for Earth, what do  

other planetary systems look like  

and what do these discoveries  

mean for the search for life? 

*Check www.radiotimes.com as times 

may vary

 Four, 14 September, 10pm (repeated  Four, 18 September, 7.30pm)*

BEHIND THE SCENES 
THE SKY AT NIGHT IN SEPTEMBER
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MORE LISTINGS ONLINE

Visit our website at www.
skyatnightmagazine.com/
whats-on for the full list of  
this month’s events from 
around the country. 

To ensure that your talks, 
observing evenings and star 
parties are included, please 
submit your event by filling 
in the submission form at the 
bottom of the page.

Herstmonceux  
Astronomy Festival  
Herstmonceux, East Sussex, 5-7 September

Sounds of the Cosmos
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, 18 September, 7.30pm  

The Sheffield Rep 
Orchestra will be 
performing a 
very special 
rendition of 
Gustav Holst’s 
The Planets as 
part of the 
University of 

Sheffield’s Festival of the Mind. The university’s Octagon 
building will be transformed into a giant planetarium, 
with specially commissioned videos and photos from 
NASA shown to accompany Holst’s famous composition.  
The event is free but registration is required.  
http://concerts.sheffield.ac.uk/whats-on

Kepler 22b is one of many exoplanets  
in its star’s habitable zone, like Earth

The Golden Years of Astronomy
Augustine United Church, Edinburgh, 12 September, 8pm 

Join the 
Astronomical 
Society of 
Edinburgh  
this month  
to hear  
Prof Peter  
Brand from  
the Royal 
Observatory, 

Edinburgh discuss the dramatic evolution of astronomy 
since he began his career during the 1960s. The  
event is open to all and entry is free.  
www.astronomyedinburgh.org

PICK 
OF THE 
MONTH

This month marks  
the 10th annual 
Herstmonceux 
Astronomy Festival 
and it’s set to be the 
best yet. With a 
great list of speakers 
including The Sky at 
Night’s Dr Lucie Green 

and Pete Lawrence, and late-night observing sessions 
facilitated by local astronomy societies, it’s sure to be 
an action-packed weekend. www.the-observatory.org
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F

or thousands 

of years comets 

have been 

considered as 

harbingers of doom or an 

attack from the heavens. 

Our understanding of 

their nature has evolved 

over the centuries, from 

Aristotle’s belief that they 

were emissions from the 

upper atmosphere to 

Tycho Brahe’s detailed 

calculation showing that 

the comet he observed 

was at least four times 

further out in space  

than our Moon. 

Early scientific 

theories suggested that 

comets were rocky bodies with an icy 

covering. The ‘gravel bank’ model, as it was 

called, survived for many years until in 1950 

Fred Whipple proposed an alternative – the 

dirty snowball theory, which suggested that 

comets were mainly a mix of rock and ice, 

with a bit of other material thrown in. It 

gives a much better explanation for the 

tails we see on comets as they travel close 

to the Sun: the ice vaporises, leaving a 

cloud of particles that catch the light.

In the space era we have been able to 

learn a lot more about these objects. A series 

of comet flybys have been performed since 

1985 and in 2006 the Stardust mission 

returned samples from a comet to Earth. 

Rather than relying on onboard 

instrumentation, now detailed analysis 

could be undertaken in the laboratory. M
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A PASSION FOR

As ESA comet chaser Rosetta nears its target, Maggie 
muses on just how important its findings could be

These particles from deep space and 

others collected from the upper atmosphere 

are tiny, ranging from 10-100µm. To put 

that into perspective, 100µm is about the 

width of a human hair. Analysis revealed 

them to be rocky material often embedded 

in an organic matrix; scientists even 

detected the amino acid glycine as part  

of the comet’s organic repertoire. This is 

one of the building blocks of life here on 

Earth, so could comets be responsible for 

life on our planet? 

Fragments of the past

From flybys undertaken to date, comets 

seem to have of a nucleus 1-10km in 

diameter. They are thought to be part of 

the detritus left behind during the creation 

of our Solar System – the bits that did not 

get amalgamated into 

planets. As such they  

are of great interest, 

since they provide a 

snapshot of the 

conditions during the 

formation of our world. 

It was first thought that 

comets form in the 

colder regions of the 

outer Solar System, but 

some of the particles 

collected have shown 

that some material 

originated in the hotter 

regions of the inner  

Solar System and then 

somehow migrated  

out towards the Kuiper 

belt. So the jury is still 

out on how comets are created.

Even after thousands of years of 

contemplation, comets are still throwing 

up questions that we find hard to answer. 

But this may be all about to change thanks 

to the Rosetta mission. ESA’s daredevil 

spacecraft will send a lander down to the 

surface of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko 

and conduct in-situ measurements after 

drilling into it. And, after a journey of 

more than 10 years, it is now making its 

final approach and should rendezvous  

in the next couple of months. So watch 

this spacecraft – we may be about to get 

answers to questions that have eluded  

us for a long time.

Maggie Aderin-Pocock is a space scientist 

and co-presenter of The Sky at Night

with Maggie Aderin-Pocock

S

Comets continue to  

present mysteries we  

have no answers for
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WITH GREAT TREPIDATION I must 
visit the system of Kepler 56. This star, 
some 2,800 lightyears away and around 
four times the size of our Sun, has become 
what’s known as a ‘G0V’. It has crossed 
that critical, irreversible borderline on  
its transition to the status of a red giant.

There’s a sense of volatile instability, 
even anger as Kepler 56 burns through  
the helium at its core and undergoes 
a savage, unstoppable, ballooning 
expansion. Viewing Kepler 56 in this  
state conjures a sound in the imagination 
of every timpani drum in the world  
being played simultaneously with 
increasing, raging intensity.  

The planets orbiting Kepler 56 seem 
utterly powerless other than to accept  
a fate of cataclysmic destruction as  
their star expands to consume them,  
and it brings a disconcerting chill to 
realise this fate awaits the planets  
around our own star. Planets Kepler 56b,  
56c and 56d could easily be Mercury, 
Venus and Earth trapped on an orbital 
death row of impending incineration.

I steer the Cruiser Globe near to the 
second planet out, Saturn-sized Kepler 
56c, which takes about 21 days to  
complete its orbit. With another deft  

leap forwards in time, aimed for  
24 million years in the future, I reach  
a point in time when the immolation  
of this world will be most fearsomely  
and soberingly visible.

 The Cruiser Globe’s heat, gravity 
and force-field controls need ratcheting 
to maximum to stabilise my position, 
950,000km away from one of 56c’s rocky 
moons. From here, the full destructive 
drama plays out in a most terrifying way. 
The outer layers of gas giant Kepler 56c 
are boiling away, making the planet look 
like a supermassive comet. 

What appears like a giant cometary  
tail is laced with blindingly luminous 
colours as all the chemical elements in  
the planet burn in their appropriate 
shades. Four moons are visible in the  
heat blast and they glow dazzling  
silver, just like the pellet-sized pieces of 
magnesium my physics teacher used to 
hold with tongs over a Bunsen burner. 

That this could happen to Earth  
– the thought of seeing cities, forests, 
oceans and all of those familiar Earthy 
features mercilessly vaporised by the 
advancing expansion of a red giant  
star – brings a nauseating pang: our  
Sun, once so benevolent and life  

giving, now turning on us like a hyena 
eating its young.

Kepler 56c continues to be obliterated 
and shall do steadily for a few million 
years yet. Altered gravity makes it 
buckle out, so it takes on the guise of a 
superheated egg against the backdrop  
of the red giant filling the sky.

It seems a sad and horrifyingly  
ruthless process. But let’s think forward 
a moment: once the red giant phase of 
Kepler 56 is done, a protoplanetary nebula 
and a white dwarf will remain. These in 
turn will slowly dissipate into space and 
live on to become part of other, brand  
new star-forming and planet-forming 
regions. The ebbing, flowing, renewing 
and recycling process plays out perfectly 
in the rivers of time.  
Jon Culshaw is a comedian, impressionist 

and guest on The Sky at Night

EX  PLANET
JON CULSHAW’S

EXOPLANET EXCURSIONS SEPTEMBER 21

Jon takes another leap into the future to witness the eventual fate of a star like ours

EXCURSIONS



� George’s Jodrell Plank joins the legion of backyard 

radio observatories inspired by our How to article
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MESSAGE OF THE MONTH 
Jodrell Bank had better watch out 

After some focused thought (for which there are 
many opportunities once you retire from gainful 
employment!) I came to the conclusion that the 
married amateur astronomer only requires two 
things: an accommodating partner and a  
cloud-free environment.

As we live on the east coast of the UK, with all its 
meteorological shortcomings, I decided that my 
best strategy was to exploit my partner’s good 
nature and her willingness to share our bank 
account by taking every opportunity to buy bits of 
astro kit that might maximise the rare windows of 
opportunity for exploring the Universe beyond 
those presented by our weekly expedition to the 
supermarket and DIY store.

When I opened the June edition of BBC Sky at 

Night Magazine and read ‘How to... Use radio 
signals to catch meteors’ (page 81), I couldn’t 
believe my luck. Simple instructions on how to put 
together your very own radio telescope! Pausing 
only long enough to ascertain the full extent of my 
partner’s good will, I set about constructing the 
Yagi aerial. Mmmm, quality shed time. 

With the aerial completed and fixed to the Jodrell 
Plank Observatory (formerly known as the shed) 
and with the FUNcube Dongle Pro+ ordered,  
I awaited the July edition with bated breath.

It has to be said that as an arts graduate, I am  
not best skilled in the discipline of software-defined 
radio but, thanks to your two articles, when I 
joined all the bits up, downloaded the software and 

The not so golden age
Recently clearing out my attic I came across some 
astronomical memorabilia: a copy of a newspaper 
announcing that man had landed on the Moon;  
a letter written to me by Patrick Moore on his 
1908 Woodstock typewriter; and a catalogue 
from Fullerscopes in Farringdon Road, London. 
Nearly 40 years old, the opening paragraph read, 
“Thank heavens we are not computerised so at 
least you can be sure of personal attention.”

Reading it you realise that prices have hardly 
changed. For instance, a 10-inch Newtonian  
with equatorial mount cost £1,112.95, while an 
11.75-inch Cassegrain/Newtonian was yours for  
an eye-watering £1,701. 

Under the section titled ‘Mainly for Millionaires’ 
an 1860 Thomas Cooke apochromatic refractor  
was for sale with offers in the region of £10,000. 
How prices for modern scopes have tumbled  
over the intervening period.
David Styles, via email

A fascinating and illuminating find, David. – Ed

EMAILS • LETTERS • TWEETS • FACEBOOK

The ‘Message of the Month’ 
writer will receive four top 
titles courtesy of astronomy 
publisher Philip’s. Heather 
Couper and Nigel 
Henbest’s Stargazing 2014 
is a month-by-month guide 
to the year and you’ll be 
able to find all the best 
sights with Patrick Moore’s 
The Night Sky. Stargazing 

with Binoculars by Robin 
Scagell and David Frydman 
contains equipment and 
observing guides, and 
you’ll be viewing planets, 
galaxies and more  
with Storm Dunlop’s 
Practical Astronomy.

This month’s 
top prize: four 
Philip’s books

< We wonder what Fullerscopes would have made 

of the digital friendly NexStar 8 – see page 90

switched it on, it actually worked. Within minutes  
I had detected my first plasma trail from a meteor 
– or possibly the 2.15pm Airbus from Norwich 
Airport to Amsterdam’s Schiphol.

Now, day or night, Sun or rain, I can play at  
being a scientist in the privacy of my own Plank 
observatory. Excellent. Thanks to Paul Hyde, who 
was, incidentally, quite correct about how difficult  
it is to fix a BNC connector on the end of a  
coaxial cable. Nightmare. 
George Roberts, Lowestoft 

What an entertaining letter George. I’m glad our 
article was so helpful and I look forward to hearing 
about further observations from the Jodrell Plank 
Observatory soon. – Ed
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Have your say at twitter.
com/skyatnightmag  
and facebook.com/
skyatnightmagazine

@skyatnightmag asked: 

Which future space 

mission are you most 

looking forward to seeing 

launched?

@jeff_hampson The 

proposed Europa/ice 

moons mission. Also a 

Titan orbiter with a 

lander/rover.

Mick Cassidy Going to 

and setting foot on the 

Moon was the pinnacle. I 

think going to and setting 

foot on Mars will surely 

top that.

Bill Samson Alpha 

Centauri. Where’s your 

ambition, people?

@EmmsStarGaze Has to 

be a manned mission 

(and return) to Mars. But 

not in my lifetime?

Ed Gallagher Can I 

slightly cheat and say that 

I am looking forward to 

seeing what New Horizon 

finds at Pluto and Charon. 

If for anything to actually 

see what they look like.

Jonny Jones James Webb 

Telescope.

Robert Farquhar Man 

back on the Moon. It’s 

been too long.
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Inversion ire
There was a time when pretty much all telescopes 
were Newtonians or straight-through refractors.  
At that time there was some justification for 
astronomical publications to use that famous 
phrase “the picture is shown inverted to represent 
how it appears in a telescope”.

The problem is, you are still using this outdated 
mantra. I have an Schmidt-Cassegrain and a 
refractor, both with star diagonals and the image  
in my instruments is the right way up but reversed. 
I’d suggest to you that these two classes of scope 
easily outweigh the number of Newtonians in use 
these days. If you add in the people using binoculars 
and small spotting scopes then you have the correct 
orientation to consider.

It gets worse because in your Moonwatch section 
you show the full Moon as it is in the sky, but put 
east on the right. Now, I know this is because the 
IAU decrees this is the eastern side of the Moon,  
but many others might think that you’ve done a 
mirror-flip here, especially as your Saturn Moon 
orbits show east on the right too! I think it is about 
time that the famous phrase was dropped and you 
just picture things as they are in the sky and let us 
users decide for ourselves how to flip them.
Keith Matthews, Ferndown

There are so many ways that different setups 

present the view of the night sky that it would be 

impractical for us to print them all. Rather than 

favour the orientation that one single setup 

produces, we use the internationally recognised 

orientations for all fields of view. – Pete Lawrence

Devon does it better
I was very interested in your articles about meteor 
detection in the last few issues. However, the article 
about listening to live meteor hits (Listening in, 
August, page 73) linked to Spaceweather Radio, 
which broadcasts meteors over the US. At the 

Norman Lockyer 
Observatory here  
in Devon, we  
have an extensive 
network of  
meteor detection 
outstations and  
we have visual  
radio detections  

as well as audio and video displays. Recently  
our network detected and captured on video  
the large fireball that exploded over the UK on  
30 June 2014. If anyone would like to see live 
meteors over the UK you can go to our website  
at www.merriott-astro.co.uk/spam3D.htm  
and watch live hits. 
John Maclean FRAS, Norman Lockyer Observatory 

A great resource John. I’m sure many of our 

readers will be keen to log on. – Ed
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This month’s pick of your very best astrophotos

Hotshots
Stephen says: “I’ve loved images of NGC 
7000, the North America Nebula, ever since 
I was a schoolboy because it’s one of those 
astronomical objects that actually does look 
like its name. It had always been something 
I’d wanted to image, but it took me 40 years 
to finally take up astrophotography.”

Equipment: Atik 314L+ CCD camera, William 
Optics ZS71 telescope, HEQ5 Pro mount.

BBC Sky at Night Magazine says: “With this 
image Stephen has really demonstrated  
how effective the Hubble palette can be. 
The dark, almost black, areas in the frame 
seamlessly blend into murky oranges 
and browns. In certain areas this creates 
something of an optical illusion, adding 
a sense of depth to the data. Very nicely 
processed indeed.” 

About Stephen: “I have only 
been astro imaging for about 
three years. I started with 
a long-exposure webcam, 
moved onto DSLR imaging 
with a Canon two years ago, 
then progressed to a cooled 

CCD camera. I began narrowband imaging 
in May this year;  this shot of NGC 7000 was 
my first real venture into processing using the 
Hubble palette.”

W  North America Nebula 

STEPHEN WILSON, MIDDLESBROUGH  
5 JULY 2014PHOTO

OF THE
MONTH

S  The Sun

STUART GREEN, PRESTON, 17  MAY 2014

Stuart says: ”This is a view of active region 
2060 on the Sun in hydrogen alpha light.  
The image was captured in monochrome  
as an AVI, then stacked and processed to  
create the detail and colours.”

Equipment: DMK41 monochrome CCD camera, 
6-inch hydrogen-alpha solar telescope.
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W  The 

Crescent 

Nebula

TERRY HANCOCK 
MICHIGAN, US  
12 MARCH AND  
5 APRIL 2014

Terry says: “This is  
a beautiful image  
of two distinct shock 
waves colliding  
with each other in 
the depths of space, 
heating the gases  
to temperatures  
so extreme that  
it emits X-ray 
radiation in addition 
to wavelengths 
within the visible 
spectrum of light.” 

Equipment: QHY11 
monochrome  
CCD camera, 
Takahashi E-180 
telescope, Paramount 
GT-1100S German 
equatorial mount.

S  Saturn 

NEILL MITCHELL 
WIMBORNE  
12 JUNE 2014

Neill says: “This was 
taken from my back 
garden in Dorset.  
The seeing was a 
little hazy as Saturn 
is now so low on  
the horizon.”
Equipment:  
QHY5-II-C CCD 
camera, Sky-
Watcher 300P 
telescope.

T  The Pelican Nebula

MARK GRIFFITH, SWINDON, 5 JUNE 2014

Mark says: “This emission nebula in the constellation of Cygnus  
contains a heavily obscured star that causes the gas to shine.  
I tried imaging in the Hubble palette with narrowband filters  
to bring out the detail.”   

Equipment: Atik 383L+ CCD camera, Celestron C11 Schmidt- 
Cassegrain telescope, Sky-Watcher NEQ6 Pro mount.

S  IC 443

BOB FRANKE, ARIZONA, 3 APRIL 2014

Bob says: “IC 443, the Jellyfish Nebula, 
is a galactic supernova remnant in the 
constellation of Gemini. It is one of the 
best studied cases of supernova remnants 
interacting with surrounding molecular  
clouds. IC 443 spans about 65 lightyears  
and sits at an estimated distance of  
5,000 lightyears from Earth.” 

Equipment: SBIG STF-8300M CCD camera, 
Takahashi FSQ-106ED telescope, Losmandy 
G11 mount.
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ENTER TO WIN A PRIZE!

We’ve teamed up with the Widescreen Centre to offer the winner of next month’s best 
Hotshots image a fantastic prize. The winner will receive an Orion StarShoot Solar System 
Colour Imager IV camera, designed for capturing sharp shots of the Moon and planets. 

www.widescreen-centre.co.uk • 020 7935 2580

Email your pictures to us at hotshots@skyatnightmagazine.com or enter online. £99
WORTH 

T  Noctilucent clouds

STEPHEN CHEATLEY, BLACKPOOL, 20 JUNE 2014

Stephen says: “I wanted to capture this amazing display of noctilucent 
clouds, but I also had in mind to include a well-known landmark  
– which is why I chose the Big One roller-coaster at Blackpool Pleasure 
Beach. Although I had photographed noctilucent clouds before,  
I managed to include a more interesting foreground this time.”

Equipment: Nikon D600 DSLR camera.

W  The 

Northern 

Lights

JOHN CHUMACK 
ALASKA   
28 MARCH 2014

John says: ”Just after 
dark, I captured the 
Milky Way rising. 
Even when you can’t 
see it with the naked 
eye, your camera can 
capture the subtle 
beauty of the elusive 
aurora borealis.” 
Equipment: Canon 
EOS 5D Mk II DSLR 
camera, Canon 
24mm lens.

S  The Milky Way

ROBIN DURANT, BRIGHTON, 18 JUNE 2014 

Robin says: ”I hardly ever see the Milky Way in Brighton due to  
light pollution, but decided to test my new camera on it. I was very 
pleased with the result.” 
Equipment: Canon EOS 700D DSLR camera, Vixen Polarie Star Tracker.



Media partner Astrophoto site powered by

    Cutty Sark (Zone 2)  Greenwich (Zone 2) Greenwich Pier

Now open 
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elestron’s revolutionary new telescope, the NexStar 

Evolution, has ushered in a new era for amateur 

astronomy. The first telescope with built-in WiFi, it 

gives you the chance to expand your knowledge of 

the cosmos quickly and easily. With a dedicated planetarium 

app that will slew the scope to any of the 120,000 objects 

in its database, you can start searching unfamiliar patches 

of the night sky, discovering new celestial sights with ease. 

The NexStar Evolution even has a built in USB port so you 

can plug in and charge your smartphone or tablet during an 

observing session.

Far from being a scope solely for beginners, the NexStar 

Evolution comes in three sizes including 6, 8 and 9.5-inches. 

Despite the wealth of gadgetry and ease of use, Celestron 

have not sacrificed any of the quality you’d expect from 

a high-end telescope package. Each telescope in the 

NexStar Evolution series sees a Schmidt-Cassegrain optical 

tube paired with a computurised, GoTo mount with WiFi 

capability and the option to control your observations the 

traditional way using the hand controller provided. The 

optical elements in all three scopes have been finished 

using Celestron’s signature StarBright XLT optical coatings 

for optimum clarity, brightness and contrast.

Sturdy and simply designed, the Single Fork Arm 

Altazimuth mount incorporates a manual clutch and 

carry handles. Each of the scopes in the series also 

The next 

step in 

astronomy 

The Celestron NexStar Evolution series  

has been designed to echo the changing  

face of modern technology
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The Celestron Evolution series is 

distributed in the UK by David Hinds 

Limited.

Tel: 01525 852696 

Email: astro@dhinds.co.uk 

To find your nearest dealer please visit 

www.celestron.uk.com.

With built-in WiFi, the 

NexStar Evolution can be 

controlled remotely. But a 

hand controller is included 

for traditionalists.

X

come with 40mm and 13mm eyepieces, Celestron’s Star-Pointer 

red dot finderscope and a star diagonal. The telescope also 

affords extended observing sessions with a built-in, rechargeable 

- and replaceable - lithium-ion battery allowing you to enjoy 

stargazing sessions of up to 10 hours at a time.

The Celestron NexStar Evolution series has been designed 

to echo the changing face of modern technology. With most 

of us now carrying around high-performance smartphones in 

our pockets, Celestron have taken the logical step of pairing 

these powerful devices with a brand new telescope design. As a 

seasoned observer you can make your stargazing sessions more 

frequent, more streamlined, by taking advantage of the NexStar 

Evolution’s simple, quick assembly. As a beginner, it’s never 

been easier to learn more about the cosmos and make a start in 

stargazing. The NexStar Evolution’s dedicated app will literally talk 

you through the objects in the sky above you. Once you find one 

you like, with a simple click, you can slew your telescope to it and 

start observing through the eyepiece. 

A new era in astronomy is upon us, are you ready to get  

on board?  

Suitable for both Android and 

iOS, Celestron’s SkyPortal app 

will simulate the night sky from 

any point on Earth 100 years 

into the past and future.  It will 

give you a real-time assessment 

of the sky above you including 

star names, constellations, planets, 

nebulae and galaxies – when you 

find an object you like,  tap the 

app and your scope will slew to 

it.  With over four hours of audio 

commentary the SkyPortal app 

takes  you on a comprehensive tour 

of the Universe and allows you to 

learn more about the history and 

science of the cosmos with hundreds 

of written descriptions. Not only does 

Celestron’s revolutionary app o�er a 

simple way to navigate the night sky, it 

teaches you along the way. 

A new way 

to observe



W
ith so much to 

see at this time  

of year, so many 

beautiful jewels 

that shine prominently in the 

autumn night skies, you may be 

wondering where to begin. This 

year we’re going start the new 

season by looking at some of  

the hidden treasures off the 

beaten track, and in this guide 

we reveal the more secluded 

deep-sky objects that can be 

your reward to observe and 

image this month. 

We’ll also look at a handful of 

constellations which, if you’re a 

beginner, are a little more of a 

challenge to locate; we’ll show you 

where they are and how to identify 

them. By the time you’ve finished 

our autumn tour we hope you’ll 

have a new appreciation for 

these lovely objects. And because 

it would be churlish to ignore 

September’s celestial showpieces, 

there are a few ‘Familiar 

Favourites’ to enjoy along the 

way. So get your scopes out and 

enjoy the show!

Will Gater explores September’s overlooked  
deep-sky sights and revisits a few old friends 

ABOUT THE WRITER

Will Gater is a journalist 
and the author of 
several astronomy 
books, he also appears 
on TV and radio to talk 
about space. Find him 
on Twitter: @willgater
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OPHIUCHUS X
Let’s look first at a constellation, Ophiuchus. 
Towards the end of the month at about 21:00 
BST (20:00 UT) it will be in the southwest sky. 
To identify it, seek out the two main groups of 
stars between Hercules and the bright heart 
of the Milky Way in Sagittarius; the lower group 
runs in a line roughly parallel to the horizon 
at this time while the higher group is marked 
by a triangle of stars topped by mag. +2.1 
Rasalhague (Alpha (_) Ophiuchi). 

S M5
Before we start exploring the Ophiuchus 
region in more detail we should skip over into 
Serpens and have a look at the almost 6th- 
magnitude globular cluster M5. It’ll be fairly 
low down in the west at around 21:00 BST 
(20:00 UT). We’ll need to use that bottom 
line of stars in Ophiuchus to find it: using 
binoculars scan along a line extending from 
mag. +2.5 Sabik (Eta (d) Ophiuchi) through 
to mag. +2.5 Zeta (c) Ophiuchi. Continue on 
this course for about 23º to reach M5. 

W IC 4665
Time to head back in the direction of the 
Milky Way. Our next object is the lovely open 
cluster IC 4665. Remember that triangle we 
identified in Ophiuchus? We need to pop 
back there: from Rasalhague follow the left 
side of the triangle down to mag. +2.8 
Cebalrai (Beta ( )̀ Ophiuchi) – IC 4665 is  
just over 1º to the northeast. The cluster is  
a fine target for a small scope with a low- 
magnification eyepiece and is also interesting 
in binoculars from dark skies. 

LAGOON NEBULA 
You’ll need a clear southern horizon for the 
magnificent Lagoon Nebula, M8, a glowing 
cloud of gas that’s home to a cluster of young 
stars. From dark sky sites it’s remarkably 
easy to see with the naked eye. Use 
Rasalhague and Cebalrai in Ophiuchus as 
‘pointers’ and scan slowly down towards 
the horizon you’ll come across M8 very 
easily. Mag. +3.3 Nu (i) Ophiuchi is a 
useful waymarker. 
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W M14
From the Lagoon Nebula we head higher in 
the sky towards globular cluster M14 in 
Ophiuchus. This is a nice target for a large 
telescope, but you can still spot it as a small, 
circular patch of light in the low-magnification 
view from a small refractor. With a manual 
equatorial mount, the easiest way to find M14 
is to centre mag. +3.2 Eta (d) Serpentis in a 
low-power eyepiece and then move the scope 
west, in right ascension, by about 11º. 

NGC 6633
Let’s now venture deeper into the Milky Way 
star fields. Our next object is NGC 6633, a 
beautiful open cluster set against the stars of 
northern Ophiuchus. You’ll find it located in 
the region about halfway between naked-eye 
stars HIP 91237 and HIP 89772. In a small 
refractor, NGC 6633 will look like a little stream 
of stars meandering in the direction of the star 
HIP 90497; under suburban skies you should 
see about 20 stars associated with the cluster. 

IC 4756
Our next target is only 3º east-southeast of NGC 
6633. It’s another open cluster, catalogued as 
IC 4756. If you scan slowly from NGC 6633 
towards mag. +4.7 Alya (Theta (e) Serpentis) 
you’ll soon come across it. Through a small 
refractor the cluster appears as a loose sprinkling 
of faint stars that become easily visible with 
averted vision. Use an eyepiece that gives 
you a magnification of around 20-30x for a 
wide-field view that takes in its surroundings. 

W SCUTUM
The last few objects have been nestled  
within the band of the Milky Way, and the 
constellation of Scutum is also located among 
these rich star fields. Its position amid the 
myriad stars can make it tricky to identify.  
A line from mag. +0.8 Altair (Alpha (_) 
Aquilae) to mag. +3.4 Delta (b) Aquilae 
points roughly towards the constellation; 
under dark skies the spectacular Scutum  
Star Cloud, a conspicuously bright part of  
the Milky Way within the constellation’s 
boundaries, acts as a useful signpost to it. 

M26 X
Now that we’ve identified Scutum we can go 
after one of its real treasures, open cluster M26. 
This cluster really looks admirable with a 6- to 
8-inch telescope and magnifications of 75-100x, 
though you might pick out a few stars amongst 
a general brightening of the star field with a 
small scope. To locate M26 in a finderscope, 
imagine a line extending from mag. +3.9 
Alpha (_) Scuti to mag. +4.7 Delta (b) Scuti. 
From Delta Scuti, keep this line going for 
about 50 arcminutes and you’ll hit the cluster. 

S BARNARD’S ‘E’
This month there’s an interesting ‘dark’ nebula 
on show – a cloud of dust and gas seen in 
silhouette. This is Barnard’s E, and you’ll need 
dark skies to see it. Although it might be a 
struggle to visually pick out the actual E shape 
of the nebula, even under pretty dark skies, 
the faint form of the nebula is clearly visible in 
binoculars against the background star fields: 
it appears as a dark ‘finger’ pointing roughly 
southwest from the region just northwest of 
mag. +2.7 Tarazed (Gamma (a) Aquilae). 
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SAGITTA X 
A short hop from Barnard’s E takes us  
to the small constellation of Sagitta, the 
Arrow. Like Scutum, it sits within the 
meandering band of the Milky Way. The 
arrow pattern is composed of five naked- 
eye stars located about 10º north of  
Altair in Aquila. If you’re exploring the 
constellation with a telescope look out for  
the 8th-magnitude globular cluster M71  
sitting between mag. +3.5 Gamma (a)  
and mag. +4.3 Delta (b) Sagittae. 

T AQUARIUS
Moving southeast takes us towards Aquarius, 
the Water Bearer. It doesn’t have a particularly 
conspicuous pattern of stars and from a light- 
polluted location it can be a little challenging 
to make out. The Great Square of Pegasus can 
help you get your bearings: a line from mag. 
+2.1 Alpheratz (Alpha (_) Andromedae) to 
mag. +2.5 Markab (Alpha (_) Pegasi) points 
directly towards Aquarius’s second brightest 
star, mag. +3.0 Sadalmelik (Alpha (_) Aquarii). 

S M2
Getting to know the stars in Aquarius will help 
you find our next object, globular cluster M2. 
We already know where Sadalmelik is, so let’s 
start from there. Centre the star in a low-power 
eyepiece – 15x magnification will be plenty 
– and then slowly turn the telescope west for 
about 8º; M2 should be in your field of view. 
The cluster appears brighter and more compact 
than M14, the last globular we looked at. 

TRIANGULUM GALAXY
Towards the end of September the beautiful 

Triangulum Galaxy, M33, will be sitting 
high in the south at about 02:00 BST 

(01:00 UT). On very transparent 
autumn nights from sites with inky-
black dark skies, the galaxy is just 
visible to the naked eye. To see it 
clearly though you’ll need a good 
pair of binoculars (10x50s are 

perfectly sufficient) or a small scope. 
To locate it in binoculars simply scan 

along a line from mag. +2.1 Mirach (Beta 
( )̀ Andromedae) towards mag. +2.0 Hamal 

(Alpha (_) Arietis), for approximately 7º. Finding 
it with a scope requires a short star hop from mag. +3.4 Mothallah 
(Alpha (_) Trianguli) and then the sixth-magnitude star HIP 7906.
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LACERTA X 
Our path across the night sky now takes us in 
the direction of Lacerta, the Lizard, a small and 
often overlooked constellation. The Lizard’s 
head – marked by a distorted diamond pattern 
of four 3rd- and 4th-magnitude stars – rests 
among the star fields of the Milky Way, about 
halfway between mag. +2.2 Schedar (Alpha 
(_) Cassiopeiae) and mag. +2.5 Gienah 
(Epsilon (¡) Cygni). Its body is marked by the 
4th-magnitude stars 1 Lacertae and 6 Lacertae.

M52
From Lacerta we’re now hopping over into 
neighbouring Cassiopeia to observe M52. It’s 
an open cluster, which lies within the Milky Way 
star fields that run right across the constellation. 
To star hop to it, begin by using Schedar and 
mag. +2.3 Caph (Beta ( )̀ Cassiopeiae) in the 
W of Cassiopeia. They point northwest, roughly 
in the direction of the star 4 Cassiopeiae, which 
is just over 6º from Caph. You’ll find M52 about 
40 arcminutes south of 4 Cassiopeiae. 

M103 
There’s another interesting open cluster  
here that we should visit before moving on: 
M103, a lovely target for a 6- to 8-inch 
scope. At first glance, four or five of the 
cluster’s brighter stars are immediately clear, 
but look carefully – and use averted vision  
– and you’ll see many more fainter ones.  
The cluster is easy to find as it lies about 1º  
to the east-northeast of mag. +2.7 Ruchbah 
(Delta (b) Cassiopeiae). 

T CEPHEUS
We now come to the constellation of Cepheus. It’s located northwest of Cassiopeia and is 
marked by a collection of five 2nd- and 3rd-magnitude stars, the brightest of which is mag. 
+2.5 Alderamin (Alpha (_) Cephei). The Milky Way passes through the southern end of the 
constellation and the star fields south of mag. +6.4 Xi (j) Cephei are particularly beautiful  
in large binoculars. If you struggle to locate the constellation, remember that a line from 
Schedar to Caph (both stars in Cassiopeia) points to Alderamin. 

THE GARNET STAR
We’ve been exploring some of the secret 
celestial treasures, but this one is a real  
gem to observe. The Garnet Star, catalogued 
as Mu (+) Cephei, sits in the southernmost 
part of Cepheus. At mag. +4.2 it is easily 
visible to the naked eye, even from  
suburbia; yet what makes it so special  
– as its name suggests – is its remarkable 
deep red colour. 
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THE DOUBLE CLUSTER 
The final port of call on our tour is an object – or 
rather, a pair of objects – that mesmerises in 
a variety of instruments. The magnificent 
Double Cluster, comprised of open clusters 
NGC 884 and NGC 869, lies in the 
constellation of Perseus. From a site with 
reasonably dark skies they are visible 
to the naked eye as a fuzzy patch of 
light about half way between mag. +2.9 
Gamma (a) Persei and Ruchbah in 
Cassiopeia. Large binoculars reveal two 
distinct clusters, while the view through a 
small telescope, at a magnification of around 
25x, will show two patches of stars. If you’re 
observing with a larger aperture scope, look for a scattering  
of striking orange stars spread in and around NGC 884. 
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Space
T

he argument is a familiar one: “Why are 
we wasting so much money on space 
when we have so many important things 
to deal with on Earth?” A convincing 

response may not be so familiar. If you’ve ever been 
lost for words in a situation like this, the following 
pages will guide you through the facts and figures of 
global space economics, with emphasis on the UK, 
to clarify how much return we get on what we invest 
in our space activities. We will explore just how 
significantly space exploration affects your day-to-
day life, and how deeply integrated and dependant 
we are on our space infrastructure as a society. 

To start a persuasive response, point out that 
there is a disparity in how much people think we 
spend on space and how much we actually do. For 
example, it was found, on average, that US citizens 
thought 20 per cent of the federal budget went into 

NASA, when in reality it has been approximately 0.5 
per cent for the past few decades. Including the 
country's military space budget, National 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Association 
(NOAA) and other bodies within the US, this was 
brought up to 1.16 per cent of the 2013 government 
spending budget. This figure is roughly reflected by 
other major spacefaring nations (see chart, page 41). 
However, the UK falls considerably far behind, 
committing only 0.03 per cent of government 
spending towards space activities. 

Next, explain that space research and activities 
have consistently proven to be of huge economic and 
societal benefit to those nations that choose to invest 
in them. As G Scott Hubbard, former director of 
NASA's Ames Research Center, put it: “We explore 
space and create important new technologies to 
advance our economy. It is true that, for every  

Is it really worth spending billions 
exploring the cosmos? The answer 
might surprise you, writes Ashley Dale 
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134 for the Mars Desert 
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THE UK SPACE INDUSTRY'S CONTRIBUTION  
TO THE UK ECONOMY
SOURCE: OXFORD ECONOMICS, THE CASE FOR SPACE: 

THE IMPACT OF SPACE DERIVED SERVICES AND DATA 

AND SPACE FOUNDATION, SPACE REPORT 2014: THE 

AUTHORITATIVE GUIDE TO GLOBAL SPACE ACTIVITY

UK SPACE INDUSTRY  
ECONOMICS AND IMPACTS

GOVERNANCE, EDUCATION 

& INFRASTRUCTURE

SPACE BASED 
Space educational broadcasts • Student-built 

satellites • Student experiments

EARTH BASED
Police tracking and coordination  

tools • Document preservation and archiving 
• Natural disaster tracking/monitoring • 
Post-disaster communication • Population 

forecasting • Disaster management • Search 
and rescue • Tele-education • Urban planning

SECURITY, DEFENCE 

& INTELLIGENCE

SPACE BASED 
Missile defence • Signal jamming

EARTH BASED
Arms control treaty verification 
• Battle damage assessment • 

Illicit crop identification • Secure 
communications • Battle-space 
awareness • Command and 

control • Anti-piracy operations • 
Munitions guidance • Unmanned 
systems • Space surveillance • 
Sensor monitoring • Logistics 
tracking • Border protection • 

Signal tracking • Cyber security

TRAVEL, LIFESTYLE 

& ENTERTAINMENT

EARTH BASED
Direct to home television (HD and 
3D) • Location-based community 
networks • Travel and sightseeing 
GPS services • Digital content to 

mobile phones • Travel reservation 
services • Satellite radio • 

Geocaching 

SCIENCE, BIOTECHNOLOGY

& HEALTHCARE

SPACE BASED
Asteroid observation and  

tracking • Suborbital microgravity 
research • Bone loss/osteoporosis 

research • Planetary science missions 
• Physics experimentation • Earth-like 
planet hunting • Origin-of-life research 

• Protein crystal growth • In-orbit 
astronomy • Vaccine research • Genetics

EARTH BASED
Disease prediction and monitoring • 

Monitoring the health of the  
elderly • Exoskeleton development • 
Ground-based astronomy • Disabled 
assistance • Robotic surgery • Energy 

research • Telemedicine

RETAIL, FINANCE  

& CORPORATE SERVICES

EARTH BASED
Productivity and safety monitoring • In-flight 

broadband internet • Financial network 
timing • Cellular network timing • Direct 

to home internet • Data communications • 
Financial transactions • Agricultural services 
• Commodities trading • Corporate networks 
• Telephone trunking • Video conferencing 
• Video surveillance • Internet backbone • 

Refugee tracking • e-commerce • Teletraining 

TRANSPORTATION, LOGISTICS

& MANUFACTURING

EARTH BASED
Warehouse inventory management • Warehouse 

shipment management • Air transport satellite navigation 
• Ship identification and tracking • Air transport 

communications • Radiofrequency ID tracking • National 
road user charges • Shipping container tracking • 

Automoblie navigation • Fleet communications • Public 
transportation • Air traffic control • Inventory control • 

Package tracking • Iceberg tracking

ENERGY, RESOURCES & 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

SPACE BASED
Orbital debris management •  

Solar weather forecasting • Orbital 
debris monitoring 

EARTH BASED
Pollution identification and  

monitoring • Resource exploration 
and exploitation • Sea level and 

temperature monitoring • Weather 
monitoring and forecasting • Forest 

fire prediction and detection • Climate 
monitoring and prediction • Precise 

chemical use in agriculture • Wildlife 
tracking and surveying • Environmental 

risk monitoring • Automated farming 
equipment • Freshwater management 
• Oil and gas exploration • Forestry 
management • Erosion monitoring • 

Ozone monitoring • Topography
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dollar we spend on the space programme, the US 
economy receives about $8 of economic benefit.” 
ESA and JAXA estimate a more conservative  
three-fold return on their government investment.

The global space industry is economically the fastest 
growing of the major sectors, topping $314 billion in 
2013 with an average rate of 4.9 per cent over the 
past five years, according to The Space Foundation’s 
Space Report 2014. For up-to-date information on 
global space activities, this is a comprehensive 
annual source. The UK space industry in particular 
has shown a rapid growth rate of 7.5 per cent; about 
three times faster than its economy as a whole.

As detailed in NASA’s annual report on space spin- 
offs in 2013, over the past decade the space agency 
has tracked more than 500 spin-off technologies 
applied to the fields of medicine, transportation, 
public safety, consumer goods, energy and the 
environment, information technology and 
industrial productivity. It is very difficult to look 
in any direction without seeing something that has 
been directly affected by our space activities.

Keeping up with the Joneses

According to a UK Space Agency 2012 report on 
growth of the sector, the UK space industry directly 
employs around 31,000 people, who make a value-
added contribution of about £4.2 billion to the UK’s 
gross domestic product, or GDP. When including 
indirect and induced activities, it is estimated this 
year that the UK space industry is responsible for 
generating the employment of about 110,000 people 
and contributing £9.8 billion to GDP. Given these 
numbers, the recent rapid growth of the sector 
suggests the very upper end of business analysts 
Oxford Economics’s 2009 projections is within 
reach, with 115,000 employees and £16.5 billion 
added value to the economy by 2020.

On average, an individual working directly in the 
UK space sector generates an added value of about 
£135,000 GDP to the economy, nearly six times 
the per capita UK average of £23,000. This is what 
distinguishes the UK space industry from other 
capital-intensive industries: its productivity. Not 
only are investment returns high, but the labour  
is efficient. It is this combination that is key to  
long-term economic growth.

Beyond this, the contribution of the UK space 
industry extends far deeper into the economy. 
In particular, there are a number of catalytic or 
spillover impacts through research and development 
(R&D). While the space industry typically invests 
five per cent of its GDP into R&D annually, 
according to a British National Science Centre 
report from 2008 the UK economy on average sees  
a three-fold direct return on this over the long term.

However, the full influence of space-derived data 
in indirect applications that bring economic benefits 
is simply not possible to quantify in today’s world 
(see UK Space Industry Economics, page 40). Here 
are just three examples of how the space industry 
has impacted the UK economy: 

• Satellite navigation systems improve the efficiency 
of UK transport network operations, saving the 
economy up to an estimated £10 billion annually, 
according to a Department of Transport study, with 
£1.3 billion in the aviation industry alone. We are on 
the advent of real-time traffic management and flow 
optimisation that will induce further savings.

• Enhancements in weather forecasting capabilities 
directly through satellite based data saves the UK 
economy approximately £1.2 billion annually, based 
on an inflation corrected 1994 MET Office report.

• The UK maritime industry, with revenues of  
£1.1 billion in international trade, typically makes 
a 5-10 per cent saving with satellite-based fleet 

See how much leading space-faring nations spend  

on space activities, compared to their overall budgets

� Satellites influence all 
parts of the economy, from 
GPS to law enforcement 
and iceberg tracking

SPACE BUDGETS

SOURCE: SPACE FOUNDATION, SPACE REPORT 2014: THE AUTHORITATIVE GUIDE TO GLOBAL SPACE ACTIVITY

GOVERNMENT SPACE BUDGET AS PER CENT OF TOTAL BUDGET, 2013
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management systems, according to aerospace 
company Thales.  

Last year, the UK government invested  
£267 million in space activities through the UK 
Space Agency and ESA, alongside approximately 
£900 million annually, through the MoD, to the 
upkeep of the Trident nuclear missile system  
and approximately £200 million towards gastric 
band surgery, treatment and recovery through  
the NHS. Does it invest enough in space to  
direct these evidently lucrative activities along the 
path that fits long-term economic development  
best? Compared to other developed nations, this 
might not seem to be the case.

Playing the long game

As Carl Sagan remarked during a speech at the  
1988 session on the International Agenda for  
Space Exploration: “If you step back and think 
about it, it is just astonishing that real money  
by governments has been spent on sending  
spacecraft to other worlds.” 

It is easy enough to make a case for the economic 
rationality of Earth-focused space activities by 
simply stating the numbers, and in fact ESA are 
in the process of setting up their headquarters of 
satellite applications in Oxford. But how does one 
explain the financing of scientific and exploratory 
efforts in space, such as the $2.5 billion spent on 
the Mars Science Laboratory Program? Sagan went 
on to conclude, “There is no immediate practical 
benefit associated, but the slightly longer term 
practical benefits are very significant.” 

When asked about these longer term benefits, Pete 
Worden, center director of NASA's Ames Research 

Our investment in space exploration 
has broadened our outlook from the 
risks we face as nation states to those 
we face as a species. But our activities, 
to some level, have also equipped us 
with the tools necessary to avoid these 
risks. So by studying other worlds we 
have learnt more about the fragility of 
our own planet and its environment. 
The state of Venus has demonstrated 
for us the true capability of greenhouse 
gases and global warming, while 
Mars has shown us how important our 
atmosphere and ozone layer are. 

In recent years we have learned  
just how volatile the mood of the Sun 
is, and how vulnerable our electronics 
and space based infrastructures are  
to it. Just two years ago, a solar super 
storm large enough to cause trillions  
of US dollars of losses to the global 
economy came close to Earth. This 
major coronal mass ejection crossed 

our orbit on 23 July 2012. Fortunately, 
Earth missed the hazard by a week. 
However, we can mitigate disaster 
with relatively simple strategies and 
effective forecasting. 

We have located and track about 
10 per cent of near-Earth objects over 
140m in diameter and about 90 per 
cent of those more than 1km wide, 
according to Lamar Smith, US chairman 
of the Science, Space and Technology 
Committee. The impact of an object in 
the region of a couple of hundred metres 
wide would cause an equivalent 
amount of loss as a major solar super 
storm and are estimated to occur about 
once a millennium – about a one per 
cent chance over the coming decade. 
An asteroid disaster mitigation strategy 
has yet to be reached, but NASA plans 
to divert a small asteroid into orbit 
around the Moon and rendezvous  
with it in the coming years. 

� The rise in US PhD 
graduates during the 
Apollo programme;
source: Office of 
Management and 
Budget, Space Activities 
of the US Government

A WORLD AT RISK
Our investment in space has highlighted our fragility 
yet given us the tools to neutralise the threats

Center, succinctly answered with, “Space is cool!” 
Space exploration, in particular manned spaceflight, 
is rated as one of the most popular factors 
motivating students into STEM subjects – science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics. And 
according to a 2005 PricewaterhouseCoopers report, 
in taxation revenues alone the average science 
graduate brings £175,000 more to the UK economy 
over their lifetime than non-graduates and £52,000 
more than other graduates in today’s money. 

NASA's Apollo programme famously induced 
a surge of young interest, essentially doubling 
the number of STEM graduates from high school 
through to PhD in the US (see chart below). 
Doubling the scientific literacy of a generation  
when it is living in a world so dependent on science 
and technology was a good move, and it helped 
to catapult the US into a position of scientific and 
technological dominance over the past few decades. 
Further to this, those nations that choose to invest 
in space exploration and human spaceflight develop 
a level of international prestige, drawing in the  
best talent from elsewhere. 

The ISS is more than a space 
station; it is a platform for 
international cooperation

JFK initiates the 
Apollo programme
May 1961

Apollo 17 and the last 
man on the Moon
December 1971

Nixon axes Apollo 
programme
June 1969
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Predicting, quantifying or even finding  

direct links between particular scientific  

research and economic development is tricky,  

but history has shown that those civilizations  

that invest in the pursuit of knowledge avoid 

stagnation. As Marina Benjamin put it in her  

book Rocket Dreams: “When we dream of space,  

we dream of transcendence, we dream of what  

we might become.” 

THE FIVE BIG STEPS IN OUR SPACE ACTIVITIES

Keep an eye on these areas of space science for the next generation of spin-off benefits

REUSABLE LAUNCHERS 
AND SPACECRAFT
Plane tickets would be 
expensive if aircraft were 
only used once, but this is 
the state of affairs with 
space vehicles. SpaceX  
is well on the way  
to developing reusable 
rockets that land 
vertically. This would 
drastically reduce the cost 
to launch a probe into to 
low-Earth orbit from the 
current $4,000/kg to 
around $400/kg. 
Coupled with the 
miniaturisation of 
technology and the 
upsurge of cubesats,  
such low launch costs 
could open the space 
arena to everyone. 

SPACE TOURISM
As the capital required  
to get to space falls, more 
private companies are 
seeing economic feasibility 
in space tourism. World 
View Enterprises and 
zero2infinity are 
developing balloons  
to take people up to an 
altitude of 30km, above 
99 per cent of our 
atmosphere (see above). 
Virgin Galactic and 
XCOR plan to start flying 
passengers to an altitude 
of 110km by the end of 
the year, while Bigelow 
Aerospace hopes to have 
an expandable in-orbit 
living structure 
demonstrator attached  
to the ISS next year.

THE SEARCH FOR LIFE
A few dozen kilometres 
beneath the icy surfaces 
of the moons Enceladus, 
Europa and Triton are 
believed to be oceans  
of saltwater. In 2009,  
NASA's Cassini 
spacecraft flew through 
one of Enceladus’s geysers 
and found complex 
organic compounds, a 
prerequisite for life. 
Developing technologies 
to bore down to and 
explore these isolated 
subsurface oceans would 
not only help to answer 
questions about the 
genesis of life, but may 
well significantly influence  
oil and gas industry 
drilling capabilities.

MARS COLONIES
Mars is the next logical 
step for humanity in 
manned exploration. 
Unlike the Moon, the Red 
Planet has the resources 
required for a technological 
civilisation; the capacity 
for terraforming into an 
environment similar to 
Earth’s; and the fundamental 
requisites for agriculture. 
Humanity must become 
multi-planetary if it is to 
ensure the survival and 
spread of life. This vision 
is on the horizon for all 
major space agencies 
and is the primary  
driving force behind  
the activities at SpaceX, 
Mars One, and 
Inspiration Mars.

SPACE RESOURCES
Earth’s resources are 
finite, but the Asteroid  
Belt contains an 
essentially limitless supply 
of many minerals and 
precious metals. The Sun 
emits incomprehensible 
amounts of solar energy. 
Titan contains around  
100 times more natural  
gas than Earth has in  
gas and oil reserves. 
Development of 
infrastructure to tap into 
these resources will help 
ensure the long-term 
sustainability of humanity. 
Deep Space Industries 
and Planetary Resources 
Inc are two of the 
companies trying to 
pioneer this front.

Since such a broad range of intellectual talent 

and capital is needed for space exploration, as a 

field it also builds international cooperation. These 

international agreements allow each state to focus 

on specific aspects that match particular strengths. 

Combined, these create a complete project free of 

the inefficiencies and financial waste associated 

with competitive crossover of efforts. Jean-Jacques 

Dordain, General Director of ESA, identified this: 

“Space is a collective achievement – you have zero 

chance to achieve alone. You have to work with your 

neighbour, you have to be fully transparent, and you 

have to trust your neighbour.” 

The International Space Station stood as the physical 

manifestation of the reunification of the US and 

Russia, and now stands as a platform for broader 

international cooperation. Like people, when nations 

stand against each other, their differences are focused 

upon, but when nations work together, the differences 

are forgotten. It was Carl Sagan who perhaps voiced 

this most eloquently: “In a political context, I 

maintain that manned space exploration will serve 

as the front burner in the binding up of the wounds 

of the Earth. I think it would be a wonderful thing if 

the planet named after the god of war, Mars, could 

help to increase the peacefulness of the inhabitants 

of our small and vulnerable world.”

Þ Advances in 
exoskeletons are 
benefitting the  
medical industry

S
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WHAT CAUSES THE CLOUDS?U
ntil 1885, no one had ever seen 

a noctilucent cloud – or, at least, 

no sightings had been recorded. 

Awareness of these strange wispy 

structures that form on the edge of space 

and grace the twilight skies in summer 

increased in the aftermath of the hugely 

destructive eruption of Krakatoa in 1883, 

which filled the upper atmosphere with 

dust. Even after this dusted had settled the 

clouds continued to be seen, perhaps seeded 

by tiny meteors in the upper atmosphere. 

In recent years, sightings of these elusive 

clouds have become much more frequent. 

At first this was put down to people simply 

looking up at the sky more, but satellite 

observations have confirmed that the 

clouds have been appearing much more 

often in the last few decades. 

“At high latitudes there’s been a long- 

term increase reported in the clouds, both 

As noctilucent clouds season draws to a close,  

Elizabeth Pearson investigates why more are  

being spotted every year

METHANE

Intensive farming practices 

and the widespread use of 

natural gas have lead to a 

dramatic increase in 

atmospheric methane since 

the Industrial Revolution.

Three components are needed: methane to produce water,  
dust for the droplets to form on and cold temperatures

COLDER TEMPERATURES

As ground temperatures get 

warmer, the mesosphere 

cools meaning water  

droplets are more likely to 

condense onto dust grains 

and form clouds.

DUST

Most meteors burn up long 

before reaching the ground, 

leaving dust in the upper 

atmosphere, but particles 

from rocket exhaust may  

also seed the clouds.M
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in terms of their brightness and their 

frequency,” says James M Russell III, a 

professor from Hampton University who 

has been studying the clouds for several 

years. “Going back to about 1980, and 

looking at the frequency of occurrence  

and their brightness with a series of 

satellites called the Solar Backscatter 

Ultraviolet instrument, there is an increase 

over a long time period.”

His experiments showed that not only 

are noctilucent clouds being seen more 

often, but over a wider area. When they first 

appeared, they could only be seen at 

latitudes of between 50º to 70°, but from 

2002 to 2011 the number of sightings at 

lower latitudes – as far down as 40° in the 

northern hemisphere – sharply increased. 

Cloud creep

What could be causing this increase? The 

clouds are thought to form when water 

vapour in the mesosphere, the region 80km 

above Earth’s surface, condenses onto dust 

particles in the upper atmosphere. Around 

100 tonnes of space dust falls onto the 

atmosphere every day, meaning there is 

more than enough to seed the clouds. 

However, getting water at that altitude  

is not so easy. “The main source of water 

vapour in the high altitudes is methane,” 

says Russell. “When a methane molecule 

gets mixed up into the atmosphere and gets 

high enough it starts reacting with oxygen, 

forming two water molecules.”

In the past 250 years the amount of 

methane in the atmosphere has more than 

doubled, increasing the amount of water 

vapour in the mesosphere and leading to 

bigger, brighter clouds.  

But that’s not the only change. Noctilucent 

clouds are only observed in summer, as 

complex interactions between the layers of 

the atmosphere mean that when it’s warm 

at sea level, the mesosphere is at its coldest. 

Records show that global temperatures have 

increased by 0.13°C per decade for over half 

a century, and as the ground gets warmer, 

the mesosphere gets colder.  “As the 

temperature gets colder the clouds are  

more likely to form,” says Russell. “So the 

temperature could be decreasing 

systematically in the mesosphere. Right 

now we don’t know whether methane or 

global warming is causing the increase.  

We don’t have enough data.”

In order to examine these mysterious clouds 

more closely, the AIM (Aeronomy of Ice in 

the Mesosphere) satellite was launched in 

2007. It is the first probe dedicated to the 

study of noctilucent clouds.

The satellite confirmed that noctilucent 

clouds were spreading to low latitudes, and 

observed in 2013 as the clouds appeared a 

week earlier than in previous years. This 

was a surprise for the AIM team – there was a 

high level of solar activity that year, meaning 

that the mesosphere would have been 

A PHENOMENON ON THE RISE
AIM has been monitoring noctilucent clouds for the past seven years. 

Not only are there more of them, they are appearing earlier and 

being observed at lower latitudes

warmer than in previous years. As such, 

they were expecting fewer clouds to form.

The reason behind this early start is  

still unknown, but AIM will continue 

observing in the hope of unravelling  

some of these questions. 

“We hope to stay up for a long time,” says 

Russell, who is also principal investigator of 

the AIM mission. “We’ve been up for eight 

seasons but we hope to be up for one full 

solar cycle, as least until 2018. That’ll help 

us unravel some of these questions.”

6 JULY 2007

28 MAY 2007

6 JULY 2013

28 MAY 2013

Noctilucent clouds are most often seen  
between late May and early August

S

AIM data from May and July in 2007 and 2013; the black areas are a blind spot in AIM’s orbit
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Written by Pete Lawrence

Pete Lawrence is an expert astronomer  

and astrophotographer with a particular 

interest in digital imaging. As well as 

writing The Sky Guide, he appears on  

The Sky at Night each month on BBC Four. 
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This month the Red Planet and its competitor in colour,  

red supergiant star Antares – whose name literally means 

‘Rival of Mars’ – appear very close together in the sky. 

Compare hues with the naked eye in the evening twilight.  

September

The

 Guide
Sky
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This icon indicates a good photo opportunity

Your guide to the night sky this month

MONDAY

The 
waxing 

crescent Moon 
(28% lit) is just under 5º north of 
mag. +0.8 Mars this evening. 
Look low to the southwest at 
around 20:00 BST (19:00 UT).

29

MONDAY�

Catch the waxing 
crescent Moon (43% 

lit), mag. +0.6 Mars and 
mag. +0.9 Saturn low down in the 
southwest as the sky is darkening 
– look just after 21:00 BST (20:00 
UT). The mag. +1.0 red supergiant 
star Antares (Alpha (_) Scorpii)  
is also close by, below and to the 
left of the Moon.

1

TUESDAY

As the Moon 
starts to wane, 
the second part 

of September is an ideal time  
to take our Deep-sky tour. See 
page 56.

16

MONDAY X

Now is the 
time to start 

looking for comet 
C/2012 K1 PANSTARRS, which 
may be visible in Hydra, low in the 
east as dawn breaks. See page 51. 

15

WWEDNESDAY

The fantastic 
Andromeda 

Galaxy, M31, is 
about two-thirds of the way up the 
sky around midnight, just to the 
east of south. 

17

TUESDAY ���������

The Moon reaches its  
full phase at 02:38 BST 
(01:38 UT). As this is the 

closest full Moon to the September 
equinox, which occurs on the 23rd, 
it’s known as the Harvest Moon. 

9

SUNDAY

The bright 
star visible 

to the left of the 
waning crescent Moon (8% lit) in 
the eastern sky this morning is 
mag. +1.4 Regulus, the brightest 
star in the constellation of Leo.

21

SUNDAY

The waning 
gibbous Moon 
(61% lit) is 

located within the Hyades open 
cluster in Taurus as it rises 
around 22:30 BST (21:30 UT).

14

WSUNDAY 
Mars 
meets its 

rival – Antares 
(pictured). The star’s name literally 
means ‘Rival of Mars’, and for 
good reason, as its orange hue 
means it looks just like the Red 
Planet. The pair are 3º apart and 
of similar brightness. See page 51.

28

 TUESDAY�

Comet C/2014 E2 
Jacques is currently 

riding high in the sky, 
although the latest predictions 
suggest that it may be fainter than 
hoped. It’s currently expected to be 
around 7th magnitude, heading 
south from below the House 
asterism in Cepheus towards mag. 
+1.3 Deneb (Alpha (_) Cygni).

2

THURSDAY

The 
waning 

crescent Moon 
(30% lit) occults mag. +3.5 
Lambda (h) Geminorum in the 
early hours. The star disappears 
behind the Moon’s bright limb at 
04:28 BST (03:28 UT) and emerges 
at 05:25 BST (04:25 UT). Times 
are given for the centre of the UK.

18

 SATURDAYf 
Early 
risers will 

be greeted by 
the magnificent sight of the 
waning crescent Moon (14% lit) 
sitting a fraction under 6º south  
of mag. –1.7 Jupiter. Look east at 
04:00 BST (03:00 UT).

20
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HOW TO TELL WHAT EQUIPMENT YOU’LL NEED

Getting started  
in astronomy
If you’re new to astronomy, you’ll find two 

essential reads on our website. Visit http://

bit.ly/10_Lessons for our 10-step guide to 

getting started and http://bit.ly/First_Tel 

for advice on choosing your first scope.

NAKED EYE
Allow 20 minutes for your eyes to become dark-adapted 

BINOCULARS
10x50 recommended 

SMALL/MEDIUM SCOPE
Reflector/SCT under 6 inches, refractor under 4 inches

LARGE SCOPE
Reflector/SCT over 6 inches, refractor over 4 inches

PHOTO OPPORTUNITY
Use a CCD, planetary camera or standard DSLR 

Need to know

The terms and symbols used in The Sky Guide

Uranus

UNIVERSAL TIME (UT) AND BRITISH SUMMER TIME (BST)
Universal Time (UT) is the standard time used by astronomers around 

the world. British Summer Time (BST) is one hour ahead of UT.

RA (RIGHT ASCENSION) AND DEC. (DECLINATION) 
These coordinates are the night sky’s equivalent of longitude and 

latitude, describing where an object lies on the celestial ‘globe’. 

Pete Lawrence “I definitely want to try  

and spot the really thin waning crescent 

Moon on the 23rd. With Venus close by, 

the planet makes a great navigational 

beacon to the tricky crescent.”

 

Steve Marsh “I’m quite a keen planetary 

photographer but I have yet to image 

Uranus, so this month is a pretty good 

opportunity to do so and combine it  

with my love of lunar photography.” 

 

Chris Bramley “I want to introduce my kids 

to Mars this month; it’s a good time with 

Antares so close by. I’ll also compare their 

orange hue with the redder Garnet Star.”

What the team will be 

observing in September

eFRIDAY

The asterism 

known as the 

Great Square  

of Pegasus is just to the west  

of south, a little more than 

halfway up the sky. Look for  

it around midnight. 

19

SATURDAY 

The 

waxing 

crescent Moon 

(11% lit) is 5.5º west of Saturn this 

evening. Spot the pair around 

20:00 BST (19:00 UT), very low 

in the west-southwest.

27

WTUESDAY

If you’ve never 

seen the Teapot 

asterism in 

Sagittarius before, now is a good 

time. It is 15º to the left and slightly 

below the waxing crescent Moon 

(38% lit) this evening. Look for it 

just to the west of south a little after 

20:00 BST (19:00 UT).

30

TUESDAY

There’s a thin 

Moon spotting 

opportunity 

this morning with a less than 

1%-lit waning crescent 5º from 

Venus. See page 50.

The September equinox occurs at 

03:29 BST (02:29 UT) today.

23

THURSDAY

The Moon 

makes a 

close pass of 

Uranus this morning. At 02:10 

BST (01:10 UT) the mag. +5.7 

planet is just 4 arcminutes below 

the Moon’s southern limb.

11    
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3 top sights

Thin Moon spotting

THE MIND’S EYE tends to 
think of the Moon as a big, bright 
object in the night sky, but when 
it’s closer in towards the Sun 
it’s a far more delicate entity. 

Just a�er new Moon, it 
appears in the evening twilight 
as a beautiful waxing crescent. 
A�er this it passes through 
increasingly bigger and bolder 
phases until it reaches full Moon 
approximately two weeks later. 
Its phase then decreases until 
– as it approaches new Moon 
once more – it appears as a 

beautiful waning crescent, seen 
in the dawn twilight. 

�is month we get to see  
the waning crescent Moon on 
the morning of 20 September,  
6º south of mag. –1.7 Jupiter, 
which will be a wonderful 
sight. At 04:00 BST (03:00 UT) 
that morning, you’ll be able to 
see them both against a dark 
sky, which will really enhance 
their appearance. �e dark 
part of the Moon’s disc – the 
bit that’s experiencing lunar 
night – should be glowing due 
to an e�ect called earthshine. 
�is is where the night portion 
of the Moon’s surface is 
illuminated by sunlight 
re�ecting o� planet Earth. 

�e 20th presents a great 
opportunity to get acquainted 

the Moon’s crescent is mag. +1.4 
Regulus (Alpha (_) Leonis).

On the following morning 
the Moon will have shrunk to 
around 3%-lit, but it should still 
be fairly easy to spot low in the 
east around 06:00 BST (05:00 
UT). �e view is still very 
attractive, with Regulus and 
Jupiter adding a bit of extra 
astro imaging interest.

Once you’ve located the 
thin sliver of moonlight on the 
22nd, stay with it and see if 
you can spot mag. –3.8 Venus 
low in the east. At 06:30 BST 
(05:30 UT), the planet will be 
about 3º up. If you do manage 
to identify Venus, then you 
should be ready for the even 
trickier spot tomorrow.

On the morning of the 23rd, 
look out for Venus once again. 
�e now less than 1%-lit crescent 
Moon will be 5º to the le� and 
slightly below Venus. �e next 
new Moon occurs on 24 
September at 07:14 BST (06:14 
UT) – so if you manage to spot 
the really delicate crescent on 
the 23rd, give yourself a pat on 
the back for spotting a Moon 
less than a day from new.

As ever, take care not to 
observe when the Sun is  
above the horizon. All times  
are given for the centre of  
the UK and may vary slightly 
with location.  
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WHEN: 20-23 September at the times stated

E

Jupiter

Venus

Moon

20 Sep

Moon

21 Sep

Moon

22 Sep

Moon

23 Sep

Regulus

Denebola

NEED TO KNOW!
The size of objects in the 

sky and the distances between 

them are measured in degrees. 

The width of your little finger at 

arm’s length spans about 1º.

DON’T 

MISS…

with the waning crescent 
because it is a healthy 14% lit. 
Over the next few mornings, 
things get a little trickier.

Catch the Moon on the 
morning of the 21st and it will 
be showing an 8%-lit crescent, 
now 12º below Jupiter. You’ll be 
able to see it due east at 05:30 
BST (04:30 UT), as dawn breaks. 
�e bright star 7º to the le� of 

Lunar crescent positions 
for 20-23 September  
at 06:30 BST

The thin Moon gets 
progressively more 
challenging to spot
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COMET C/2012 K1 
PANSTARRS approaches 
the threshold of naked eye 
visibility this month. You 
should be able to see it low  
in the east from the middle  
of the month onwards using  
a pair of binoculars. 

If the comet’s name sounds 
familiar then that’s because 
in early 2013, comet C/2011 
L4 PANSTARRS graced 
the evening twilight sky, 
brie�y becoming a tricky 
naked eye object as it did so. 
PANSTARRS, the Panoramic 
Survey Telescope And Rapid 
Response System, is a survey 
facility with a penchant for 
detecting transient objects  
– things that move or change 
relative to the ‘normal’ stars, 
such as asteroids, comets and 
variable stars. 

C/2012 K1 PANSTARRS was 
discovered on 17 May 2012 
when it was a 20th-magnitude 

object. It’s a retrograde Oort 
Cloud comet; retrograde 
signifying that its orbit takes  
it around the Sun in the 
opposite direction to the 
planets of the Solar System. 
About 53 per cent of long-
period comets like C/2012 
K1 PANSTARRS orbit in this 
retrograde fashion.

�e comet reached 
perihelion on 27 August at  
a distinctly Earth-like distance 
of 1.05 AU from the Sun. 
During September you  
should be able to see it from 
the middle of the month 
onwards, when the bright 
Moon is on the wane, low  
in the east at around 05:00  
BST (04:00 UT). 

�e comet is expected to 
remain around mag. +6.0 from 
the middle of September 
through to the end of the 
month, and so should be a 
relatively easy binocular target. 

ANTARES IS A red supergiant 
star that lies at the heart of the 
constellation of Scorpius, the 
Scorpion. At mag. +1.0, it is 
one of the standout stars of  
the summer months when  
it can be seen low down,  
skirting the southern horizon 
from the UK. 

Designated Alpha (_) Scorpii, 
the star has several common 
names in di�erent cultures, 
but Antares is perhaps the 
most enigmatic. Derived 
from an Ancient Greek name 
which translates as ‘Anti-Ares’, 

this literally means ‘Rival of 
Mars’. It gets this title from its 
brightness and colour, as it 
resembles the appearance of 
Mars to the naked eye. During 
the last week of September we 
get to see Mars make a close 
pass of Antares, low in the 
southwest, as the evening sky 
is darkening. 

At this time, Mars will  
have a magnitude of +0.8, 
making it fractionally  
brighter than its rival, but 
certainly close enough for  
an excellent comparison.  
�e pair are closest on  
the evening of the 28th,  
when they will be separated  
by just 3º; the perfect 
opportunity to compare and 
con�rm that Antares really 

�e easiest way to locate it is to 
�nd mag. –1.7 Jupiter �rst, 
then look below and right of 
the planet for the sideways 
teardrop shape that represents 

the head of Hydra, the 
Watersnake. You should  
then be able to locate the 
comet below Hydra’s head  
as shown in our chart.

The comet’s path; constellation positions correct for 05:00 BST on the 20th

Sickle

M44

NGC 2548

CANCER
CANIS
MINOR

MONOCEROS

HYDRA

LEO

Regulus

Procyon

Acubens

1 Sep

11 Sep

21 Sep

1 Oct

Moon
19 Sep

Moon
21 Sep

Moon
20 Sep

Jupiter

Mars and Antares

NEED TO KNOW!
An object’s brightness is 

given by its magnitude. The 

lower the number, the brighter 

the object: with the naked eye 

you can see down to mag. +6.0.

WHEN: Last week of September, around 20:00 BST (19:00 UT)

Morning comet

WHEN: 15 September, from 05:00 BST (04:00 UT)

does deserve its title. A lovely 
waxing crescent Moon lies 

close on the evenings of 28 and  
29 September.

To the naked eye, Mars 
and Antares appear 
unerringly similar

Mars

Antares
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LEO
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MINOR
M44

Regulus

Jupiter
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30 Sep Moon
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Moon
21 Sep

Moon
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JUPITER IS SLOWLY but surely  

creeping back into view. At the start  

of September, the planet can be 

found 3º southeast of M44, 

the Beehive Cluster  

in Cancer. The  

dawn twilight  

brightens from 

around 04:30 

BST (03:30 UT), 

so just before 

this is the best 

time to catch the 

pair. Look for 

them about  

7º up in the  

east-northeast.

By the end of the 

month, Jupiter will be about 

one-third of the way along a line 

joining the Beehive Cluster to 

mag. +1.4 Regulus (Alpha (_) 

The phase and relative sizes of the planets this month. Each planet is shown with south at the top, to show its orientation through a telescope

THE PLANETS IN SEPTEMBER

MARS 
15 September

JUPITER 
15 September

SATURN  
15 September

URANUS 
15 September 
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The planets

Leonis). The mag. –1.8 planet is 

easily the brightest thing to 

see in this part of the 

sky. A lovely waning 

crescent Moon 

(14% lit) is 6º 

south of Jupiter 

on the morning 

of the 20th.

Through a 

telescope, Jupiter’s 

atmosphere is 

unmistakably 

banded. The two 

most prominent  

dark stripes are known  

as the South and North 

Equatorial Belts (SEB and  

NEB) and these are easy to  

see with a small telescope. The 

Great Red Spot should be easy to spot  

too, nestled in the SEB. 

Jupiter has a lot of moons but only four 

– the Galilean moons – are large enough 

to be seen easily with amateur telescopes. 

These orbit Jupiter in the planet’s equatorial 

plane, and every six years or so this plane 

is presented side on to Earth. Under normal 

circumstances, the Galilean moons can 

cast their shadows onto the planet or they 

themselves can transit the planet, be 

occulted by it or disappear into its shadow. 

When Jupiter’s orbital plane lines up with 

Earth, the moons themselves can hide or 

eclipse one another. 

One such event occurs between 03:47 

and 04:12 BST (02:47 and 03:12 UT) on 

the 29th, when the Callisto’s penumbral 

shadow partially eclipses the northern part 

of Europa as it transits Jupiter’s disc.

JUPITER 

BEST TIME SEPTEMBER:  
30 September, 05:30 BST (04:30 UT)

ALTITUDE: 28º 

LOCATION: Cancer 

DIRECTION: East

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT:  
3-inch or larger telescope

FEATURES OF INTEREST:  
Complex atmosphere, Great Red Spot, 

Galilean moons

VENUS 
15 September

MERCURY 
15 September

The gas giant can be seen close to the Beehive Cluster in Cancer early on in the month 

MERCURY 
1 September

Jupiter’s bands are 
clearly visible even 

in small scopes

NEPTUNE 
15 September

PICK OF THE MONTH

MERCURY 
30 September



URANUS

BEST TIME IN SEPTEMBER:  
11 September, 02:10 BST 

(01:10 UT)

ALTITUDE: 42º  

LOCATION: Pisces

DIRECTION: South

Mag. +5.7 Uranus is well 

placed all month, reaching 

its highest point in the sky in 

darkness. A very close pass 

of the waning gibbous Moon 

(94% lit) occurs on the 11th 

at 02:10 BST (01:10 UT) – the 

Moon’s southern limb passing 

just 4 arcminutes north of the 

planet. Both objects are due 

south in the sky. Opposition 

occurs early next month.

NEPTUNE

BEST TIME IN SEPTEMBER:  
1 September, 01:00 BST 

(00:00 UT)

ALTITUDE: 27º

LOCATION: Aquarius

DIRECTION: South

Following opposition on  

29 August, Neptune remains 

well positioned for observing 

all month long. At mag. +7.8, 

you’ll need to use a pair of 

binoculars to spot it. Look  

28 arcminutes northwest of 

mag. +4.8 Sigma (m) Aquarii 

on the 19th.

MARS

BEST TIME IN SEPTEMBER:  
1 September, 21:00 BST 

(20:00 UT)

ALTITUDE: 6º (low)

LOCATION: Libra

DIRECTION: Southwest

Mars is an evening object  

and starts the month in Libra. 

The orange-hued planet is  

mag. +0.6 and sits 5º southeast 

of mag. +0.9 Saturn on the 1st. 

As the month progresses,  

Mars heads further east and 

into Scorpius. On the 12th it 

will be at the centre of a line 

joining Saturn and Antares,  

and on the 26th it passes into 

Ophiuchus. Two evenings  

later it lies 3º above Antares,  

its visual rival (see page 51). 

SATURN

BEST TIME IN SEPTEMBER:  
1 September, from 21:00 

BST (20:00 UT)

ALTITUDE: 8º (low) 

LOCATION: Libra

DIRECTION: Southwest

Saturn appears as a yellowish, 

mag. +0.9 star in the evening 

twilight at the start of the 

month but is very low down. 

By month end its situation 

deteriorates and Saturn becomes 

tricky to spot. The waxing 

crescent Moon (11% lit) is just 

over 5.5º west of Saturn on the 

evening of the 27th.

VENUS

BEST TIME IN SEPTEMBER:  
1 September, 06:00 BST 

(05:00 UT)

ALTITUDE: 8º (low) 

LOCATION: Leo

DIRECTION: East

Venus is a bright morning 

object in Leo but is becoming 

harder to see in the dawn sky 

because of its proximity to the 

rising Sun. On the mornings of 

the 5th and 6th, the mag. –3.8 

planet is less than 1º from mag. 

+1.4 Regulus (Alpha (_) Leonis). 

On the 22nd, the planet is a 

signpost to the waning crescent 

Moon (3% lit). See page 50.

MERCURY

BEST TIME IN SEPTEMBER:  
1 September, 08:15 BST 

(07:15 UT)

ALTITUDE: 2º (low) 

LOCATION: Virgo

DIRECTION: West

Mercury is low in the west after 

sunset at the start of the month. 

On the 1st, the planet is mag. 

–0.2, but it fades as the days 

pass. By the 8th Mercury will 

be mag. 0.0. Greatest eastern 

(evening) elongation is on the 

21st, by which time it will have 

dimmed to mag. +0.2. It’s very 

low down after sunset at this 

time and will be tricky to see. 

It will be 0.5º away from mag. 

+1.0 Spica (Alpha (_) Virginis) 

on 20 and 21 September. 

September
Using a small scope you’ll be able to spot Jupiter’s biggest moons.  

Their positions change dramatically during the month, as shown on  

the diagram. The line by each date on the left represents midnight. 

arcminutes

DATE

WEST EAST

Io Europa Ganymede Callisto

0

1 2 3
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6 7 81234

5

678
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8
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13  
15 
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16  
18 
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19  
21 
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22  
24 
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26 
28

27  
29 
30  
1

Jupiter

J U P I T E R ’S  M O O NS

See what the planets look like through your telescope with the 

field of view calculator on our website at: 

http://www.skyatnightmagazine.com/astronomy-tools
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The Northern Hemisphere
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HOW TO USE THIS CHART
1.  HOLD THE CHART so the direction you’re facing  

is at the bottom.
2.  THE LOWER HALF of the chart shows the sky  

ahead of you.
3.  THE CENTRE OF THE CHART is the point  

directly over your head.

THE SUN IN SEPTEMBER*

*Times correct for the centre of the UK 

DATE SUNRISE SUNSET

1 Sep 2014 06:19 BST 20:00 BST

11 Sep 2014 06:36 BST   19:35 BST 

21 Sep 2014 06:53 BST   19:11 BST

1 Oct 2014 07:11 BST 18:47 BST

MOONRISE TIMES

1 Sep 2014, 13:46 BST 17 Sep 2014, --:- - BST

5 Sep 2014, 17:28 BST 21 Sep 2014, 03:56 BST

9 Sep 2014, 19:38 BST 25 Sep 2014, 08:17 BST

13 Sep 2014,  21:41 BST 29 Sep 2014, 12:43 BST

THE MOON IN SEPTEMBER*

1 SEPTEMBER AT 01:00 BST 

15 SEPTEMBER AT 00:00 BST

30 SEPTEMBER AT 23:00 BST
On other dates, stars will be in slightly different places 
due to Earth’s orbital motion. Stars that cross the sky  
will set in the west four minutes earlier each night. 

WHEN TO USE THIS CHART

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29 30

FULL MOON
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NGC 6995 
The southern portion of the Eastern Veil  
is NGC 6995. Where NGC 6992 has  

a definite arc-like appearance, here the nebula  
takes on a more spread out and filamentary look. 
Together, NGC 6992 and 6995 are collectively  
known as the Network Nebula. An ultra-high  
contrast (UHC) or OIII filter really helps to bring 
out these delicate features and their use can really 
enhance your experience when trying to locate  
each component. The fine lacework of glowing  
gas is quite something to behold when viewed  
through larger apertures. The faint southern  
extension to NGC 6995 has its own designation  
and is known as IC 1340. � SEEN IT
  

PICKERING’S TRIANGLE 
Imagine a line from 52 Cygni to mag. +2.5 
Gienah (Epsilon (¡) Cygni) and centre up  

on a point roughly two-fifths of the way along.  
Slew carefully to the east by a small amount and  
see if you can make out Pickering’s Triangle. As  
its name suggests, this is a triangular patch of 
nebulosity, but it can be a challenge visually.  
A dark sky and a UHC or OIII filter should bring  
the nebula out. A 12-inch scope with low power 
should show it convincingly, but smaller apertures 
down to 4 inches may succeed too. An even fainter 
region of nebulosity exists to the east of Pickering’s 
Triangle, catalogued as NGC 6974. � SEEN IT

NGC 6894 
We leave the confines of the Veil Nebula  
for our next target, mag. +12.5 planetary 

nebula, NGC 6894. One way to get in the right 
general vicinity of this object is to place 52 Cygni 
close to the north edge of the field of view of a  
low-power eyepiece and then slew 29 minutes  
of RA (7.5º) to the west; NGC 6894 being just 
10-arcminutes further south than 52 Cygni.  
A 10 inch scope at 250x magnification shows the 
nebula as a round, grey disc. A 12-inch scope 
will reveal the disc as a fuzzy ring with a gentle 
brightening along its northern edge. � SEEN IT

NGC 7013 
Our final target requires a return to  
HIP 103510. Relocate the star and also the  

sixth-magnitude variable star DT Cygni. NGC 7013 
lies at the 90º corner of a right-angled triangle  
formed with these two stars. Centre up on this  
region and use low- to mid-power magnification.  
This is a mag. +12.5 spiral galaxy, tilted slightly 
towards us from edge-on, so appearing elliptical in 
shape. Its outer arms are visually very faint, but the 
elongated core surrounded by an inner ring of stars  
is more obvious. A mag. +12.3 star lies close by, 
providing a good visual comparison with the  
extended core region. � SEEN IT
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THE WITCH’S BROOM
The Veil Nebula Complex, also known as the 
Cygnus Loop or Bridal Veil Nebula, is a large 

supernova remnant with distinct parts that have their 
own NGC designations. Point your telescope at mag. 
+4.2 star 52 Cygni and you’ll be looking at NGC 6960. 
This nebula, faintly overpowered by 52 Cygni, has 
several informal names, including the Witch’s Broom, 
Finger of God and Filamentary Nebula. Low magnification 
is essential, but even so the thin, tapering nebula can be 
a stretch for a 6-inch scope. The taper point, northeast 
of 52 Cygni, is the brightest part. A long exposure shows 
that NGC 6960 resembles a tree branch with 52 Cygni 
one-third of the way from the tip. � SEEN IT
  

NGC 6992
The Veil Nebula is around 3º across and appears 
as a loop of glowing gas. The loop’s sections are 

brightest to the east and west, with the Witch’s Broom 
being part of the Western Veil. The brightest (and  
most northerly) part of the Eastern Veil, designated 
NGC 6992, is our second target. It is easier to see 
with a 6-inch scope than NGC 6960 and has been 
described as resembling a small version of the Milky 
Way running across the field of a low-power eyepiece. 
To locate NGC 6992 (and, as it happens, our next stop) 
put 52 Cygni to the north of your view, then slew east 
2.75º until mag. +6.5 HIP 103510 appears. The nebula 
runs approximately 1º to the north. � SEEN ITC
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September is a great time to explore the hidden depths of the Veil Nebula Complex

��Tick the box when you’ve seen each one  �

Deep-sky tour 

The Witch’s Broom is one  
of the best recognised  

parts of the complex
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1 NGC 7686

The northern Milky Way is a cornucopia 
of binocular delights and this is where we 

shall start this month’s tour. Imagine a line from 
mag. +4.2 Kappa (g) to mag. +3.8 Lambda (h) 
Andromedae; extend it for the same distance 
and you will reach an obvious pair of stars, the 
brighter shining at mag. +6.2 and its fainter 
westerly companion being only mag. +7.7. 
Allow your eyes to relax into the view and the 
15-arcminute glow of the background cluster will 
become visible, but you will probably only see 
two or three more individual stars. � SEEN IT 
 

2 NGC 7243

NGC 7243, also designated Caldwell 16, 
is 2.5º west of mag. +3.8 Alpha (_) 

Lacertae in a bright part of the Milky Way. It is 
about twice the diameter of NGC 7686 and, in 
small binoculars, is very obvious even against 
the very rich background of stars. A pair of 
10x50s should reveal a dozen stars but not a 
great deal of background glow. The stars 

appear to be in two groups, raising the question 
of whether this is a single or double cluster, or 
even just a chance association of stars that are 
not gravitationally bound. � SEEN IT

 

3 M39

Halfway between NGC 7243 and mag. 
+1.3 Deneb (Alpha (_) Cygni) is bright 

(mag. +4.6) but relatively sparse cluster M39. 
The cluster can be seen with the naked eye in 
dark skies; 10x50s will show you a wedge-
shaped group of stars, the number of which  
will depend on your sky conditions. From  
a city you may make out four or five stars, but 
from a rural site 15-20 will pop into view in an 
area about the size of the Moon. These fainter 
stars change the apparent shape of the cluster 
from trapezoidal to triangular. � SEEN IT

4 BARNARD 352 
You’ll need larger binoculars and perhaps 
averted vision for this dark nebula. When 

EE Barnard published his catalogue of 370 dark 

Voids in the night, easy-to-split doubles and  

a questionable cluster are on show this month 

��Tick the box when you’ve seen each one  �

Binocular tour 

nebulae in 1919, he initially thought that they 
were voids in the Milky Way; we now know 
them to be regions of dust. Barnard 352 is in the 
northern part of NGC 7000, the North America 
Nebula, 2.75° east of Deneb. Unless you have 
very transparent skies, it is unlikely that you’ll be 
able to identify NGC 7000, but Barnard 352 is 
clearly visible as a distinct triangular dark patch 
about 20 arcminutes long. � SEEN IT 

5 BARNARD 145 
Compared to Barnard 352, Barnard 145 
is larger and significantly easier to see, 

although it is not as dark: several stars shine 
through it. To locate it, start at mag +3.9 Eta (d) 
Cygni and find the 6th-magnitude star that lies 
1º to the north. The same distance further on 
and slightly east of north lie a pair of stars, one 
5th magnitude, the other 6th magnitude. 
Barnard 145 is the long thin dark patch that lies 
the same distance north of these two stars. 
Similarly to Barnard 352, averted vision works 
well, as it does with all dark nebulae. � SEEN IT

6 31 CYGNI 
To find our last object, imagine a line 
from Deneb to mag. +2.9 Rukh (Delta (b) 

Cygni). Just 1º north of the centre of this line is 
a naked-eye double star; these are 31 and 30 
Cygni. Through binoculars, the more southerly 
one, mag. +3.9 31 Cygni, will show a deep 
yellow-orange colour. This too turns out to be  
a double star with a brilliant white mag +7.0 
companion an easy split at 1.8 arcminutes to 
the south. � SEEN IT
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a

At anything but the lowest Sun 
angles they all but disappear, 
blending into Capuanus’s  
floor completely. At such  
times, the floor takes on 
another aspect as it’s crossed  
by bright ejecta rays.

There are more subtle 
features in the surrounding 
Palus Epidemiarum. To the 

Moonwatch

CRATER CAPUANUS LIES  
on the southern border of the 
Palus Epidemiarum, the rather 
unappealingly named Marsh of 
Epidemics. It’s a lava-flooded 
crater that has managed to hang 
on to a complete rim despite it 
being perilously close to the 
surface of Epidemiarum 
towards the northeast. 

The highest and steepest 
part of the crater’s rim can be 
found to the west. Here the 
walls rise to approximately 
2.5km above the surrounding 
lava plain. Capuanus B (11km 
wide) punctures the highest 
part of the rim here, its wall 
being broken as it crosses 
into Capuanus itself. Three 
high-level extensions continue 
northwest of Capuanus into 
Palus Epidemiarum. The 
southern one is fairly thick and 
mountainous while the other 
two get progressively thinner. 

If you extend the northernmost 
extension for twice its length 
away from Capuanus, you’ll 
arrive at Marth, a 7km crater 
with a rather unusual property. 
You’ll need a 6-inch or larger 
telescope to spot it, but 
Marth has two rims arranged 
concentrically to give the crater 
the appearance of a bullseye.

The flat region to the 
southwest of Capuanus is the 
floor of elongated Capuanus P 
(78km), which in all other 
respects is rather ill defined.  
The curving southeast rim of 
Capuanus is heavily interrupted 
by smaller craters, including 
Capuanus A (13km). The form 
of the rim then narrows to its 
thinnest part.

On first glance, Capuanus’s 
floor looks completely flat.  
There are a few craterlets, but 
these are only really visible  
with large instruments or  
high-resolution imaging  
setups. However, there is 

interesting detail visible on the 
floor when the illumination 
becomes oblique, a condition 
that occurs when the terminator 
is nearby. It’s at these times that 
a number of shallow domes 
make their presence known. 
Capuanus 1, 2 and 3 are pretty 
subtle features, rising to heights 
of 100m, 100m and 50m 
respectively, caused by viscous 
lava pushing out through the 
floor of the crater.

The three domes are all 
within the main crater rim, 
and with diameters of 7km, 
9km and 5.5km are a challenge 
both visually and for imagers. 

Capuanus shares a boundary with the unappealingly named Palus Epidemiarum – the Marsh of Epidemics

north of Capuanus runs a 
narrow cleft rille known as 
Rima Hesiodus. The parent 
crater from where the rille gets 
its name is crater Hesiodus 
(43km) which sits 290km 
northeast of Capuanus, 
immediately to the west of  
giant crater Pitaus (98km)  
in the Mare Humorum.

STATISTICS
TYPE: Crater 

SIZE: 60km 

AGE: 3.9-4.6 billion  

years old

LOCATION: Latitude 34.1°S, 

Longitude 26.7°W  

BEST TIME TO OBSERVE: 
Two days after first  

quarter (4 September)  

or 1-2 days after last  

quarter (17-18 September) 

MINIMUM EQUIPMENT:  
2-inch telescope

Capuanus 

“When the lighting becomes oblique,  

a number of shallow domes appear”

N

E

CAPUANUS

CAPUANUS A

RIMAE HESIODUS
MARTH

HESIODUS

CAPUANUS B

CAPUANUS P

PALLUS EPIDEMIARUM

PITAUS
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THERE ARE SEVERAL opportunities  
to image a thin waning crescent Moon 
towards the end of this month, so here 
we’re going to take a look at how to  
create a mosaic of this sliver of light.  
The thinnest Moon occurs on the  
23rd, so the crescents that go before  
it are great to practice on and hone  
your technique to perfection. 

You’ll need a high frame rate camera in 
order to create the panes for the mosaic. 
This is basically an industrial strength  
webcam capable of taking lots of separate 
and consecutive still frames in a short 
period. The frames are typically stored in a 
movie file, which then needs to be ‘distilled’ 
into a single image. All the single images 
are then pieced together like a jigsaw.  
A layer-based image editor is used to tweak 
and blend the panes together, before the 
beautiful final crescent is revealed. 

It’s possible to capture images using  
either a colour or mono camera, though 

Astrophotography

Thin crescent Moon mosaics
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twilight. The use of a high frame rate 
camera really comes into its own here 
because taking multiple frames, registering 
them against one another and averaging 
them together is one way to reduce the 
effects of the poor seeing you’ll experience 
when imaging objects at low altitude.

The capture process is relatively 
straightforward, with emphasis being 
given to making sure that your capture 
panes offer good overlap and that frames 
are not overexposed. Overlapping panes 
for a waning crescent Moon is slightly 
harder than it is for the waxing crescent 
which, appears in the evening twilight. 
This is because the waning crescent 
Moon’s surface is smoother, offering less 
in the way of shadowed relief features. 
The multitude of craters visible during 
the waxing phase make navigation around 
the lunar surface considerably easier.

Making sure that you’re not 
overexposed is also a little more 
challenging for a waning crescent because 
a lot of the surface is the dark lava floor  
of Oceanus Procellarum. The challenge 
comes during the waning crescents that 
occur around three days after last quarter, 
when the bright crater Aristarchus can be 
seen and imaged. This is the brightest 
feature on the Earth-facing side of the 
Moon and it needs careful handling to 
make sure it doesn’t appear burnt out. 

for dawn twilight crescents it would be 
prudent to use a red or even an infrared-
pass filter. This will help reduce the 
brightness of the blue sky, so making the 
Moon stand out more. Using a 
monochrome filter in this way will reduce 
the efficiency of a colour camera so a 
mono camera is the preferred choice. 

One big advantage of creating mosaics 
of a thin crescent Moon is that there’s not 
much of it to image and process. This 
takes the pressure off somewhat when it 
comes to collecting the individual panes 
and, being easier to move around, there’s 
less risk that you’ll miss something. The 
thinner phases of the Moon can often be 
imaged in one staggered column of 
overlapping panes.

As the waning crescents get thinner, so 
they will appear lower down in the dawn 

�Send your image to: hotshots@skyatnightmagazine.com

skyatnightmagazine.com 2014    

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT
High frame rate camera, equatorially mounted and driven telescope with a focal 
length of 700mm or more, red or infrared-pass filter

KEY TECHNIQUE
MAKE THE MOST OF PRACTICE
Chasing the thinnest of waning crescents 
is great fun because the Moon offers a 
natural training course to success. It starts 
a few days before new Moon in the form 
of a thicker and easier to locate crescent. 
Being relatively high in the dawn sky in 
darker twilight, it’s easy to image. The 
difficulty then ramps up over the next few 
mornings. However, your previous efforts 
really help out, making the job of locating 
the Moon and getting the right shot that 
much easier. Follow it through and the 
ultimate mosaic will be easier to achieve.

Thin Moon mosaics are 
straightforward in the 

sense that you only need 
a small number of panes
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STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE

STEP 6  The final thin Moon on the 23rd will be hard to locate. 
Venus is a useful guide (see page 50). The effects of the bright morning 
twilight can be mitigated to an extent by fitting a red or infrared-pass 
filter to the front of a monochrome high frame rate camera. This causes 
the blue sky to darken, so improving the contrast of the crescent. 

STEP 4 Open one of the finished frames in a layer-based graphics 
program and crop any white borders that processing has created. 
Increase canvas size to incorporate the entire mosaic; it’s fine to guess 
as you can alter the size later. Load a new frame as a separate graphic, 
select the image (ignoring any white borders) and copy to the clipboard. 

STEP 3 When all overlapping sequences have been captured, process 
each in RegiStax, Autostakkert! or AviStack. One useful tip is to process 
without wavelet sharpening, saving the result as a PNG or FITS file. 
Make a copy and wavelet sharpen individually using RegiStax. If you 
mess up (too much looks unnatural), start again from the original.

STEP 5 
Paste the image you 
copied into first image 
as a separate layer. 
Move until it lines up 
with the lower image. 
Toggling visibility 
while using the 
cursor keys to nudge 
its position will help 
you to line it up. If 
necessary, tweak 
brightness to get a 
close tonal match. 
Use a 10 per cent 
eraser to rub out 
sharp overlap edges. 
Repeat until the 
entire mosaic is 
complete. Flatten and 
tweak the levels to 
make the sky dark.

STEP 1 
As ever, the first job 
is to select your 
equipment. A scope 
with a focal length 
around 1,000mm is 
ideal for basic 
mosaics. Higher focal 
lengths will increase 
image scale and up 
the complexity of the 
capture; however, 
they will give a more 
impressive final 
result. Your telescope 
should be ideally 
mounted on a driven, 
polar-aligned mount. 
Focus on the Moon 
and make a note of 
the focus position for 
the next morning. 

STEP 2 Move up and down the crescent, adjusting your camera’s 
exposure and gain to achieve 80-90 per cent peak levels for the 
brightest surface. Position with one crescent cusp close to the edge of 
the frame and capture 500-800 frames. Move for the next capture, 
making sure there’s plenty of overlap. Repeat for the entire crescent.
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You can learn more about the universe by taking an astronomy course. 

There’s a wide variety on offer, covering all age groups and levels of 

experience, to help you take your interest further.

WHERE TO STUDY THE

 0161 653 9092  
www.planeteartheducation.co.uk

PLANET EARTH 
EDUCATION

Courses available for enrolment all year round

One of the UK’s most popular and longest standing providers of astronomy 
distance learning courses. Choose from five separate astronomy courses, 
suitable for complete beginner right through to first-year university standard, 
including GCSE Astronomy. A certificate is issued for each completed course. 
You will find a complete syllabus for each of the courses available, along with 
other details about each course, and the necessary enrolment information 
on our website. There is a ‘Student Feedback’ link where you can view some 
of the unsolicited comments we have received from past students. We pride 
ourselves on being accessible and flexible and offer very attractively priced 
services, of the highest standards, and we work hard to provide you with what 
you want. Of paramount importance to us is the one-to-one contact students 
have with their tutor, who is easily accessible even outside of office hours.

Further details are available at:  

astro.qmul.ac.uk/teaching/

msc-astrophysics.

  Enquiries: 

  astro-pg@qmul.ac.uk

    Tel: 020 7882 6958
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Our Physics with Astrophysics undergraduate degree programmes 
at York gives students an understanding of the scales and physical 
processes at work in the Universe. From the nuclear reactions that 
power the Sun to the great challenges of cosmology, students gain an 
appreciation of the greater cosmos with specialities in topics aligned 
with the active research of the department.  A flagship programme is 
the Astrocampus, the department’s dedicated observatory. Students 
are given autonomous access to telescopes from their first weeks at 
University and develop key skills in the collection and analysis of data 
from our optical, solar and radio telescopes.  01904 322 241  
www.york.ac.uk/physics

UNIVERSITY  
OF YORK

The UCL Certificate of Higher Education in Astronomy is taught at the UCL 
campus in Central London. 

The two year course of part-time study requires no subject-related A-level. 
Study is in UCL’s Physics and Astronomy Department, one evening per 
week from 6 to 9pm. It has a much greater coverage of astronomy than 
ordinary evening classes and includes regular practical classes at UCL’s 
superbly equipped Observatory at Mill Hill. 

This course is ideal for keen amateur astronomers, teachers and everyone 
interested in learning more about astronomy. 

The certificate is endorsed by the Royal Astronomical Society.

Details and application form are linked on the web page below. 020 7679 3943  astrocert@ucl.ac.uk 
www.ucl.ac.uk/phys/admissions/certi�cate

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 
LONDON

CARDIFF UNIVERSITY

Cardiff School of Physics and Astronomy houses one of the UK’s largest 
communities of astronomers and astrophysicists. Learn Physics and 
Astrophysics in an internationally renowned, friendly research environment.

-   A range of 3 year (BSc) and 4 year (MPhys) undergraduate degrees, 
with a core first year to allow for flexibility between schemes.

-   A BSc programme in “Physics and Astronomy with a Professional Placement”
-   Final year independent projects, working with real astronomers on real 

research topics.
-   An on–site astronomical observatory, control rooms and data processing 

laboratories.
-   Learn transferable skills allowing excellent employment possibilities. 
-   Become part of a friendly and thriving capital city and a  

vibrant student community. 

 02920 876457/874144 | www.astro.cf.ac.uk
admissions@astro.cf.ac.uk
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See what goes on behind the 

scenes at the European Space 

Agency in a new exhibition

INSIDE

ESA

THE JUPITER  X  

CONTROL ROOM 

CSG – EUROPE’S 
SPACEPORT, KOUROU, 

FRENCH GUIANA

The Jupiter Control Room, 
where the data needed 
for a launch decision is 

received and processed, 
and launch authorisation 

is given to the firing 
room. This data might 

include the status of the 
launch vehicle and its 
passenger spacecraft, 

tracking stations, weather, 
and ground and flight safety.
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THE MERCURY TRANSFER MODULE 

AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE,  
AIT STEVENAGE, UK

The propulsion vehicle for the 
BepiColombo mission to Mercury, in  
the cleanroom during its integration 

phase. The MTM, complete with  
an ion engine and a chemical  

engine, will carry two spacecraft,  
the European Mercury Planetary  

Orbiter and the Japanese Mercury 
Magnetospheric Orbiter, to  

Mercury after launch in 2016. 

A
stronomy revels in surveys,  

no matter what the scale.  

From the 2.4-arcminute  

square Hubble Ultra Deep  

Field to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey’s 

endeavour to chart a quarter of the  

entire sky, they provide the basis of most 

astronomical research. Now we have  

one more to delve into, but of a different  

kind – a survey of European space 

exploration itself. 
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For 18 months during 2012 and  

2013, London-based artist Edgar Martins 

was given unparalleled access to the 

European Space Agency. He travelled to 

classified ESA sites in nine countries,  

taking the photographs that would 

eventually form an ode to the test  

facilities, spare parts and paperwork that  

goes into exploring the cosmos. 

It’s not the glamorous face we so often 

gaze upon, of galaxies far, far away and the 

echoes of long-dead stars. This is a world 

hidden from general view except in fiction, 

of cleanrooms, robotics labs and space 

simulators, catalogued in a collection of 

more than 80 long-exposure images. 

Some of Martins’ subjects are  

immediately striking; others are seemingly 

mundane. What is that brightly coloured 

cable for? What about that oddly padded 

door? In pulling back the curtain on  

areas and objects usually shrouded in 

secrecy, we see a world that is at times 

simultaneously alien and indistinguishable 

from our own. It is ESA as it has never been 

seen before – and over these pages, you can 

glimpse it for yourself. 

Edgar Martins’ book, The Rehearsal of Space 

and the Poetic Impossibility to Manage the 

Infinite, is published by La Fabrica/The Moth 
House and available now. An exhibition of the 
same name will stop at the Wolverhampton Art 
Gallery from January 2015. 

S
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W LARGE SPACE SIMULATOR 

ESA-ESTEC, NOORDWIJK,  
THE NETHERLANDS

These electrical feeding lines supply 
power to the xenon lamps of the LSS’s 
Sun simulator subsystem. This array 
of lamps can reproduce both the level 
of unfiltered sunlight encountered in 
Earth orbit and the much higher energy 
intensity experienced closer to the Sun. 

S  PRESSURISED 

SUIT BY SOYUZ TMA 

TRAINING MODULE IN 

ROOM 1A 

YURI GAGARIN 
COSMONAUT 
TRAINING CENTRE, 
STAR CITY, RUSSIA
Soyuz spacecraft have 
been taking astronauts 
into space since the 
1960s, and today  
both NASA and ESA 
rely on them to shuttle 
astronauts to and from 
the ISS. The descent 
module – the part the 
crew occupies – can 
hold three people  
and has a diameter  
of only 2.2m. 
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S  ENTRANCE TO COMPACT PAYLOAD TEST 

RANGE FOR ANTENNA TESTING 

ESA-ESTEC, NOORDWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS

In this zone of silence, satellite antennas are 
tested ahead of launch. Metal walls form a 
‘Faraday cage’ to block all external signals, 
isolating the facility from TV and radio 
broadcasts, aircraft and ship radars, and even 
mobile calls. Spiky foam cladding absorbs 
radio signals internally to create conditions 
simulating the infinite void of space.
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S  ASTRONAUT DRESSING ROOM

YURI GAGARIN COSMONAUT 
TRAINING CENTRE, STAR CITY, RUSSIA

The Sokol spacesuit was introduced 
in 1973 and is still in use today. Its 
purpose is to keep astronauts travelling 
in Soyuz spacecraft alive in the event 
of an accidental depressurisation – it 
cannot be used for spacewalks or other 
extravehicular activities. The suit uses 
an open-circuit life support system that 
somewhat resembles scuba equipment 
and weighs around 10kg.

W  COLUMBUS TRAINING ROOM 

ESA-EAC, COLOGNE, GERMANY

An astronaut’s advanced training 
covers the systems on board the ISS’s 
Columbus module, payloads and 
Automated Transfer Vehicles, as well 
as related operational procedures. 
As soon as the crew for a specific 
mission has been assigned, the team 
starts training together on important 
procedural sequences of the mission. 

T INTERIOR OF LARGE SPACE SIMULATOR 

VACUUM CHAMBER  
ESA-ESTEC, NOORDWIJK,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

The LSS is Europe’s single largest vacuum 
chamber, a cylindrical container 15m  
high and 10m in diameter. This simulator  
is used to test full-size spacecraft in 
representative space conditions. Its 
high-performance pumps can achieve a 
vacuum a billion times lower than standard 
sea-level atmosphere, while liquid nitrogen 
circulated around the LSS approximates 
the cryogenic temperatures of space.  
The LSS has been used to thermally  
and mechanically test many of ESA’s 
largest missions, including Envisat,  
XMM, ERA, Herschel and the Automated  
Transfer Vehicle (ATV).
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MeerKAT
ON THE LOOKOUT

Sandra Kropa reports on how the first pieces of the world’s 
largest radio telescope, the SKA, are now being built
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MeerKAT’s first antenna, 

inaugurated in March; all 

64 should be operational 

by the end of 2016
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y the end of the next decade, the world’s 

largest radio telescope – the Square 

Kilometre Array (SKA) – will spread over 

some of Africa and Australia’s driest regions. 

By 2020, more than 2,000 dishes and millions of 

antennas will begin to unravel the mysteries of the 

Universe. Now that construction has begun on the 

first of its many components, MeerKAT and ASKAP, 

the SKA is starting to become a reality.

Ideas and goals for the SKA emerged as early  

as 1993, but back then it sounded more like a 

science-fiction plot than a science project. Now, 

this is changing. Hundreds of engineers, IT 

professionals and scientists around the world  

are tackling the technical challenges to create  

the materials, software and infrastructure  

needed for the SKA. 

Þ The SKA will scour 

protoplanetary discs  

for signs of life

The dry and sunny Karoo region of South  

Africa has, since 2010, played host to the seven 

antenna Karoo Array Telescope (KAT-7), built  

as an engineering prototype for the much  

larger MeerKAT telescope. Indeed, MeerKAT’s 

name isn’t just a nod to the animals that live in the 

region, but is also a play on the Afrikaans word 

meer, meaning ‘more’. MeerKAT is located 90km 

northwest of the small town of Carnarvon, at the 

South African SKA site, and will act as a test bed  

for the enormous array. 

With the first MeerKAT antenna inaugurated  

in March of this year, the team expects to have  

four up by the end of 2014, 16 next year when  

they start doing science and all 64 dishes  

by the end of 2016, working together as one 

telescope thanks to interferometry (see box, left). 

By then it could well be the most powerful radio 

telescope in the southern hemisphere.

MeerKAT has a big science programme, similar 

to that of the SKA, but it will only touch the 

surface of what the SKA can do. “MeerKAT will 

take things to certain level and SKA should be able 

to take them much further, ” says Jasper Horrell, 

the science computing and innovation general 

manager at SKA Africa. “With extra sensitivity and 
HOW DOES MEERKAT WORK?
For any telescope to do its job and gather electromagnetic signals, its surface needs 

to have less variation than the wavelength of the radiation it is observing. The 

wavelength of optical light is a few hundred nanometres, which is why precisely 

polished mirrors are needed. Radio wavelengths are much longer, in the order of 

centimetres and metres, so surface accuracy isn’t as important – however, to be 

observed in the first place longer wavelengths need larger dishes. But telescopes can 

only be built to a certain size, after which they become too expensive or too heavy. 

This is where interferometry comes in. A larger telescope can be simulated by 

joining two smaller telescopes. The amount of signal gathered by two distant dishes 

is very small, so lots of dishes are put in-between to fill in the gaps and gather more 

signals. It’s even possible to work out the direction of the observation by calculating 

how long it takes for each dish to receive the signal. At the end the signals from all 

the telescopes are combined together by a supercomputer and processed as one.

“MeerKAT will take 

things to certain level 

and SKA should be 

able to take them 

much further”
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� Dark energy is just one 

of the areas that scientists 

hope the SKA will help us 

to understand better

resolution the SKA will try to answer some of the 

most fundamental questions in physics.”

In June 2014, some 250 astronomers gathered 

from all over the world in Sicily to discuss what  

the SKA will be able to do. It was an opportunity  

to see just how transformational astronomers 

expect the SKA to be in a number of areas.

One of the great mysteries in physics are 

gravitational waves – ripples in the fabric of  

space-time caused by massive objects and  

predicted by Einstein but never observed  

– and it’s expected the SKA will be able to  

study them by measuring their effects on  

nearby objects in the Universe.

The SKA’s sensitivity and resolution 

will also allow scientists to look back 

to the dawn of the Universe when the 

first stars and galaxies formed. By 

doing so, astronomers will be able 

to observe galaxy evolution over an 

unprecedented 13-billion-year period, 

which could lead to discovering the 

nature of dark matter and dark energy.

Astrobiologists will use the SKA to 

search for amino acids, the building 

blocks of life, in protoplanetary discs 

and nebulae by identifying their spectral 

signatures. The SKA also takes the Search 

for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence (SETI)  

very seriously, and expects to be able to  

conduct a comprehensive survey of thousands  

of nearby star systems, looking to detect a  

radio signal from an intelligent civilisation. 

A desert transformed

When MeerKAT is finished the now largely empty 

Karoo will have changed a lot. It will soon host 

64 MeerKAT dishes, then an additional 190 SKA 

dishes by 2023, and finally thousands of them, 

spreading out into the neighbouring 

countries of Namibia, Botswana and 

Mozambique, and beyond.

It will change this beautiful  

barren landscape forever, but in 

a strange way, it will also protect 

it – because of the telescope, the 

land around it will be protected 

from settlement and commercial 

exploitation that cause radio 

waves and access will be strictly 

limited during the SKA’s 50-year 

lifetime. And while there will be 

some impact during construction 

work, once the telescope enters 

operation it’s claimed that local flora  

and fauna will not be affected as the giant 

dishes quietly receive radio signals, allowing  

the ecosystem to recover and creating a 

conservation area in the process.

The SKA Project will benefit South African 

society too. To join the SKA organisation and 

secure its hosting role, South Africa had to invest 

and build MeerKAT, the total cost of which is 

estimated at $400 million. Although there are  

THE SKA’S OTHER LOCATION
While MeerKAT is being built in Africa, 

the same motivation and enthusiasm 

can be found in the shire of Murchison, 

Western Australia, where the other 

part of SKA is taking shape. The 

Australian SKA Pathfinder (ASKAP), a 

prototype for the survey instrument of 

the SKA, will have 36 dishes; another 

60 SKA dishes will be added by 2023. 

The 36 dishes are already on site, but 

only six are equipped with receivers. 

These six antennas are being used as 

a test array, and they are already 

capable of science-grade observations. 

The unique thing about ASKAP is that its 

receivers, called Phased Array Feeds, 

are like multi-pixel radio CCDs, a first 

in radio astronomy. “ASKAP antennas 

also have a large field of view and 

can survey the entire sky very quickly,” 

explains Pete Wheeler, outreach and 

education manager at the International 

Centre for Radio Astronomy Research 

in Perth. “Their three-axis movement 

and innovative receivers makes ASKAP 

a next-generation telescope.”

While the first MeerKAT antenna in 

South Africa could be considered the 

first SKA antenna in Africa, the same 

can be said for ASKAP in Australia, 

which represents the first 30-odd per 

cent of the SKA Survey Telescope.

The other SKA precursor in Australia 

is the Murchison Widefield Array: 

dipoles on the ground that look like 

metal spiders. These low-frequency 

antennas can observe large portions of 

sky at once and have no moving parts, 

instead being steered electronically, 

which makes them very cheap to build. 

And with regular science observations 

since July 2013, it is in fact the 

first and only one of all three SKA 

precursors to be fully operational.

When all 64 dishes 

are online, they will be 

sensitive enough to detect 

a mobile phone on Saturn 

>

 

The SKA occupies  

the dry outback of 

Western Australia
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many areas where this money could be invested  
in South Africa, Derek Hanekom, then Minister of 
Science and Technology, believes investment in 
MeerKAT is a success story for South Africa after  
20 years of independence. “If we want to become a 
knowledge and not just a resource-based economy, 
we need to invest in science,” he says. “Of course 
there are other fields that need money in our 
country, but if we invest in science and technology, 
it doesn’t mean we won’t invest also in other things. 
It is not an either/or story. It is about how 
investment in science and technology brings back 
benefits to the economy by creating jobs, products 
and qualified professionals.”

South Africa’s effort to become part of the SKA 
has already had a positive impact on the country by 
kick-starting the local radio astronomy community. 
“Some years ago there were almost no radio 
astronomers in South Africa. Now there are several 
hundred,” says SKA Organisation director general 
Philip Diamond. With talk in the corridors of 
June’s conference in Sicily being the number of 
Nobel Prizes the facility might win, no wonder the 
radio astronomy community is exploding.

A burgeoning new community

The SKA will be built in two phases and will start 
doing science with a partial array, something that is 
made possible by the scalability of radio telescope 
arrays. The SKA Organisation has set itself a �650 
million cap for the first phase, which will represent 
around 10 per cent of the full array. But according 
to Diamond, it doesn’t mean that the rest will cost 
10 times more. “The total cost of the SKA telescope 
won’t be so big because we will get economies in 
scale and we’ll learn how to do things better and 
faster,” he says. 

At the moment 20 countries support the SKA; 
the 11 ‘core’ members are Australia, New Zealand, 
South Africa, the UK, Canada, Sweden, Germany, 

the Netherlands, Italy, India and China. Both  
host nations have already committed some  
£200 million each through their infrastructure  
and precursor programmes. The UK, Spain, 
Portugal, France and the Netherlands have  
also pledged to contribute to the cost.

“After the International Space Station, and  
the Large Hadron Collider, the Square Kilometre 
Array is the world’s next big science project,” 
declares former UK Universities and Science 
Minister David Willetts. And like any big 
international science project, the SKA will still  
have to face many challenges before it is built  
and operational, among them design reviews. 

But once it is working, and if it detects evidence 
of gravitational waves, or it allows astronomers to 
understand dark energy or – who knows? – even 
detects an intelligent signal from outer space, who 
will remember its cost? ‘Build it and they will come’, 
say the astronomers.

TEACHING THE SCIENTISTS 
OF THE FUTURE

On top of MeerKAT, South Africa is 
investing millions of euros in local 
educational programmes, including 
training, equipment and science 
bursaries. The small town of Carnarvon 
near the site received €3 million to 
equip local schools with IT facilities and 
build a ‘knowledge centre’ equipped 
with laptops for computer classes. With 
its direct connection to the telescope’s 
optic fibre network, it has the fastest 
Internet connection in the Karoo. Pupils 

not only improve their computer skills, 
but also have the opportunity to learn 
more about astronomy, engineering 
and science through online courses. 
Students from neighbouring countries 
have also been invited to take part in 
a South Africa-led training programme 
teaching them to restore old 
telecommunications dishes in their 
countries to be used as radio antennas 
for large-scale interferometry across 
the continent.

ABOUT THE WRITER
Sandra Kropa is an award- 
winning science journalist from 
Latvia. She has hosted a daily 
science programme on Latvian 
public radio for nine years.

� South Africa’s 15m dishes 
will provide the SKA with 
some of its highest-res 
imaging capability
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Local programmes in 
South Africa have already 
received millions of euros 

for educational facilities
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othing in nature can match  

the drama of a total solar 

eclipse. For two minutes  

from 9.40am on 20 March  

2015, the Faroe Islands in the North 

Atlantic will be in the shadow of the  

Moon as the darkness of totality descends. 

Up to 10,000 visitors are expected to 

jostle with the 17,000 locals in the capital  

of Tórshavn, lining up along its eastern 

coastline to witness the celestial encounter. 

As the Moon begins to cross the Sun’s disc 

– a point known as first contact, which will 

occur at 8.38am in Tórshavn – the eclipse 

will begin. By second contact at 09.40am, 

the Moon’s disc will move completely over 

the Sun’s. Seconds before and after these 

two minutes of totality, light from the Sun 

will briefly shine through the valleys on the 

lunar limb, creating a phenomenon called 

Baily’s Beads. When just one bead remains, 

the Sun adopts the guise of a ‘diamond ring’. 

Light levels in the Faroes will quickly  

drop. As the last rays from the Sun disappear 

behind the Moon, totality will arrive 

suddenly and our star’s outer atmosphere,  

the corona, will burst into view. 

Amid darkness, the hypnotic silvery 

light streaking from behind the Moon is 

an intoxicating sight, but it’s over all too 

quickly as Baily’s Beads return and herald 

the re-emergence of the Sun. This is third 

contact, which in the Faroe Islands eclipse 

occurs at 9.43am. The eclipse ends at 

10.47am with fourth contact, when the 

Moon moves off the Sun’s disc. 

Reach for the prize

If witnessing totality and that diamond flash 

are the grandest of prizes, any eclipse chaser 

will tell you that it’s not to be taken for granted 

– and especially not in the Faroe Islands in 

2015. “The weather changes quickly here,” 

says Torstein Christensen, head of eclipse 

logistics at Visit Tórshavn, the local tourism 

The Faroes’ rugged landscape  

is every bit as mesmerising 

 as the eclipse promises to be
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ECLIPSE
SPECIAL

On 20 March 2015 a total solar eclipse will be  
visible from the Faroe Islands, writes Jamie Carter
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information office. “When the clouds 

come in they do tend to stay.” 

If the weather is poor, there’s still much 

drama to be experienced, says Sheridan 

Williams, director of the British 

Astronomical Association’s computing 

section, author of UK Solar Eclipses from 

Year 1 to 3000 and a tour leader on many 

eclipse trips. “If it’s cloudy then the 

darkness of totality is actually enhanced 

because the clouds are in the way of any kind 

of light. It’s as close to pitch black as you 

can get, which is extremely eerie at 9.41am.” 

Williams points out that during an 

eclipse under clear skies there’s easily 

enough light to read a newspaper during 

totality (not that you would). But if it’s 

cloudy, it gets truly dark. “It’s very dramatic 

when the darkness suddenly descends, 

especially in cloud,” he says. “You can 

actually do a countdown in pitch black and 

say ‘in 10 seconds it will be daylight’ and 

it’ll happen. It’s fantastic!” 

Anyone who was in the Cornish town 

of Falmouth in 1999 will recall the sudden 

blackout for two minutes and two seconds, 

and the light show from boats in the 

harbour; Tórshavn is a very similar setting, 

and a number of cruise ships will be just 

offshore during totality. 

Not that a good view of totality is 

completely off the cards. “In March we  

had 10 scouts around Tórshavn at 9.41am 

in the morning to take photos of the sky,”  

says Christensen. “We calculated how  

many days in March we would have seen 

the eclipse – it was half the time.” 

That’s reasonable odds, and there  

can be no better place to witness one  

of nature’s truly great events than with  

the raw beauty of the Faroe Islands all 

around. A country of fjords, remote 

villages, colourful harbours and 

outstanding bird life, this is a total  

eclipse where the main attraction is  

just as likely to be the rugged location. 

Beyond Tórshavn are pretty Saksun  

and the east-facing Tjørnuvík (which  

will receive two minutes and 21 seconds  

of totality – the longest in the Faroe 

Islands), and the painted fishing villages  

of Gjógv and Klaksvík. All will be busy  

for the eclipse. 

“There are places that everyone wants  

to go, such as Gjógv,” says Christensen.  

“So the road will be closed and there will  

be shuttle buses going back and forth.” 

Where to watch

Most eclipse chasers heading to the Faroes 

are expected to line Tórshavn’s east-facing 

coastal road, between the harbour and the 

tiny lighthouse at picturesque Hoyvík.  

Near Tórshavn’s historic Skansin Fort  

is the organisational epicentre of the 

eclipse: expect the council to organise 

events and sell T-shirts. 

Perhaps the most dramatic location to 

see the eclipse would be Sornfelli, a 749m 

mountain just 20km from Tórshavn that 

has an awesome view to the east over the 

gorgeous Kaldbaksfjør�ur fjord. However, 

that might not be a great idea. “I was up 

there in 2013 and again in March this year, 

and the sky was clear when the Sun rose, 

but after an hour you could not see the 

THE PATH OF TOTALITY 

The diamond ring  
effect is seen just  

before totality

Faroe IslandsLongest 
duration
of totality

Path of eclipsePoint of  
greatest eclipse

>

Tórshavn

Kaldbaksfjør�ur

Vágur

Saksun

Mykines

Sørvágsfjør�ur
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TOP TIPS FOR IMAGING THE ECLIPSE
If there is clear weather, you can guarantee 
that the grassy seafront along the coastal 
road stretching north from Tórshavn to  
Hoyvík will be buzzing with camera 
equipment and tripods galore for one  
of nature’s greatest photo opportunities. 
“It’s a very tolerant event. If you 
put your camera on a tripod 
and point it at the Sun then 
you’re going to get some 
good shots,” says 
eclipse tour leader 
Sheridan Williams, 
though he’s seen 
some excellent  
shots taken by far 
more basic means.  
“At the last eclipse  
in Australia people  
were taking  
some wonderful  
pictures on their  
mobile phones.” 

For those set on taking a DSLR, 
Williams has a few words of 
warning. “Most people who do try 
to photograph their first eclipse 
regret it and wished they’d spent more time 
looking at the Sun,” he says. “I wouldn’t 
discourage people, but I would advise saving 
photography for their second eclipse.” 

It’s important to automate the photos since 
there’s so little time to waste. “Get a shutter 
release cable if you can, put it on manual 
focus and manual aperture, set it to one stop 
off the widest then adjust the shutter speed. 

On the corona, try it at 1/2,000th of a 
second, then keep snapping at 

1/1500th, 1/1000th, all the 
way through to about two 

seconds, then back up 
again. If you put one 
hand on the shutter 
release and one on 
the exposure setting, 
you don’t ever have to 
take your own eyes 
off the corona.” 

A great way of 
getting images without 

doing anything 
complicated is to video it 

using a DSLR camera, then 
take out the best frames later. 

However, there are caveats. “You’ve 
got to get it on manual aperture 
otherwise the camera tries to 
compensate for the changing light 

levels,” says Williams. “You also have to put it 
on infinity focus otherwise it will struggle – if 
you put it on auto focus it won’t find the Sun, 
because it will be too dark.”

SOLAR SAFETY

The basic rule of any kind of solar 
observing is to never look directly at the 
Sun with the naked eye or any unfiltered 
optical instrument – which includes the 
viewfinder of a camera. The only exception 
to this is that you can look at the Sun  
with the naked eye during the short 
period of totality, when the Moon fully 
covers the Sun’s disc, but this window  
is brief. It is not safe to view the Sun 
directly during the eclipse’s partial 
phases. The most straightforward way  
to view the event is to use a pair of 
specialist, certified solar eclipse viewing 
glasses. These are likely to be on sale 
around Tórshavn. 

ground or the sky,” says Erik Fey of Travel 

Center Denmark, “But the sky was blue 

15 minutes before and nine minutes after 

when the total eclipse will be. Rain is not  

so common in March.” 

Fey, who will have at least five scouts 

placed around the islands to observe the 

eclipse, has chosen a spot under Sornfelli 

on the main road, close to an ex-Danish 

army base that’s currently a prison. It’s not 

a view you’ll be able to share, however, as 

both that road and the prison grounds  

will closed on the day of the eclipse.

Astronomers with binoculars in tow will  

get the most from a visit to the Vestmanna 

Bird Cliffs (www.puffin.fo). Best seen on 

a two-hour boat trip from the Vestmanna 

Tourist Centre, these 600m-high vertical 

Almost every village is  

studded with typically  

Faroese turf-roofed homes

>

Even basic kit can 

capture good images 

of a solar eclipse

Focus at infinity to  

ensure sharp images  

of the eclipse
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ABOUT THE WRITER
Jamie Carter is a tech 
and travel writer with 
the astronomy bug. He’s 
a veteran of aurora 
hunts and eclipse chases 
around the world. 

cliffs are home to nesting puffins, 

guillemots, fulmars and kittiwakes. 

For a real close-up, take a trip to  

the isle of Mykines (pronounced Mee- 

chi-ness). It’s possible to take a local 

helicopter (£20 per person) west from 

Vágar Airport to the island, population 

12, to see one of Europe’s largest puffin 

colonies. A steep 10-minute walk from 

the village brings you to an area of puffin 

burrows; watching these clown-like birds 

try to land in strong winds (they often  

fail and get blown back out to sea to try 

again) from just a few metres away is a 

great imaging opportunity. 

It’s only possible to travel to Mykines  

one way by helicopter; the return journey 

has to be made by ferry, a 30-minute  

trip through the Sørvágsfjør�ur  

fjord, past the beautiful five-peaked 

Tindhólmur island and many salmon  

farms to dock in Sørvágur. Nearby is 

Gásadalur, a tiny clifftop village on a  

high plateau that boasts a breathtaking 

seascape framed by mountains. 

Even if totality is cloudy, from here 

eclipse chasers are hoping for clear skies 

during the long nights either side; the 

Faroes’ latitude of 62°N is perfect for seeing 

the Northern Lights. The possibility of 

seeing the aurora during totality makes the 

already beguiling Faroe Islands an almost 

irresistible destination for stargazers and 

nature lovers alike.

TRAVEL ADVICE
There is no bad place in the 
Faroe Islands to watch this 
eclipse, but act quickly. 

“We’re expecting up  
to 10,000 people,” says 
Torstein Christensen of  
Visit Tórshavn. “There are 
waiting lists for hotel rooms, 
but there are plenty of spaces 
and plane tickets – as of  
now it’s not difficult, and 
prices are not sky high.”  
See www.solareclipse.fo, 
www.visittorshavn.com and 
www.visitfaroeislands.com  
for the latest information. 

Atlantic Airways (www.
atlantic.fo) fly from London 
Stansted Airport to Vágar 

Airport (two hours) and also 
operates local helicopters. 

Smyril (www.smyrilline.
com) has an eclipse trip 
from 14-22 March from 
Hirtshals in Denmark (from 
À809). Travel Center 
Denmark has a four-day 
Amsterdam-Newcastle-
Faroe Islands cruise (www.
solar-eclipse2015.com) that 
costs from DK5,980 (around 
£644) and includes daily 
lectures from astronomers. 

California-based TEI Tours 
and Travel (tei@teiglobal.
com) is operating an eclipse 
flight from Aberdeen that 
travels slightly north of the 

Faroes to view the event from 
35,000ft. “We will get about 
three minutes and 30 seconds 
of totality from the plane 
versus about two minutes and 
16 seconds from the ground, 
if conditions are clear,” says 
TEI’s Tim Todd. Seats cost 
from $1,995 (around 
£1,175) per person. 

Some trips are heading for 
Longyearbyen in Svalbard, 
Norway, where totality will 
last for two minutes and  
27 seconds. Operators 
include Astronomy Tours 
(www.astronomytours.co.uk), 
though there’s a long waiting 
list for some trips.

UPCOMING 

ECLIPSES

The next total solar eclipse visible from Europe 
will be in August 2026, so eclipse chasing 
is a great excuse to see the wider world. 
Packages for the following tours are available 
from www.astronomytours.co.uk, www.astro-
trails.com and www.travelquesttours.com. 

INDONESIA, 9 MARCH 2016
The path of a total solar eclipse crosses 
the Indonesian islands of Sumatra, Borneo, 
Sulawesi and Halmahera, as well as the 
remote Spice Islands of Ternate and Tidore. 

TANZANIA, 1 SEPTEMBER 2016
This annular solar eclipse (sometimes known 
as a ’ring of fire’ eclipse) can be seen from 
Tanzania and Madagascar; it’s a great excuse 
to head out on a safari, too. 

US, 21 AUGUST 2017 AND 8 APRIL 2024
The nearby towns of Cape Girardeau in 
Missouri and Paducah in Kentucky will 
experience two total solar eclipses in just 
seven years. The shadows will have different 
paths, but they intersect near the Missouri-
Kentucky state border. 

S

The eclipse isn’t the only lure 
– the night skies over the 
Faroes are wonderfully dark 

>

Around 10,000 eclipse 
chasers are expected  

in the captial
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Understanding astronomical seeing

Find out what seeing is and how it affects your views of the night sky

Brush up on your 

astronomy prowess with 

our team of experts

‘T
winkle, twinkle little star, 

how I wonder what you 

are?’ This popular nursery 

rhyme sets a rather 

romanticised view of the night sky, but 

twinkling stars are in reality an anathema 

to astronomers, as they are a sure sign of 

poor seeing. Seeing, in an astronomical 

context, is a description of how much 

celestial objects appear to flicker due  

to changes in the refractive index of 

Earth’s atmosphere. 

Poor seeing results in loss of detail, 

particularly when observing the Moon and 

The Guide
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planets. Close-up views of these bright 

objects show them shimmering and 

pulsating quite alarmingly – an image  

of Jupiter taken under good seeing, for 

example, clearly shows the planet’s 

numerous bands and the famous Great 

Red Spot. However, the shimmering 

caused by poor seeing will blur these 

features, making them rather indistinct. 

Likewise, craters, rilles and wrinkle 

edges on the Moon become considerably 

less crisp when Earth’s atmosphere is 

turbulent. Deep-sky objects are not as 

badly affected as those within our Solar 

System as they are generally much 

dimmer. The exception here are close 

binary stars, where poor seeing can make 

it much more difficult to separate the 

individual components. 

Imaging the Moon and planets with a 

high frame rate CCD camera and 

‘stacking’ just the best images – those 

captured during brief periods of good 

seeing – can remove some of the problem, 

but there is no substitute for good 

conditions. Frustratingly, poor seeing can 

occur on nights when the sky conditions 

appear perfect in all other respects.

STRATOSPHERE

With Steve Richards

� Jupiter, imaged during bad seeing on the 
left and good seeing on the right

� Lunar crater Plato, imaged during bad seeing 
on the left and good seeing on the right

� There are three regions of atmospheric disturbance that can affect the view through your scope

TROPOPAUSE

CENTRAL 
TROPOSPHERE
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Seeing is dictated by the steadiness of 

the atmosphere: the less steady it is, the 

worse the seeing becomes. There are 

essentially three regions of atmospheric 

disturbance that can affect your view of 

the night sky, but there’s one much closer 

to home we need to deal with first – the  

air surrounding your telescope. 

Trials with turbulence
The column of air within a telescope 

generates a miniature-scale atmospheric 

disturbance in the form of tube currents, 

as the tube tries to reach a temperature 

equilibrium with the air outside. This is 

why it is so important to allow your 

telescope to cool down to the ambient 

temperature of the surrounding air before 

you start observing or imaging through it.

The first real atmospheric region is that 

rising to around 30m off the ground. 

Disturbances here are caused by the 

ground itself and nearby buildings 

releasing the heat they have absorbed 

during the day, as they too start to reach 

thermal equilibrium with the cooling 

night-time air. The convection currents 

generated within the optical tube and in 

the nearby air change the refractive index 

(a measure of the amount that light is 

slowed down as it passes through a 

particular substance) of the atmosphere, 

causing the stars to shimmer.

The second significant layer is the 

central troposphere, which stretches  

from a few tens of metres above the 

ground to a 1,000m or so. Turbulence  

here is caused by the effects of the 

topography upwind of your observing  

site and includes nearby populated  

areas, hills and other obstacles that  

disturb the airflow. 

The final region is known as the 

tropopause, the area of transition between 

the troposphere and the stratosphere,  

and it is here that the jet streams can be 

found. These fast-moving streams of air 

will blur the finest detail in celestial 

objects if they coincide with the region  

of sky you are observing.

Of course, poor seeing does not have to 

be the end of an observing session, as there 

are plenty of wonderful sights in the night 

sky that are not affected by our atmosphere 

– tracing the paths of the constellations, 

watching the ballet of the Galilean mons 

as they circle Jupiter, not to mention events 

such as eclipses, conjunctions and meteor 

showers. The Universe is, among other 

things, a source of huge variety.

Steve Richards is a keen astro imager 

and an astronomy equipment expert

Predicting good or bad seeing is not an exact 
science, rather like predicting the weather 
generally. However, the passage of a cold 
front, replacing previously warmer air with 
colder air, often causes areas of local convection 
and turbulent skies giving warning of poor 
seeing. There is also a strong correlation 
between good seeing and low wind speeds. 
Keeping an eye on the present weather 
conditions, those that have recently occurred 
and then obtaining the most accurate weather 
predictions that you can find helps enormously 

in determining what the likely seeing 
conditions will be in the near future.

Luckily, you don’t even have to step outside 
to determine if the seeing conditions are 
favourable, as there are some excellent online 
resources to help you. For example, 
Meteoblue (www.meteoblue.com) is an 
excellent weather forecasting site with 
localised seeing predictions for subscribers 
and subscription is free. 

For an animated jet stream map, 
Netweather (www.netweather.tv) should  

be you next port of call, and you can 
cross-reference its data against that provided 
by Unisys Weather (www.weather.unisys.com) 
Finally, for a specific astronomy-related 
resource, Weatherweb (www.weatherweb.
net/wxwebastronomy.php) offers a range  
of weather maps, charts and forecasts 
tailored for your location. 

No matter which resource you use, 
remember that the data is not guaranteed,  
it is a best guess and can’t take into 
consideration your immediate topography.

HOW YOU CAN PREDICT GOOD SEEING

S

� Netweather offers animated maps that can help you to predict the movement of the jetstream over a period of several hours

� As incoming cold fronts replace warmer air, they create convection currents that can cause seeing conditions to rapidly deteriorate



I
f you mount your astronomical 

binoculars, they spend a long time 

aimed at the sky, resulting in much 

more radiative cooling than you get 

with handheld use. With few exceptions, 

binoculars do not have any form of dew 

shield, and the consequence is that you can 

find your observing session cut short by 

the fading mushy images that indicate dew 

forming on your objective lenses. So this 

month we are going to make a simple dew 

shield that will significantly extend your 

observing sessions.

Dew forms when an object cools to a 

temperature called the ‘dew point’. The 

actual temperature of this threshold 

depends upon the humidity of the air.  

How to

Keep dew off your beloved binoculars with this low-tech accessory
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As the air cools, it can hold less moisture, 

so the relative humidity increases until 

it reaches 100 per cent, the point when 

moisture condenses out of the air. 

If your objective lenses are radiating heat 

into a clear sky more rapidly than the sky is 

radiating it back, the glass will lose heat.  

It can cool more rapidly than the surrounding 

air, in which case the moisture will condense 

on the surface as dew. Passive dew shields 

work by limiting the area of sky that your 

objective lenses can ‘see’ at any one time, 

thereby reducing the rate of cooling. 

In order to be properly effective, the 

length of a shield needs to be at least three 

times the diameter of the aperture, but very 

few commercially available dew shields are 

skyatnightmagazine.com 2014

Make a binocular dew shield

With Stephen Tonkin

sufficiently long, which is one reason that 

many telescope users resort to dew heaters. 

When dew shields are long enough, they 

can be unwieldy with large apertures and 

can also catch the wind. However with, say, 

70mm binoculars, we would make them 

250mm long, of which 40mm will wrap 

around the binocular’s objective barrel. 

If they are this size, they will probably 

fit in your binocular case once rolled up, 

reducing the likelihood that you’ll leave 

them behind when you go out observing.  

If they are any longer than this, they may 

start to impede the light path.

A good material for your shield is a foam 

exercise mat, which comes in a variety of 

qualities and colours. We found that the 

TOOLS AND 

MATERIALS

MATERIALS

Firm foam exercise mat 2-3mm  
thick of any colour, 60cm self-
adhesive hook-and-loop (such  
as Velcro) tape.

SUNDRIES

A small amount of vegetable oil for 
greasing, polyester sewing thread, 
steel rule. 

TOOLS

Utility knife with a fresh blade,  
cutting mat, sewing machine with  
a size 100/16 or thicker needle  
with a regular point (or equivalent 
hand needle, if you prefer to sew  
without a machine).

� Using a firm foam exercise mat will prevent the dew shields from sagging with age

SKILLS
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STEP 1
Cut a strip of exercise mat about 15mm wide. 

Stick a bit of the hook-and-loop tape to one 

end and wrap the strip around the aperture 

of one of your objective lenses. Mark where it 

overlaps the hook-and-loop tape and cut the 

strip to this length to form a template. 

STEP 2
Use your template strip to mark the required 

width of mat and cut two rectangles off the 

roll. For the length, decide how far you want 

your dew shield to project, then add 40mm 

to allow for sufficient to wrap around your 

binoculars’ apertures.

STEP 3
Gently press strips of hook and loop tape  

to the sides of the dew shield and wrap it 

around the binocular aperture to make  

sure it fits properly. If you do not press  

the tape on too firmly, you can reposition  

it if necessary. 

STEP 4
Fit a strong (eg 100/16) needle to your sewing 

machine and smear it with a thin layer of 

vegetable oil. This will prevent the adhesive 

on the hook-and-loop tape from sticking to 

the needle and clogging the eye or the groove, 

which could cause the thread to break. 

STEP 5
Set the machine to a long stitch length and, if 

it has the option, a zigzag stitch: a short, 

straight stitch may cause the mat to easily 

tear along the perforations. Test your sewing 

on some mat offcuts to ensure that the thread 

tension is properly adjusted. 

STEP 6
Sew down each side of the hook-and-loop 

tape, reversing for three or four stitches at 

each end. Re-oil the needle at the end of 

each pass. Trim the loose ends of thread and 

remove any oil from the needle with a tissue. 

Your dew shields are now ready to use. 
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cheaper ones tend to be less flexible and so 
are preferable for our purpose: if it is too 
pliant, it may sag. Conventional wisdom is 
that black is the preferred colour in order 
to reduce its internal reflectivity, but in 
practice if the shield is long enough, you 
won’t be able to detect any difference in 
spurious reflections between the colours. 
However, lighter colours are easier to see in 
the dark, so may be preferable if the shield 
is accidentally dropped.

Picking materials
Self-adhesive hook-and-loop tape is  
much easier to work with than the non-
adhesive alternative, but it has a couple  
of potential drawbacks. 

Firstly, we found that the adhesive can 
fail in cold, damp conditions – ie, the 
very ones in which your dew shields will 
be used. Secondly, if the adhesive doesn’t 
fail you may find that, when you undo 
the dew shield, both the adhesive and the 
hook-and-loop fastening are stronger than 
the mat, which then delaminates. The 
simplest solution to both of these potential 
problems is to sew the tapes into place. 

Use a good quality polyester thread, which 
you can find, along with hook-and-loop tape, 
in most haberdashery or handicraft shops. 
Don’t be tempted to use cotton thread, 
which absorbs water readily and stays damp 
for longer, becoming an unwanted source 
of dampness in your binocular case. It also 
has a much greater tendency to rot.

Our dew shield is scalable to different 
sizes of binoculars but, if you are scaling up, 
do check that it will not sag. For handheld 
binoculars, which tend to be less dew-prone, 
you may want to shorten the shield to make 
it less likely to be accidentally dislodged, 
but even a short dew shield will enable  
you to enjoy more dew-free binocular 
observing this autumn. S

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE

� The shields should fit in your binocular case

Stephen Tonkin writes our Binocular tour 

each month – find it in the Sky Guide
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As a freelance writer, you can earn very
good money in your spare time, writing the
stories, articles, books, scripts etc that
editors and publishers want. Millions of
pounds are paid annually in fees and
royalties. Earning your share can be fun,
profitable and creatively most fulfilling.

To help you become a successful writer we
offer you a first-class, home-study course
from professional writers – with individual
guidance from expert tutors and flexible
tuition tailored to your own require ments. You
are shown how to make the most of your
abilities, where to find ideas, how to turn
them into publishable writing and how to sell
them. In short, we show you exactly how to
become a published writer. If you want
writing success – this is the way to start!

Whatever your writing ambitions, we can help
you to achieve them. For we give you an
effective, stimulating and most enjoyable
creative writing course… appreciated by
students and acclaimed by experts.

It’s ideal for beginners. No previous
experience or special back ground is required.
You write and study at your own pace – you
do not have to rush – as you have four years
to complete your course. Many others have
been successful this way. If they can do it –
why can’t you?

We are so confident that we can help you
become a published writer that we give you a
full refund guarantee. If you have not earned
your course fees from published writing by
the time you finish the course, we will refund
them in full.

If you want to be a writer start by requesting
a free copy of our prospectus ‘Write and be
Published’. Please call our freephone number
or visit our website NOW!

WHY
NOT
BE A WRITER?

COURSE FEATURES

� 27 FACT-PACKED MODULES 

� 2 SPECIALIST SUPPLEMENTS

� 20 WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS 

� ADVISORY SERVICE

� TUTORIAL SUPPORT

� FLEXIBLE STUDY PROGRAMME

� STUDENT COMMUNITY AREA

� HOW TO PRESENT YOUR WORK

� HOW TO SELL YOUR WRITING

� 15 DAY TRIAL PERIOD

� FULL REFUND GUARANTEE

FREEPHONE

0800 856 2008

24 HOURS

www.writersbureau.com

email: 14W1@writersbureau.com
Please include your name and address

Please send me free details on how to become a successful, 
freelance writer:

Michael Foley, Essex   “Completing The Writers
Bureau course has made it possible for me to attain
my life-long ambition of becoming a published writer.
The level of success I have achieved has far
outweighed what I was hoping for when beginning
the course. I have now had seventeen books
published with two more under publication at the moment.”

Freepost RSSK-JZAC-JCJG

The Writers Bureau
Dept U21814
Manchester, M3 1LE

POST CODE

Hannah Evans, Winchester   “I’ve been
published in The Guardian and Good Life earning
£400. And now I’ve got my first book published
by Bloomsbury called MOB Rule: Lessons
Learned by a Mother of Boys. The Writers
Bureau course provided me with structure,
stopped my procrastination but most importantly

it provided the impetus to try something different.”

Jane Isaac, Northamptonshire   When I
started the Writers Bureau course, I wanted
to explore avenues for my writing and
develop and strengthen my personal style. I
had no idea that it would lead to me being a
published writer of novels and short stories. I
still pinch myself when I receive emails and

messages from readers who’ve enjoyed my work or when I give talks
to book clubs and visit bookstores to do signings. These are magical
moments that have changed my life – my dream has come true.”

Members of BILD 
and ABCC

www.facebook.com/writersbureau
www.twitter.com/writersbureau

Years of
Success25

Quote:

U21814
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NGC 6910
With Carol Lakomiak

I
n 1786, William Herschel discovered 

open cluster NGC 6910 near Sadr 

(Gamma Cygni), the stellar ‘heart’ of 

Cygnus, the Swan. The cluster is 

about 0.5º north-northwest of Sadr and is 

easily seen because of its two 7th-magnitude 

stars. South of these two stars are three 

chains of 9th- and 10th-magnitude stars 

that form an outstretched Y. 

In order to see the Y take on the shape of 

a horse, the cluster must be viewed with the 

two 7th-magnitude stars lined up left-right 

at the bottom (representing the feet) and 

the ‘Y’ shape above them (representing the 

legs, back, neck, and head). If your telescope 

makes it difficult or impossible to achieve 

an eyepiece view that shows the cluster as  

a little horse, just sketch what you see. You 

can then rotate your sketch in an image 

editing program. 

The only disappointment regarding the 

charming Rocking Horse Cluster is the 

absence of curved runners below its  

feet – the very thing that identifies a 

‘rocking’ horse. No matter, though – the 

two 7th-magnitude stars are in perfect 

position to substitute as wheels. 

Before turning on your red sketching 

light, sit for around 30 minutes and let  

your eyes become dark adapted. At the 

same time, study the open cluster so you’re 

familiar with it by the time you start sketching. 

First, decide which stars are bright enough 

to be used as your anchor stars. Then look 

carefully and see if any of the stars form 

geometric shapes such as triangles and 

squares, or recognisable patterns such as 

chains or pairs of stars. These familiar 

shapes will help you to determine the 

angles and distances between the stars 

you’ll be drawing. 

At the end of your study time, your eyes 

should be dark adapted enough to begin 

hunting around for some of the cluster’s 

fainter stars. Using averted vision definitely 

helps, as does increasing the magnification. 

If you use more than one eyepiece in 

making your sketch, be sure to record  

that information. 

If your telescope doesn’t have tracking, 

you’ll need to include some ‘framing’ stars 

alongside the anchor stars in Step 1. 

Framing stars are those towards the edge of 

the view, which are easily noticed when they 

drift. To properly recentre your telescope, 

adjust the telescope until the eyepiece view 

matches what’s in your sketch.  

Carol Lakomiak is BBC Sky at Night 
Magazine’s sketching expert

STEP 1

Using a 2B pencil, draw your anchor stars, the 
brightest ones in the field. Begin with the two 
7th-magnitude stars, and then add the 9th- 
and 10th-magnitude stars that form the ‘horse’ 
shape. Finish Step 1 by drawing the 8th- and 
10th-magnitude stars surrounding the centre.  

NAME: The Rocking Horse  
Cluster, NGC 6910

TYPE OF OBJECT:  
Open cluster

CONSTELLATION:  
Cygnus

RA: 20h 23m

DEC: +40° 46m  

EQUIPMENT:  

6-inch or larger  
reflector; B pencil

BEST TIME TO SKETCH:  

16-29 September, 21:00 to 
00:00 BST (20:00 to 23:00 UT)

FIELD OF VIEW SHOWN:  

8 arcminutes; 170x magnification      

STEP 2

With a B pencil add some 11th- and 12th- 
magnitude stars. They’re quite easy to place 
accurately when you imagine them to be part 
of a familiar shape. For example, the triangles 
shown here are formed using one or more of 
the anchor stars.

STEP 3

Using a 2H pencil, populate the star field with 
as many dim stars as you can detect. As in 
Step 2, look for familiar shapes to help you 
place them accurately. Quite often, the seeing 
improves for a few seconds – so be sure to take 
your time when scanning for these faint stars. 

NEED TO KNOW
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Our resident equipment specialist cures your 
optical ailments and technical maladies
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Email your queries to scopedoctor@skyatnightmagazine.com

The Celestron Astromaster 130EQ MD 
is an excellent beginner’s telescope. 
This 5-inch Newtonian reflector has  
a focal length of 650mm, an equatorial 
mount and a motor-driven right 
ascension (RA) axis. Two eyepieces 
are normally included in the kit, 
a 20mm and a 10mm, producing 
magnifications of 33x and 65x 
respectively. But unusually for an 
astronomical instrument, these form 
an erect image rather than the usual 
rotated view that one would expect.

Although Saturn is a bright object it 
is rather small, which would naturally 
lead you to the 10mm eyepiece so you 
see it as close in as possible. However, 
this is not necessarily the best course 

because the sky conditions often dictate 
the use of a lower-magnification 
eyepiece. The biggest factor in good 
observations of Solar System objects 
like Saturn is the ‘seeing’. Seeing, in an 
astronomical context, is a description 
of how much celestial objects appear 
to shimmer through changes in the 
refractive index of the atmosphere 
caused by turbulence – you can read 
more about this on page 80. 

It is only under conditions of excellent 
seeing that high magnifications can be 
supported, so the best approach is to 
test it out. Start with your 20mm eyepiece, 
followed by the 15mm and 10mm until 
the sharpness starts to degrade, and 
then go back to the better one.

I can use my Orion StarShoot Solar System 
Colour Imaging Camera IV to image the 
Moon, but can’t see the planets. What am  
I doing wrong? DEREK RIGSBY

The Orion StarShoot Solar System Colour Imaging 
Camera IV is a USB video camera capable of 
capturing full resolution (1280�1024) images at 
up to 15 frames per second. If you can use your 
StarShoot camera to video the Moon, that indicates 
that the camera is installed and functioning  
correctly. The camera is controlled by Orion  
AmCap software and the key to successful  
planetary imaging is to be found here. 

To image a planet such as Saturn, which is much 
dimmer than the Moon, you 

should make some setting 
changes by opening 
the ‘Options’ tab 
and choosing ‘Select 
Video Capture Filter’. 

Start by disabling 
‘Auto White Balance’ by 

unchecking the ‘auto’ box, 
setting exposure to ‘auto’ and 

finally adjusting the individual 
gain values for the red, green and blue 

channels to higher settings. If this still 
fails to show a reasonable image in the Live 

Video Window, disable auto exposure and 
manually increase the exposure time.

Steve Richards is a keen astro imager  
and an astronomy equipment expert

With Steve Richards

Scope

DOCTOR
STEVE’S TOP TIP
What’s the best way to preserve my night  

vision when observing from home?

To build up towards your observing session,  

wear sunglasses and avoid bright lights as much 

as possible. Maintaining your night vision when 

observing is very important, especially when 

viewing objects beyond the Solar System. 

Even the action of scrutinising a star chart  

under red light has some detrimental effect.  

A pirate’s eyepatch over your observing eye  

is a great way of protecting your night vision  

– simply slip it off as you approach the eyepiece. 

Remember that a bright red torch can harm  

your carefully prepared night vision just as  

easily as a dim white light.

SCOPE DOCTOR SEPTEMBER 87

Magnification isn’t the 
only concern when 

viewing planets

< The StarShoot is a USB video camera

I have 10mm, 15mm and 20mm erecting 

eyepieces – which should I use to view 

Saturn with my  Celestron Astromaster 

130EQ MD? STEVE CHAPPELL



www.f1telescopes.com

F1 TELESCOPES

F1telescopes is a friendly family run business dedicated to 

helping new and seasoned astromers enjoy the facinating 

hobby of astronomy. Telescopes start at around £100.00. Please 

take a look at our range by visiting our website, or if you would 

like advice on purchasing your �rst telescope then please call.



HOW WE RATE

Each category is given a mark 
out of five stars according to how 
well it performs. The ratings are:

+++++�Outstanding 
+++++�Very good 
+++++�Good
+++++�Average 
+++++�Poor/Avoid
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Bringing you the best in equipment and accessories 

each month, as reviewed by our team of astro experts

Discover the hidden 
innovations inside  

the NexStar 8 in our 
exclusive review 
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Find out more about how we review equipment at: 
www.skyatnightmagazine.com/scoring-categories

90Celestron 
Evolution 

NexStar 8 Schmidt- 
Cassegrain

94Explore 
Scientific 

PN-210/800 
Newtonian

98Altair  
Astro Wave 

Series 130 EDT  
apo refractor
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FIRST light

•  Price £1,799

•  Optics Schmidt-
Cassegrain

•  Aperture 203.2mm  
(8 inches)

•  Focal length: 2,032mm 
(f/10)

•   Mount Computerised 
single fork arm altaz 

•  Extras NexStar+  
hand controller,  
40mm eyepiece, 
13mm eyepiece,  
star diagonal, 
Celestron StarPointer 
red-dot finder

•  Weight 18.4kg

•  Supplier  
David Hinds

•  www.celestron.uk.com 

•  Tel 01525 852696

VITAL STATS T
elescope innovation and improvement 
continues apace, nowhere more evidently  
than with the Celestron NexStar  
Evolution 8, an 8-inch Schmidt-

Cassegrain telescope on a computerised single  
fork arm. This altaz mount sits on a stainless  
steel tripod and comes with a star diagonal, 
Celestron’s StarPointer red-dot finderscope, 40mm 
and 13mm eyepieces, and a mains power cable.

The single fork arm mount has a useful carry 
handle, but it is within the mount’s single arm 
that the innovation begins. For starters there is an 
integrated lithium-ion phosphate battery. With this 
charged up you don’t need an external powerpack  
– a long overdue touch. The mount will also  
function with the power cable connected. 

The other innovative aspect to be hidden  
inside the mount is a built-in Wi-Fi network.  
Using this, you can connect wirelessly with a 
smartphone or tablet to control the scope, although  
a hand controller is supplied, so tradition hasn’t  
been thrown completely out of the window. 
Although you can buy add-ons that enable other 
popular mounts to be controlled by a smartphone  
or tablet, this is the first scope to have this  
capability on board. 

With all this hi-tech wizardry built in, 
assembly and basic set-up was 
straightforward. We switched the 
mount on, connected our tablet 
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WORDS: PAUL MONEY 

FEATURES FIT FOR THE DIGITAL AGE

By installing Celestron’s free SkyPortal app, your smartphone or 
tablet becomes a simple interface for controlling the NexStar 
Evolution 8 using the app’s SkySafari 4-powered planetarium. To 
connect, we selected the SkyQLink wireless network, opened the 
SkyPortal app and chose the ‘telescope’ option at the bottom of the 
screen. The app prompts you to align on three stars – which can be 
done without knowing the constellations. Using the onscreen 
directional arrows, point the telescope at each, centre it, fine align, 
then click ‘Done’. That’s it. There is also info on many objects and 
an option that connects to a home network instead of SkyQLink, 
enabling access to the internet while controlling the telescope. 

A revolutionary 8-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain packed with innovative features

Evolution 8
Celestron NexStar

skyatnightmagazine.com 2014

to the SkyQLink Wi-Fi using the free Celestron 
SkyPortal app (available for iOS and Android) and 
performed the star alignment routine. We aligned  
on each target with ease; most lay within the central 
50 per cent of the view in the 40mm eyepiece. 
Accuracy was improved by aligning with the  
13mm eyepiece; after doing this, most objects  
were in the centre of the 40mm eyepiece, and in the 
13mm they were all within the inner 50 per cent.

Optical excellence
The optics are Fastar compatible, so the secondary 
mirror can be replaced with a Fastar/HyperStar unit 
onto which a CCD camera can be mounted. This 
speeds up the scope’s focal ratio by a factor of five  
to f/2 – especially useful for deep-sky imaging. 

Our tests on Vega in Lyra revealed the optics  
to be very good, the bright star being pin sharp  
85 per cent out from the centre of the view, with only 
some very slight coma present. We picked out double 
star Albireo in Cygnus and enjoyed the golden and 
pale blue hues of its components in both 40mm  
and 13mm eyepieces. Moving across the sky to  
Iota Cassiopeiae, we could split the triple star  
nicely with the 13mm eyepiece. 

Within the Solar System, Saturn looked  
splendid, with a band visible on the planet’s disc,  

the Cassini division clear to  
see and several moons in 
attendance. The nearly first  >

See an interactive 360° model of this scope at 
www.skyatnightmagazine.com/celestevo8
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HAND CONTROLLER

The hand controller allows you to use the NexStar 

Evolution 8 without a smartphone or tablet – in 

case it runs out of battery for instance. The 

controller has a four-line, 18-character backlit 

display screen, easy to use buttons and contains 

a database of more than 40,000 objects.

SKY SAYS… 

This scope makes astronomy even 

more accessible – especially to 

those in tune with the latest tech

SINGLE ARM FORK MOUNT 

The single arm is sturdy and easily carries the telescope tube via its Vixen-style 

dovetail arrangement. It has a useful carry handle, an integrated Wi-Fi hotspot 

and a built-in battery to power the system for up to 10 hours. Connections 

include four aux ports, a power input, a USB charging port and a power switch.

AXIS 

ADJUSTMENTS 

The NexStar Evolution 8 

has large, easy to use 

manual clutches on both 

altitude and azimuth axes. 

That means if power fails 

or there is insufficient 

charge left in the battery, 

you can continue to use 

the telescope manually. 

The clutches’ bright orange 

finish makes them easy to 

spot in the dark.

SECONDARY  

EYEPIECE TRAY

Built into the mount base, 

this tray has three slots 

for 1.25-inch eyepieces. 

It is gently illuminated 

by a red LED built into 

the mount arm; the light 

is adjustable via the 

Celestron SkyPortal app 

or the hand controller.



OPTICS

The 8-inch, f/10 optics are treated with Celestron’s 

StarBright XLT coatings to improve light transmission and are 

Fastar compatible. Stars were sharp across 85 per cent of 

the view through the 40mm eyepiece and close double stars 

could be split using high magnification. 
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VERDICT

BUILD & DESIGN +++++

EASE OF USE +++++

FEATURES +++++

GO-TO/TRACKING ACCURACY +++++

OPTICS +++++

OVERALL +++++

quarter Moon showed off a wealth of craters  

and filled half of the 40mm eyepiece, showing  

that this accessory has a 1º field of view. Next we 

toured some favourite summer deep-sky objects, 

with globular cluster M13, the Swan Nebula,  

galaxies M81 and M82, and open cluster M39  

nicely filling the view with the 40mm eyepiece. 

Slewing to all these targets not with a hand  

controller but with the planetarium interface of  

the SkyPortal app was simple and intuitive.

This is an altaz setup, so astrophotography is 

generally limited to the Moon and brighter planets; 

only short exposures of deep-sky objects at high 

ISO values are practical. Celestron has said that 

an optional wedge will soon be available for long-

exposure imaging. 

Though the mount can be a little noisy when 

slewing, once tracking it is very quiet. That aside,  

this is a great telescope that makes astronomy even 

more accessible – especially to those in tune with  

the latest technology.

SKY SAYS… 

Now add these: 

1. Celestron 

SkyPortal app 

2. Celestron 

Skyris 132C 

colour camera

3. X-Cel LX 2x 

Barlow lens

S

>
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FIRST light

•  Price £758.41

•  Optics: Newtonian 
reflector

•  Aperture: 208mm  
(8 inches)

•  Focal length: 812mm 
(f/3.9)

•  Focuser: Crayford 
style with 10:1 
dual-speed reduction

•  Extras: 8x50 finder, 
2-inch extension tubes, 
2- to 1.25-inch 
adaptor, 26mm Plössl 
eyepiece

•  Weight: Telescope 
tube 6.7kg, with 
mounting cradle 9.5kg 

•  Supplier: Telescope 
House

•  www.telescopehouse.
com

•  Tel: 01342 837610

VITAL STATS

T

he Explore Scientific  

PN-210/800 is a Newtonian 

reflector with a bias towards 

imaging. The 812mm focal 

length and 8-inch primary mirror 

give a focal ratio of f/3.9, categorising 

this as a ‘fast’ scope. The term fast is 

an indication of the light intensity 

delivered at the instrument’s focus 

point. For a camera, this determines the exposure 

needed to reach a certain depth of image. A fast 

scope requires a shorter exposure than a slow,  

higher focal ratio scope of the same aperture to 

achieve the same image depth.

Fast amateur scopes typically deliver wide,  

low-magnification views that are more forgiving  

of inaccurate polar alignment. This is especially 

useful in combination with the short exposures  

the PN-210/800 excels at. 

Fiddly but straightforward

The scope’s secondary mirror is kept optically 

aligned by a ‘click-fix’ collimation system. Rather 

than the easy solution we’d hoped for here, we found 

the system fiddly, requiring the removal of metal 

caps and the buse of an Allen key. This is not ideal 

when making adjustments on a cold, dark night.

Once collimated, the rest of the scope was 

straightforward to use. The provision of a carry 

handle made lifting the lightweight carbon-fibre 
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A LESSON IN PRACTICALITY

As the saying goes: the best type of 
telescope is the one that actually gets used. 
The lightweight carbon-fibre tube 
construction of the Explore Scientific 
PN-210/800 means that moving this 8-inch 
scope about doesn’t fill you with dread, so 
in this respect it’s definitely an instrument 
that’s likely to see some action. The tube’s 
length is pretty manageable too. Measuring 
in at 790mm, this is a telescope that’s easy 
to walk around with and transport to a 

darker sky site in, say, the back of a car. 
Carbon fibre is both strong and has good 
thermal characteristics. When the night goes 
from warm through cold to downright chilly, 
the low expansion and contraction of this 
material means that focus shifts should be 
minimal; certainly much better than you’d 
experience with a metal scope. The tube 
is finished in a gloss lacquer; felt lining on 
the inside of the tube rings protects it from 
scrapes and scuffs when sliding the tube.

A fast 8-inch scope that has the potential to deliver great astrophotos

PN-210/800 Newtonian reflector

SKY SAYS…

A 180-second 
test shot of M17 
showed a wealth 
of fine detail in 
the nebula’s 
gaseous fronds

Explore Scientific Carbon-Fibre

skyatnightmagazine.com 2014

tube onto our own mount an easy 

task. A generous 8x50 illuminated 

finderscope is provided – it’s a decent 

finder, but the illuminator is of the type 

that is far too easy to leave on, resulting 

in a drained battery the next morning. 

Of course, other manufacturers 

commonly use this type of illuminator, 

but that still doesn’t make it the best 

option. If you are short-sighted, you’ll need to keep 

your glasses on too, as we were unable to bring the 

finder to focus without glasses. Also provided are a 

2-inch Crayford-style focuser, 1.25-inch adaptors 

and extension tubes. These are required if you plan  

to use the telescope visually.

The relatively large aperture and fast nature of the 

optics meant it was easy to see stars on our DSLR’s 

viewscreen. Use a bright star and the diffraction >

See an interactive 360° model of this scope at  
www.skyatnightmagazine.com/exsci210800



MOUNTING CRADLE 

WITH CARRY HANDLE

The PN-210/800’s two tube rings are 

fixed to a Vixen/Synta dovetail rail. The 

rings pivot open to allow tube removal 

after unscrewing a locking bolt on each 

one. Unscrewing slightly releases tension 

so you can move the tube back and 

forth for balancing. A carry handle is 

attached to the top of the rings.

FOCUSER

The Crayford-style 10:1 dual-speed focuser offers 

thumbscrew focus tension and sturdy locking, 

but lacks features such as being able to rotate a 

camera in-situ for better framing. Total drawtube 

travel is 33mm. Extension tubes are provided, but 

we didn’t need them for prime focus DSLR imaging.

skyatnightmagazine.com 2014
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OVERSIZED SECONDARY MIRROR

The PN-201/800 has a generous 2.75-inch minor axis 

secondary mirror, designed to ensure that large CCD or DSLR 

sensors get good field illumination. When tested with a DSLR 

with an APS-C (non-full frame) sensor, vignetting – which is the 

darkening caused by poor sensor illumination – in the extreme 

corners of the frame was hardly evident. 

CLICK-FIX  

COLLIMATION

The secondary mirror’s ‘click-fix’ 

collimation system is designed to 

provide an easy to use, lockable 

solution for secondary mirror 

adjustment. In practice we found the 

need to unscrew metal caps to access 

the rotating adjustment dials and the 

need to use an Allen key to release 

locking grub-screws excessively fiddly. 
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spikes caused by the secondary spider vane  

are very obvious. The positive side effect of having 

such evident spikes is that they make accurate 

focusing much easier.

We tested the scope on a variety of summer objects 

and it behaved extremely well, with the 8-inch 

primary mirror really proving its worth.  

A 180-second test shot of M17, the Swan Nebula 

in Sagittarius, showed a wealth of fine detail in the 

nebula’s delicate gaseous fronds. The star colours were 

also vibrant and the natural diffraction spikes, love 

them or hate them, really added a certain something. 

Grab and go
The field of view was very much as you’d expect with 

a Newtonian reflector. The central portion delivered 

sharp stars, while at the edges coma became very 

noticeable. Coma is a consequence of the Newtonian 

design and results in comet shaped stars pointing 

towards the centre of frame. The effect should be 

addressed with the use of a suitable coma corrector 

or field flattener. 

A 26mm Plössl eyepiece is included and this 

provides 31x magnification. This gives some great 

wide-field views that are perfect for deep-sky object 

hunting. Open cluster M11 in Scutum looked 

beautiful with the many resolved stars forming a 

thick V shape. It’s this shape that give the cluster its 

informal name of the ‘Wild Duck’ as it’s supposed 

to look like the V-shaped flying formation the birds 

sometimes adopt.

The 8-inch primary mirror meant that we could 

just make out some of the nebulosity embedded 

in the cluster of M16. Although it’s called the 

Eagle Nebula, the glowing nebula is hard to make 

out visually, but the PN-210/800 had no trouble 

delivering the nebulosity to our DSLR during our 

photographic tests. 

The eyepiece view of M17, the Swan Nebula, was 

gorgeous through this scope. The nebula was very 

easy to make out and looked like the number ‘2’,  

skyatnightmagazine.com 2014
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with an elongated base. Mottled detail in the neck  

of the 2 (the swan itself) was easy to make out  

using the supplied 26mm eyepiece.

The lightweight construction of the PN-210/800 

makes this an excellent grab-and-go scope. Its 

large secondary mirror is great for DSLR imaging 

and CCD setups alike. Budget for a suitable coma 

corrector and the scope has the potential to deliver 

some great results. 

SKY SAYS… 

Now add these: 

1. Explore 
Scientific HR  
coma corrector 

2. Bresser  
Messier Exos 2 
Go-To mount 

3. Explore 
Scientific 6.7mm 
82º eyepiece

>

S

 
8-INCH PRIMARY MIRROR

The primary mirror sits in a cell that 
can be adjusted via three spring-loaded 
thumbscrews. The telescope tube is short 
enough that it’s possible to do this while 
peering down the eyepiece hole. Three 
locking screws make sure the primary 
mirror stays put once adjusted. The  
centre of the primary is marked for 
collimation purposes.

< Our uncalibrated 

180-second  

test shot of the  

Swan Nebula 



A popular and long standing provider of astronomy distance learning 

courses. All courses enjoy an excellent reputation and a certificate is 

awarded for each completed course. Students have easily accessible, one-to-

one contact with their tutors. Five astronomy courses available:

-  GCSE Astronomy - for a certificate 

-  PEC Nature of the Planets - learning for fun about the solar system

-  PEC Nature of the Stars - learning for fun about the night sky

-  PEC Astronomy - to GCSE standard but without the exam

-  PEC Advanced Astronomy - for the more dedicated student

Also available: The Mobile Stars Planetarium – an exciting educational

experience for children in schools and for scouting groups.

 0161 653 9092 | www.planeteartheducation.co.uk

PLANET EARTH EDUCATION

Enrolment throughout the year
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FIRST light

• Price £2,250

• Optics Triplet apo

•    Aperture 130mm 
(5  inches)

•  Focal Length 905mm 
(f/7) 

•  Focuser 2.5-inch 
dual-speed 10:1 rack 
and pinion

•  Extras Tube rings, 
dovetail bar, carry 
handle and flight case

•  Length 788mm with 
dew shield retracted, 
938mm extended

• Weight 8kg

• Supplier Altair Astro

• www.altairastro.com

• Tel: 01263 731505

VITAL STATS

T

here is something rather special about  

a large refractor – and with an aperture 

of 5 inches and a focal length of 905mm, 

Altair Astro’s Wave Series 130 EDT is 

certainly a large instrument. The fit and finish of the 

component parts is really excellent and the telescope 

exudes quality. It is supplied in a fairly lightweight 

aluminium ‘flight case’, but this is probably not 

rugged enough for extended use.

Attached to the top of the attractive tube rings  

is a useful carrying handle. We were not too keen  

on the modified Vixen-style dovetail bar (this had  

to be installed to ensure the necessary spacing to 

fit the handle) as this had a minimum amount of 

contact area in the saddle. For astrophotography 

purposes, we would advise upgrading this to a 

Losmandy-style dovetail bar.

The rack and pinion focuser performed  

smoothly and precisely, allowing stars to snap  

into focus with ease, irrespective of magnification, 

while its Teflon-coated rotation system made  

camera alignment a simple process.

Views through the 130 EDT were excellent. Despite 

numerous clouded out sessions, we enjoyed some 

very memorable sights. Globular clusters M13, M92 

and M56 were particularly good, as were planetary 
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CERTIFIED LENS QUALITY

The refractor’s multicoated triplet lens is designed to give good colour 
correction, and it is this type of objective lens that gives the telescope its 
apochromatic (apo) credentials. 

A standard refractor, known as an achromat, uses two lens elements. These 
bring both red and blue light to the same point of focus, but there is still colour 
fringing on bright objects. The three elements in an apo like the 130 EDT 
additionally bring green light to the same point of focus as the red and blue 
light, producing vibrant and accurate colours with minimal colour fringing. 
To further improve colour fidelity, the lenses are made of Ohara FPL-51 
extra-low dispersion glass. Each lens is also supplied with an optical report. 
The lens cell itself can be collimated via three pairs of opposing bolts, which 

are accessible from the front of the telescope once the dew shield is removed. Our 
initial star test showed that the review instrument had arrived perfectly collimated.

A solid 5-inch scope with a well considered optical arrangement 

EDT apo refractor

Altair Astro Wave Series 130

skyatnightmagazine.com 2014
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SKY SAYS… 

Star shapes 
were excellent 
out to about  
85 per cent of 
the field of view

See an interactive 360° model of this scope at  
www.skyatnightmagazine.com/aa130apo
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RETRACTABLE DEW SHIELD

The retractable dew shield has an inner diameter 

of 167mm and extends 150mm in front of the 

primary lens. The inner surface has a matt black 

paint finish to keep reflections to a minimum and 

increase contrast, and there is a very effective 

locking knob to hold it in the extended position.

RACK AND PINION 

FOCUSER

The substantial, baffled 

2.5-inch focuser is of a  

rack and pinion design,  

the gears for which are 

manufactured to very 

close tolerances in the 

UK. With a 10:1 

reduction drive, the 

focus feel is very good 

indeed, with no backlash 

evident when changing 

direction. There is a  

very generous 97mm of 

movement.

SELF-CENTRING 

EYEPIECE HOLDER

The focuser tube has a 68mm female 

thread, onto which is attached a 2-inch 

eyepiece holder with a built-in capstan. 

The capstan operates a very smooth 

and precise self-centring mechanism for 

gripping a standard 2-inch eyepiece, 

but it also held our imaging camera 

rigidly. A self-centring adaptor for 

1.25-inch eyepieces is also supplied.
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FIRST light 

nebulae M27 and M57; the latter looked particularly 

strong with very nicely defined central darkness. 

We turned to star hunting next. The beautiful 

colour-contrasting components of double star 

Albireo in Cygnus looked fabulous at various 

magnifications and the Garnet Star, Mu Cephei, 

displayed amazingly vivid colour. Splitting the 

Double Double, Epsilon Lyrae, revealed a distinct 

dark space between the individual stars, which looked 

very impressive through our 5mm eyepiece.

Smooth operator
Star shapes remained excellent out to about 85 per cent 

of the field of view, with a gentle deterioration in shape 

and star colours reddening towards the field edges as 

seen with our 68° apparent field of view eyepieces. The 

view had good contrast, no doubt assisted by the CNC-

machined baffles in both the optical and focuser tubes.

We were keen to try imaging with the telescope, 

attaching our own cooled CCD camera and off-axis 

guider for this purpose. This combination yielded a 

field of view a fraction under 1.5° by 1°. It was at this 

point that we realised just how good the self-centring 

eyepiece holder was. The inner surface comprises 

a smooth, matt finish nylon sleeve with a generous 

20mm-deep gripping surface. 

This excellent system allowed for easy and smooth 

insertion of the imaging equipment, and a quick turn 

of the capstan resulted in a very firm and well-aligned 

grip. The operation of the capstan was so silky that it 
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VERDICT

BUILD & DESIGN +++++

EASE OF USE +++++

FEATURES +++++

IMAGING QUALITY +++++

OPTICS +++++

OVERALL +++++

almost made the focuser rotator redundant for the 

purposes of orientating the camera to suit the object 

being imaged. The rack and pinion focuser was more 

than capable of holding our camera when pointing 

towards the zenith and its operation was very smooth.

Imaging conditions were pretty poor during the 

review period, not helped by the limited available 

darkness. Our images of the North America Nebula’s 

‘Mexico’ region (also known as ‘The Wall’) showed 

good star colouring. We noted a small level of 

vignetting that was easily corrected by applying flat 

frames. Star shapes towards the edges of the field of 

view became elongated due to field curvature, but 

this is normal for a triplet design such as this. 

Altair Astro’s Wave Series 130 EDT would be 

a good choice for intermediate astronomers, for 

both observing and imaging – though for deep-sky 

imaging we would recommend the addition of a 

focal reducer to improve star shapes at the outer 

edges of the field of view.

SKY SAYS… 

Now add these: 

1. iOptron 
CEM60 
equatorial mount 

2. Altair 
PlanoStar 0.79x 
reducer/flattener

3. Altair TMS 
250mm 
Losmandy 
dovetail plate

>

S

CARRY HANDLE

A very handy carry handle is attached 
to the top of the tube rings. This is ideal 
for manoeuvring a telescope of this size 
and weight onto the mount’s saddle 
clamp. However, the handle has to be 
removed if you want attach a guidescope 
to the top of the tube rings.

TUBE RINGS

The beautifully crafted and shaped tube rings are CNC machined. 
A flat top with three tapped holes allows a guidescope or other 

accessories to be attached for imaging purposes, while a smaller 
flat area with a single tapped hole caters for a finderscope.



See the stunning APM/LZOS 
triplets and Istar R35 Series

The BAA Autumn 

Weekend Meeting

The North West 

Astronomy Festival

Astromeet

Macclesfield

Runcorn

Leeds

6th September

11th/12th October

8th November

www.peak2valleyinstruments.co.uk
telescope@sky.com Call 020 33 845 187 between 9am – 8pm 7 days a week.

www.365astronomy.com

TELESCOPES, BINOCULARS, 
SPOTTING SCOPES, 
MICROSCOPES & A 

WIDE RANGE OF CCD & 
DSLR CAMERAS & ASTRO 

PHOTO ACCESSORIES FOR 
SCIENTISTS & ENTHUSIASTS

Oxford Cambridge and RSA

NORTHERN OPTICS 
A s t r o  A c c e s s o r i e s  i n  L i n c o l n s h i r e

VISIT US (Weekends)

Waters Edge Visitors Centre 

 Maltkiln Road, Barton Upon Humber 
North Lincolnshire DN18 5JR

07779 122 121 (Weekends)
01724 782022 (Mon-Fri)

Open 10.00am-3.30pm (Sat & Sun)
(Subject to change. Check website or contact us for updates)

www.northernoptics.co.uk
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Stockist of
Eyepieces, filters, barlows, 

camera adapters, binoculars 
and much more

check 

website 

for latest 

o�ers

GALLOWAY ASTRONOMY CENTRE

Prices from only £26 pppn. Children and pets welcome. 

To book contact Mike Alexander: Craiglemine Cottage, Glasserton, Wigtownshire, 

Scotland DG8 8NE •  01988 500594 • enquiries@gallowayastro.com

www.gallowayastro.com

Helping people discover the Night Sky for 10 years 
Our range of Astronomy Courses for beginners include:

- How to observe the night sky
- Buying or Setting up a Telescope

We even have telescopes for you to try before you buy. Let us also show you 
the wonders of the Universe in some of the UK’s darkest skies. 

At the Centre we provide:

•  Telescopes up to 16-inch 
aperture

•  Stargazer Gift Vouchers

•  B&B style accommodation & 
evening meals

•  Skywatcher & Celestron dealer

High Reflectivity
Coating

www.orionoptics.co.uk
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tech enquiries: john@orionoptics.co.uk

Telephone 01782 614200

Our HI-LUX coating can be applied to almost any
reflector, in virtually any condition or no matter how
old. Improves the reflective efficiency of your mirrors.

Find out more on
our website: Optics >
Mirror Recoating
or call / email
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RATINGS

HHHHH Outstanding 
HHHHH Good 
HHHHH Average
HHHHH Poor
HHHHH Avoid

TWO MINUTES 
WITH JOHN 
FREELY

What inspired you  
to write this book?
Copernicus had a unique 

role in the development of science, standing 
alone at the end of one age and the start 
of another. Although many books have 
been written about him, I felt that none 
captured the spirit of the man and his 
times, along with the place of his theory 
in the scientific revolution that led to the 
modern world.

What makes Copernicus so interesting 
to write about?
Despite his professional isolation, he was 
truly a renaissance man. He also painted, 
translated the works of a late Greek 
writer, wrote a thesis on economic theory, 
and served his bishopric as a diplomat, 
administrator and physician. All the while 
he was working away in his monastic 
residence, making astronomical observations 
with instruments of his own design. 

How important was his work  
linking ideas from antiquity and  
Islamic astronomy?
As a student, Copernicus became aware 
of the work of Islamic astronomers whose 
mathematical methods perpetuated the 
theories of ancient Greek astronomers 
and even went beyond them in several 
instances. He was influenced by ancient 
Greek ideas, as were the Islamic thinkers 
who influenced him. This is evident from 
his magnum opus, De Revolutionibus. But 
the most original idea of De Revolutionibus 
– that the Sun is the centre of the Universe 
– is due solely to Copernicus, which is why 
I have called him a celestial revolutionary. 

JOHN FREELY is a lecturer in physics  
and the history of science at Bogazici 
University in Istanbul.

You can order these books from our 
shop by calling 01803 865913 

Reader price £16.99, subscriber price £15.99
P&P £1.99 Code: S0914/2

John Freely 
I B Tauris
£18.99 z HB

Nicolaus Copernicus was at university 
in Krakow when Christopher Columbus 
returned home from his voyage to the  
New World. It is just this kind of stunning, 
thought-provoking juxtaposition that  
makes this book both interesting  
and surprising.

There are very few biographies of 
Copernicus, when you consider his 
importance in the history of 
astronomy. But then, as this 
book inadvertently shows, 
there doesn’t seem to 
be a huge amount of 
material to draw on. 
Copernicus lived 
in a very different 
time from today. 
He and his brother 
came from a rich 
family and so were able 
to go to university. That 
allowed Copernicus to find 
work as both a clergyman and 
a physician, while at the same 
time pursuing his interests in 
astronomy. He studied in universities  
in Poland and Italy, and had pupils,  
one of whom eventually convinced  
him to publish. 

The book begins with a considerable 
amount of background on astronomy to 
date, and on the political landscape to 
Copernicus’s story. We then learn about his 
ideas and how he circulated them, before 
moving on to his legacy – what happened  
to his ideas after he died.

Author John Freely gives a good sense 
of how small the European scientific 
community was at the time and, 
interestingly, how much they owed to 
contemporary work in the Arab world. 
Names that crop up throughout include 
astronomer Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen), 
famous globe-maker Gemma Frisius 

and Petrus Alpianus, author of 
Cosmographia. There is also 

plenty of technical detail 
explaining the ideas 

Copernicus and  
his contemporaries 
were putting  
forward and indeed 
arguing against. 

The book does 
take a while to 

get started. The 
first few chapters are 

heavy going, as famous 
name after famous name is 

introduced, often with only 
tenuous links to the central 
Copernican story. Overall, 

though, it gives a good sense of where 
Copernicus’s ideas fit within a broader 
understanding of the history of astronomy. 

HHH++

EMILY WINTERBURN is a visiting fellow  
at the University of Leeds and Hubble 
public information officer

New astronomy and space titles reviewed

The heliocentric model 
was a huge leap from 
accepted understanding
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Heinrich Päs      
Harvard University Press 
£19.95 z HB 

Of all the 
elementary 
particles that make 
up the Universe, 
neutrinos are the 
most exotic. We 
are constantly 
bombarded 
by countless 

billions of them. Each weighs less than 
one millionth as much as the tiny electron, 
yet they contribute as much mass to the 
Universe as all the stars combined.

These are the kind of ‘wow facts’ that 
leap out from this latest book to tackle 
the mysterious world of particle physics, 
written by one of the world’s leading 
experts in the field.

Despite being so plentiful, neutrinos are 
devilishly hard to pin down. Scientists build 
‘observatories’ deep underground to watch 
for signs of their collisions with electrons. 
But learning more about them can further 

our knowledge of matter, dimensions in 
space and even the prospect of time travel.

Heinrich Päs’s book guides the 
reader through some difficult territory, 
covering the historical and philosophical 
developments that led to our understanding 
of the neutrino today. It is a peculiar 
route that navigates via such topics as the 
ancient Greeks and magic mushrooms. 
Plus of course the obligatory cat that is 
simultaneously alive and dead.

Along with its title, which compares 
following physics to riding the Hawaiian 
surf, metaphors abound. In just a couple 
of pages, we find shadows in Plato’s cave, 
condensation on a cold beer bottle and a 
Mexican hat, for example.

Though this book is written in simple 
language, don’t expect an easy read. There 
are some highly challenging ideas to get 
your head around – but it is worth making 
the effort.
HHHH+

PAUL SUTHERLAND is a space writer 

and journalist

Reader price £17.99, subscriber price £16.99 
P&P £1.99 Code: S0914/1

Gerald North     
Cambridge    
£24.99 z PB

As a practical guide to 
getting the most out of 
observing and imaging 
the Moon, Gerald  
North’s first edition of 
this book helped set 
the standard. Now the 
second edition brings  
it up right to date. 

Observing the Moon is a comprehensive 
assessment of what you need to view, image 
and draw the major lunar features (plus 
a few minor ones), a description of lunar 
basics, a history of early observations and 
much more. Of particular note are the  
200 pages, comprising half of the book, 
dedicated to an A-Z of 48 principal lunar 
features for detailed study. It was also nice 
to see a chapter dedicated to a huge range 
of further lunar resources.

The level of detail covered will keep 
beginner and advanced lunar observers and 
imagers busy for some time, and there are 
some useful basic appendices at the end 
covering telescope collimation, field testing 
optics and polar alignment, so you can get 
the best out of whatever instrument you 
point at the Moon.

Overall there is a good depth of coverage  
and detail provided, including some 
mention of the Moon’s geology, basics  
of such things as eclipses, phases and  
the libration of the Moon, and even  
a summary of lunar exploration.

If there is one comment to be made,  
it is that in this second edition it would 
have been nice to see more in the way  
of CCD images used in place of the  
many film images – but this is a minor 
mark against a book so useful to  
those fascinated by our nearest  
celestial neighbour.
HHHHH

PAUL MONEY is BBC Sky at Night 
Magazine’s reviews editor

Reader price £22.99, subscriber price £20.99 
P&P £1.99 Code: S0914/4

Fredric W Taylor 
Cambridge University Press
£29.99 z PB

Venus is the brightest 
object in the night sky 
after the Moon. But 
despite this superficial 
beauty, today it’s 
somewhat overlooked 
by both amateurs 
and the scientific 
establishment. 

As author Fred Taylor points out in this 
book, Venus has been dogged by its ‘evil 
twin’ reputation: the opaque atmosphere 
limits opportunities for Earth-based 
observation while a hostile surface means 
poor prospects for life – with unfortunate 
implications for attracting glamorous space 
mission funding. Our current understanding 
is far from complete, but Venus raises 
mostly difficult questions and then makes 
it even more difficult to answer them.

The Scientific Exploration of Venus, then, 
is an admirable attempt to redress the 
balance. Written by a planetary scientist 
whose relationship with Venus stretches 
from NASA missions of the 1970s to ESA’s 
ongoing Venus Express, it is a ‘situation 
report’ on our knowledge of the planet. 

The book is split into three broad sections, 
looking at the history of Venus research, 
current understanding, and finally turning 
to the future prospects for exploration. 
Taylor presents everything in an authoritative 
but non-technical text supplemented by 
copious illustrations and diagrams. Along 
the way, there are some fascinating 
insights – a short chapter on the prospects 
for life and a review of theories about the 
planet’s future evolution prove particularly 
intriguing, as do the descriptions of Venus 
missions that never came to pass. It’s hard 
to think of a more comprehensive review.
+++++

GILES SPARROW is a science  

journalist and author

Reader price £27.99, subscriber price £25.99 
P&P £1.99 Code: S0914/3

The Scientific 
Exploration  
of Venus

Observing 
the Moon  
2nd Edition  

BOOK 
OF THE 
MONTH

The Perfect Wave
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1  Orion SteadyPix Pro Universal 
Camera/Smartphone Mount

Price £59 • Supplier SCS Astro 
0800 018 1544 • www.scsastro.co.uk

Smartphones can take great astrophotos  
and this bracket makes taking them even 
easier by holding your camera steady  
at the eyepiece.

2  Celestial Buddies – Jupiter
Price £29.99 • Supplier Find Me A Gift  
01926 818800 • www.findmeagift.co.uk

This adorable Jupiter is the perfect gift for any 
child and comes with a tag packed with facts 
about their new planetary pal.

3   Astromedia Newtonian 
Telescope Kit

Price £17.94 • Supplier Astromedia
07864 912372 • www.astromediashop.co.uk

Build your own usable Newtonian telescope 
with this cardboard kit. Using a 7cm mirror 
and changeable eyepieces, it should be able 
to pick out craters on the Moon and even 
Jupiter’s Galilean moons.

4  365Astronomy No 553 Lunar 
and Planetary Filter Set

Price £29.40 • Supplier 365Astronomy
0203 384 5187 • www.365astronomy.com

This set includes four 1.25-inch colour filters 
(#15, #25, #58A and #80A) packaged in  
a foam-lined plastic storage case. 

 
5  Galaxy Socks
Price £1.50 • Supplier Firetrap 
http://store.firetrap.com

Have the galaxy at your feet with these  
stylish socks. Printed with a field of stars,  
these toe warmers are both fashionable  
and functional.

6  Celestron 17Ah Power Tank 
Price £133 • Supplier The Astronomy Centre
01223 911150 • www.astronomycentre.co.uk

Power your setup anywhere with this 
rechargeable power supply. This 17Ah model 
will keep your scope running all night long, 
and includes an emergency light and an  
AM/FM radio.



LOW PRICES 
we’ll match any genuine web price!

Visionary 
Classic 10x50
Good value and excellent value for money.

Kepler  GL 10x50
A strong and sturdy binocular - excellent value for money and a  
great tool for viewing the night sky at a great price.

£29.99

£34.99

Visionary HD
Very high quality optics at a great price.  
Traditional styled binoculars featuring  
BAK4 prisms, fully coated lenses,  
Long eye relief, rubber armour body.

HD 8x42 ......£69.99
HD 8x56 ......£99.99
HD 7x50 ......£79.99
HD 10x50 ....£79.99

HUGE RANGE 
of eyepieces and accessories
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with 2” SWA eyepice,  
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£799.00

Eyepieces & Accessories
EYEPIECES/ACCESSORIES

Plossl 5mm (1.25”) ................................................................. £14.99 
Plossl 10mm (1.25”) .............................................................. £14.99 
Plossl 15mm (1.25”) .............................................................. £14.99 
Plossl 20mm (1.25”) .............................................................. £14.99 
Plossl 25mm (1.25”) .............................................................. £17.99 
Plossl 30mm (1.25”) .............................................................. £17.99 
Plossl  40mm (1.25”) ............................................................. £19.99 
Super Wide angle 10mm  (1.25”) ....................................... £39.99 
Super Wide angle 20mm  (1.25”) ....................................... £44.99 
FF 8mm (1.25”) ....................................................................... £49.99 
FF 12mm (1.25”) .................................................................... £49.99 
FF 19mm (1.25”) .................................................................... £49.99 
FF 27mm (1.25”) .................................................................... £49.99 
SWA 26mm (2”) ..................................................................... £79.99 
SWA 32mm (2”) ..................................................................... £79.99 
SWA 38mm (2”) ..................................................................... £79.99 
SWA82  8.8mm (1.25”) ...................................................... £129.99 
SWA82  14mm (1.25”) ....................................................... £149.99 
SWA82  24mm (2”) ............................................................. £199.99 

HD 12x60 ....£89.99
HD 15x70 ....£99.99
HD 20x80 .£149.99
HD 20x80T .£249.99

Olivon  QB 10x50
Excellent quality traditional styled binoculars. Rubber armoured,  
water resistant and BAK 4 optics.

Ostara  Elinor 10x50
BAK 4 prisms, Fully multi coated , waterproof  
ERH�RMXVSKIR�½PPIH�

£84.99

£179.99

Ostara Prophecy 10x50
The ultimate in high quality viewing.  
Highest quality, full multicoated optics,  
prism and phase coatings for superb brightness,  
clarity and contrast. Waterproof and nitrogen
½PPIH��*YPP]�GLIGOIH�ERH�XIWXIH�MR�XLI�9/�

£299.99

Stockists of

Visionary Saxon

Visionary  
HD 15x70  
only £ 99.99

Visionary

FIRST 
VIEW
3” starter telescope 
GSQTPIXI�[MXL�½RHIVWGSTI��
table base and eyepieces.

£49.99

Clearview Binoculars: Four Square Chapel, Mapplewell. S75 6GG. Tel 01226 383736.

www.clearviewbinoculars.co.uk Callers very welcome, please check website for opening times.

The Far-Sighted binocular company 
is a group of independent specialist 
optical goods suppliers. For more 
information please visit  
www.far-sighted.co.uk. 

Offers are subject to availability and 
at participating outlets only. Prices 
DQG�VSHFL¿FDWLRQV�DUH�VXEMHFW�WR�

change without notice.

Binocular Outlet: 01162 430 967, Check our website and visit us on shows and events throughout the UK: 

www.binocularoutlet.co.uk

The Army Surplus Store: 01297 23867, High Street, Totnes, Devon, TQ9 5NN

www.thearmysurplusstore.co.uk
����
SURPLUS STORE



Why does it rain on the Sun?

T

he Sun is unique in being the only  
star that we can study up close. It 
displays many features that we 
have come to know well, 

among them sunspots, flares, 
prominences and eruptions  
called coronal mass ejections.

But nearly 40 years ago, 
solar astronomers observed 
another phenomenon 
on the Sun – there were 
regions where it appeared 
to be rain falling from its 
atmosphere, or corona. 
Why this happens has 
remained a mystery.

This rain is different to 
that on Earth, of course. 
It is not made of water. 
Instead, it is formed of 
droplets of plasma, or highly 
charged gas, and each of the 
thousands of droplets in coronal 
rain is about the size of Ireland. 
Interestingly, our findings show that 
the process that forms this hot rain on 
the Sun is remarkably similar to that which 
produces rain on Earth.

Since solar rain was first observed, astronomers 
have been trying to work out just why it occurs,  
but without success. It has been part of my own 
research as a solar physicist. Thanks to the powerful 
telescopes available on Earth and in space today, 
I believe the answer is now within reach. With 
colleagues, I have been using NASA’s Solar  
Dynamics Observatory (SDO) in space and the 
Swedish 1m Solar Telescope (SST) on La Palma  
in the Canary Islands to get detailed views of  
what is happening on the Sun. 

We produced images with the SST that showed  
a ‘waterfall’ of plasma in the Sun’s atmosphere.  
Studying it shows that it is structured in the shape  
of an arcade that follows the invisible lines of  
the Sun’s magnetic field.

Inward bound

What appears to happen is that there is a massive 
explosion in the corona. This flare releases a 
phenomenal amount of energy across all wavelengths 
in the electromagnetic spectrum, from radio waves 

ABOUT EAMON 

SCULLION

Dr Eamon Scullion is  

a researcher at Trinity 

College Dublin with a 

special interest in high 

resolution observations  

of the solar atmosphere  

to find out what controls  

its temperature.

through to visible light and all the way to X-rays  
and gamma rays.

Some of that material shoots out into 
space in a coronal mass ejection, which is 

like a ball of gas containing perhaps 
one billion tonnes of material. If it 

erupts in the right direction, it 
can hit Earth, causing changes 

in space weather and leading 
to auroral displays. But the 
downward force from the 
explosion is associated 
with coronal rain. 

The energy that  
hits the Sun causes the 
surface to heat up and 
rapidly evaporate, just 
like water evaporates 

from the oceans on our 
planet. As it evaporates, it 

fills this magnetic arcade and 
it traces out the field lines as 

hot rain clouds, at a temperature 
of greater than 10 million ºC.

Just a thermostat?

The breakthrough in determining  
what causes the rain came because modern 

telescopes allowed us to observe such an event  
across a much broader spectral temperature range. 
The more powerful instrumentation aboard the 
SDO let us work out what generates the cool dense 
rain that we see falling back to the surface of the  
Sun at around 200,000km/h. From that we were able 
to figure out the rate of condensation, something 
that was not possible 40 years ago. 

We found that an accelerated process that we  
call ‘catastrophic cooling’ produces a very rapid drop 
in temperature, and the conversion of gas to coronal 
rain happens much faster than was thought. 

We believe that these torrential downpours work 
as a kind of thermostat for the corona, helping to 
regulate its temperature. You can think of the outer 
atmosphere of the Sun as being like a giant kettle 
and the coronal rain as a mechanism for keeping it 
in equilibrium. We plan to follow up our findings by 
observing more events, including from bigger flares. 
Hopefully these will provide us with more evidence 
to help us understand the amazing physics that 
drives events on the Sun.
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WHAT I REALLY WANT TO KNOW IS…

Eamon Scullion has been using powerful Earth- and space-
based solar telescopes to solve a 40-year-old riddle
INTERVIEWED BY PAUL SUTHERLAND

The rain is associated with 

the downward force from 

a coronal mass ejection

S
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

I
t is quite easy to become daunted by the vast array 

of equipment that is available to today’s amateur 

astronomers. Different makes, different models, different 

sizes and optical arrangements – if you’re new to the 

hobby, how do you make sense of all these details and �nd the 

telescope that will show you the Universe?

The answer lies in buying from a specialist retailer – 

somewhere that really knows what they’re talking about. Like 

the retailers in this guide, they’ll have the practical knowledge 

that will guide you towards the scope that won’t end up 

gathering dust in a cupboard.

Today there are over 1,000 models of telescope to choose 

from – refractors and re�ectors, Dobsonians and Newtonians, 

Schmidt- and Maksutov-Cassegrains. And just as important as 

the telescope is the mount it sits on; but do you go for equatorial 

or altazimuth, manual or Go-To? And what about accessories 

like eyepieces and �nderscopes?

That’s certainly a lot to consider before making a decision, 

but a specialist retailer will help you make that decision, taking 

important considerations like portability, construction and price 

into account.

So if you need friendly, face-to-face advice and excellent 

aftersales service, free from biased opinions, specialist 

telescope retailers are the place to go for a helping hand 

through the technical literature and tables of �gures. They’ll 

help you �nd a scope that combines quality and convenience at 

a price that’s right.

Find the right one for you: buy your 

telescope from a specialist retailer

Retailer Guide
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TELESCOPE HOUSE 

 01342 837610
www.telescopehouse.com

sales@telescopehouse.com

Founded in 1785, Telescope House has 
been responsible for supplying many 
well-known Astronomers with telescopes 
and equipment. The late Sir Patrick Moore 
bought the majority of his telescopes 
from the company, including his very first 
instrument. With a friendly showroom in 
Surrey, a number one ranked retail website 
and a service centre with fully qualified 
staff, the company offers equipment from 
manufacturers such as Meade, Revelation, 
Coronado, Bresser, Skywatcher, Orion 
USA, TeleVue, Vixen and Explore Scientific. 
Whether it’s advice on your first telescope, 
to setting up advanced Astrophotography 
systems, the staff at Telescope House have a 
wealth of experience and instant access to 
the right stock to back it up.

TRING ASTRONOMY 
CENTRE 

 01442 822997 
www.tringastro.co.uk

enquiries@tringastro.co.uk

At Tring Astronomy Centre we know that 
choosing the right equipment can be a 
minefield, but we strongly believe that 
seeing telescopes in the flesh and talking 
to an expert in a relaxed environment 
can really help. That’s why we have a 
coffee machine, a fully stocked bicuit 
barrel, and 45+ telescopes on display. 
As well as representing leading brands 
such as Celestron, Sky-Watcher, 
Baader Planetarium, Altair Astro, Vixen, 
Opticron, AstroTrac, iOptron, Lunt, 
Starlight Instruments, ZW Optical and 
many more we also offer a hire service 
so you can even try before you buy! So 
what are you waiting for? Visit or contact 
Tring Astronomy Centre and  
lets talk Astronomy!

SHERWOODS
Established for over 60 years, 
we at Sherwoods are one of the 
Midlands leading suppliers of 
astronomical telescopes, binoculars 
and accessories. Through our website 
and showroom we are able to supply 
optics from some of the world’s leading 
optical manufacturers including 
Celestron, Skywatcher and Meade 
at some of the lowest prices in the 
UK. We offer a full mail-order service 
including next day delivery on many 
items held in stock.

 01527 857500
www.binocularhouse.com

sales@sherwoods-photo.com

GREEN WITCH
Green Witch is one of the UK’s leading 
suppliers of telescopes, binoculars and 
accessories for astronomy. Founded 
by former members of the Royal 
Greenwich Observatory in 1998, 
Green Witch is dedicated to helping 
you choose and use the equipment that 
is right for you. 

We also carry an extensive range 
of telescopes and binoculars for nature 
and leisure, which you are welcome to 
try before you buy. Whether you visit 
our showrooms or buy online you can 
be sure of excellent service.

 01924 477719 - Birstall, West Yorks
 01767 677025 - Gransden,  

Beds & Cambs
www.green-witch.com

THE WIDESCREEN 
CENTRE

 02079 352580 
www.widescreen-centre.co.uk

simon@widescreen-centre.co.uk

The Widescreen Centre is London’s Astronomy 
Showroom, located in Sherlock Holmes 
territory off Baker Street in the heart of 
Marylebone - a family owned and run business 
since starting out in1971. Our experienced 
and highly knowledgeable staff will offer you 
quality, choice, expertise and service - see 
Celestron, Sky-Watcher, Meade, Orion, Tele 
Vue, APM, Takahashi and much, much more 
besides says Simon Bennett, Widescreen’s MD 
and lifelong amateur astronomer, “If the correct 
equipment is purchased it will give a lifetime’s 
enjoyment. This is our mission. We will never 
sell you anything you don’t need” Watch out 
for Widescreen at Star Parties and exhibitions 
throughout the UK.

ASTRONOMIA
Atronomia is the award-winning 
home of the biggest range of 
telescopes and binoculars on 
display in the South of England. 
With over 50 telescopes and 
even more binoculars, Astronomia 
brings you the widest choice from 
respected brands such as Celestron, 
Sky-Watcher, Meade, Vixen and 
more. Visit our store in the High 
Street, Dorking or check out the 
website. Take advantage of our full-
price trade-ins on all telescopes – if 
you upgrade within 12 months, you 
don’t lose a penny!

 01306 640714
www.astronomia.co.uk

mail@astronomia.co.uk
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STARS AND CONSTELLATIONS

A watery theme links several of the 

evening constellations. Capricornus  

is a Sea Goat; Pisces, the Fishes, is best 

recognised by its not-so aquatic ‘circlet’. 

Between them is Aquarius, the Water 

Bearer; the water pouring from the Y-shaped 

asterism within it falls into mouth of Piscis 

Austrinus, the Southern Fish, marked by mag. 

+1.2 Fomalhaut (Alpha (_) Piscis Austrini). 

Eridanus represents a long, meandering 

river. Ending at mag. +0.5 Achernar (Alpha 

(_) Eridani), its headwaters lie near Orion. 
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WHEN TO USE THIS CHART
The chart accurately matches the sky on the 
dates and times shown. The sky is different at 
other times as stars crossing it set four minutes 
earlier each night. We’ve drawn the chart for 
latitude –35° south.

With Glenn Dawes

SEPTEMBER HIGHLIGHTS

There are some great conjunctions in 

the western evening sky. On the 1st, 

Mars, Saturn and the six-day-old crescent 

Moon form a triangle, with the Moon at the 

top. There’s a more challenging grouping on 

the 26th: low in the twilight, the thin crescent 

Moon forms a triangle with Mercury and 

mag. +1.0 Spica (Alpha (_) Virginis), with 

Mercury at the apex. On the 28th, Saturn 

receives a second lunar visit, this time from a 

four-day-old crescent Moon. The planet will 

be just 2° from the Moon’s limb at 20:00 EST. 

Mercury is well placed low in the 

western evening sky, setting around 

30 minutes after twilight ends. At the start 

of the month, Saturn and Mars are in 

Libra – look for the colour contrast. Mars 

moves away from its ringed companion 

through the September, ending up 3° from 

mag. +1.1 Antares (Alpha (_) Scorpii). 

Both planets set in the late evening. There 

is then a drought of bright planets until 

Jupiter arrives late in the morning, just  

30 minutes before dawn.

THE PLANETS

Epsilon (¡) Lyrae (RA 

18h 44.3m, dec. +39° 

38’) is worth looking for 

despite its low altitude,  

so long as the seeing is 

favourable. It is visible 

through binoculars as two 

white stars, mag. +5.0 (¡1) and 

+5.2 (¡2), separated by 3.5 

arcminutes. Small telescopes will show 

that both of these stars are doubles 

themselves: ¡1’s components are mag. 

+5.2 and +6.1, 2.4 arcseconds apart;�¡2’s 

are +5.2 and +5.4, parted  

by 2.3 arcseconds.

M57, the Ring Nebula 

(RA 18h 53.6m, dec. 

+33° 02’; pictured), is a 

spectacular target. A 4-inch 

scope will reveal this mag. +8.8 

planetary nebula as an oval, smoke- 

like ring with a dark centre, measuring 

1.1 arcminutes by 1.4 arcminutes. Under 

very dark skies, larger instruments will 

show a haze across the central region. 
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‘leaders through innovation’

Lodestar X2
The best is now even better

For years, the Lodestar has been held in the highest regard as being the best  
autoguider on the market. The innovative minds at Starlight Xpress have been 
WU\LQJ�WR�LPSURYH�RQ�WKH�LFRQLF�/RGHVWDU�VLQFH�LW¶V�FRQFHSWLRQ��DQ�LQFUHGLEO\�GLI¿-
cult task - until now that is. The new Lodestar X2

Key Features:

Big things can come in small packages and the Lodestar X2, really is no exception. This com-
pact guide camera is packed full of great features:

• ONLY 1º” in diameter allows it to drop neatly into your 1º” eyepiece holder - no 
additional adaptors required. 

• Large Imaging Area������PP�[�����PP��JLYLQJ�\RX�D�ZLGH�¿HOG�RI�YLHZ�WR�¿QG�D�VXLWD-
ble guide star.

• Sensitivity - with an impressive 77% QE, and large pixels, the Lodestar X2 just sucks 
up those photons. Sensitivity is key, but combined with the incredibly low noise of the 
/RGHVWDU�;���¿QGLQJ�D�JXLGH�VWDU�KDV�MXVW�EHFRPH�HYHQ�HDVLHU�

• ‘Full size RJ12’ Autoguider Port - No need to run extra cables from your computer 
to control your mount corrections.

• Powered by the USB of your computer so no need to carry an extra power supply with 
you -  one less thing to forget when you are on your way to the Star Party. 
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